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C H A P T E R I

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

Enhanced nuclear magnetism is a phenomenon, which occurs in a class of
compounds, called van Vleck-paramagnets. These are transition-metal or rare-earth
compounds, in which the electronic magnetic moment of the free ion is suppressed
by the crystalline electric field (CEF), created by the surrounding ions in the
solid state. Van Vleck-paramagnetism can be observed, if the following two re-
quirements are satisfied:
i) The groundstate, produced by the CEF-interaction is "non-magnetic", i.e. has

no magnetic dipole moment.
This is possible for ions with an even number of electrons. However, a magnetic
moment may be induced in the ground state by admixture of excited states, either
by an externally applied magnetic field, or by the magnetic hyperfine inter-
action, or by the exchange interaction. In the latter case, which requires that
the exchange interaction exceeds a threshold value, the effects of a cooperative
phase transition to a state of long-range magnetic order will predominate the
single-ion van Vleck-paramagnetism. This leads to the second requirement
for the observability of van Vleck-paramagnetism:
ii) The exchange interaction is smaller than the threshold value, required to

drive a phase-transition to a state of long-range magnetic order.
Although the magnetic moment, induced by the magnetic hyperfine interaction, is
of electronic origin, it may be regarded as an enhanced nuclear magnetic moment,
since its direction is determined by the nuclear spin. In rare-earth compounds,
where CEF-level splittings are relatively small and the hyperfine interaction
relatively large, this enhancement effect is generally larger than in transition-
metal compounds and the enhancement factor may be much larger than unity. An
interesting application of enhanced nuclear magnetism is the possibility of
obtaining highly polarized nuclear spins with a relatively modest applied field
to temperature ratio. Rare-earth van Vleck-paramagnets are thus suitable for
adiabatic nuclear demagnetizations, and some compounds, particularly PrNig» are
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widely used as refrigerants in ultra-low-temperature experiments.
In most cases the non-magnetic ground state, responsible for the van Vieck-

paramagnetism is non-degenerate, i.e. a singlet. However, in crystals with a
cubic site-symmetry of the rare-earth ion, a non-magnetic doublet (group theore-
tical designation r3) is a distinct possibility.

Investigations in the past decade have shown, that the magnetic behaviour of
rare-earth compounds is often not sufficiently described by magnetic dipolar and
bilinear exchange interactions. Also electric quadrupolar interactions and bi-
quadratic exchange have to be considered. These additional interactions compli-
cate the description of the magnetic behaviour. Hence, it is attractive to study
compounds, in which the site-symmetry of the rare-earth ion is cubic, so that
symmetry considerations allow simplifications in the theoretical description.
For instance, in a van Vleck-paramagnet with a r3-doublet ground state, the
magnetic dipolar interaction and the bilinear exchange interaction can be
neglected, if their strength is well below the threshold value. Consequently,
the degeneracy of the doublet can only be lifted by quadrupolar interactions.
Such a system is thus very suitable for a study of these higher order inter-
actions.

In the numerous intermetal1ic cubic rare-earth compounds, the strength of
the exchange interaction is often comparable with the CEF-level splittings and
again the ordering phenomena become complicated. This problem is absent in the
series of A»BLnXg compounds with A,B =Li,Na,k,Rb,Cs, Ln = lanthanide and
X = F, C1. Many of these have a cubic crystal structure. In this thesis, we will
study two members of this series, namely RbgNaHoFg and CSgNaHoFg, which are both
van Vleck-param&gnets and thus show enhanced nuclear magnetism. We have chosen
hoimiurn compounds since this ion has the largest magnetic hyperfine interaction
in the rare-earth group.

This thesis is organized in the following way. In chapter II we will give a
4

description of the He-circulating refrigerator, which was built to provide the
low temperatures required for the polarization of the enhanced nuclear moments.
We have chosen this type of dilution refrigerator, because of its simple design
and large cooling power.

Chapter III is devoted to a comparison of the different types of dilution re-
frigerators. A theoretical discussion is given of their performance, starting
from the differential equations, which govern the temperature distribution in
the refrigerator.

In chapter IV we discuss the actual performance of the refrigerator, described
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in chapter II.
In chapter V we will give a description of the NMR-apparatus, developed for

very-low-temperature NMR experiments.
In chapter VI experimental results on the compound RbpNaHoF, are presented.

The CEF-ground state of this compound is probably the non-magnetic doublet r3,
but at a temperature of 170 K a structural phase transition lowers the crystal
symmetry from cubic to tetragonal and the doublet, is split into two singlets.
By combining our NMR-measurements with X-ray diffraction measurements of
J. Ihringer, the nature of the phase transition could be clarified. Because the
attractive features of the cubic symmetry of this compound are lost below the
phase transition temperature, we have not studied its low-temperature behaviour.

In chapter VII we will present specific heat, (enhanced) nuclear magnetic
resonance and magnetization measurements on the compound CSoNaHoFg, which also
has a r3-doublet ground state. In zero magnetic field the degeneracy of the
doublet is removed at a temperature of 393 mK, where a phase transition is in-
duced by quadrupoiar interactions. The nature of the quadrupoiar ordered state
could be determined from the enhanced NMR measurements. Adiabatic nuclear demag-
netization experiments yielded a lowest spin-temperature of 1.8 mK.

Publications, related to the contents of this thesis ave:

1. E.J. Veenendaal, R. Hulstman and H.B. Brom,

"A frequency modulated Q-meter for very-low-temperature NMR experiments",

submitted to J. Phys. E. (cf. this thesis, chapter V).

2. E.J. Veenendaal, H.B. Brom and T. Molenaar, "Structural phase transition in

Rb2NaHoF6, Proc. ISMAR-AMPERE Conf., Delft 1980, Bull. Magn. Res. 2 (1981)

147.

3. E.J. Veenendaal, H.B. Brom and J. Ihringer, "Structural phase transition in

the cubic elpasolite RboNaHoF", Physica 114B (1982) 31. (cf. this thesis,

chapter VI).

4. E.J. Veenendaal and H.B. Brom, "Hyperfine splitting in the elpasolite

Cs2NaHoF6, measured by enhanced
 l65Ho NMR", Physica II3B (1982) 118.

5. E. Bongers, H.B. Brom, E.J. Veenendaal and W.J. Huiskamp, "Quadrupoiar

ordering in a r,-doublet system, studied by Ho nuclear magnetic resonance:

Cs0NaHoCl,",submitted to Physica B.

6. E.J. Veenendaal, H.B. Brom and W.J. Huiskamp, "Quadrupoiar ordering in a non-

magnetic cubic doublet system: Cs-NaHoF,", submitted to Physica B. (cf. this

thesis, chapter VII).
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C H A P T E R II

DESCRIPTION OF THE 4He-CIRCULATING DILUTION REFRIGERATOR

1. Introduction
*5 A

After the discovery by Walters and Fairbanks [1], that He- He mixtures sepa-
3

rate in a concentrated He-rich phase and a dilute phase at low temperatures
(the phase-diagram is shown in fig. 1), the possibility of refrigeration by dri-

ving He atoms from the concentrated phase through the phase boundary to the

dilute phase was recognized. This process is analogous to evaporation cooling

of an ordinary liquid: the superfluid He can be regarded as a "vacuum" at low

temperatures, while the role of the pressure is played by the osmot'ic pressure

of the He- He mixture. Alternatively, it can be likened to the thermo-electric
3

effect [2], that is cooling by the transport of fermions, here the He atoms,
from a system with a low density of states at the Fermi-level, the concentrated

phase, to one with a high density of states, the dilute phase. This "dilution

refrigeration" takes place in a "mixing chamber", where a phase boundary sepa-

rates the concentrated upper phase from the dilute lower phase. Refrigeration
3

can be produced, either by extracting He from the dilute phase or by adding
4He.

Following the suggestion of London, Clarke and Mendoza [3], the first dilution

refrigerator was built in 1964 by Das, de Bruyn Ouboter, and Taconis [4]. In this

prototype, schematically shown in fig. 2a, He was extracted from the dilute

phase by evaporation at a temperature of about 0.7 K, making use of the large
3 4 3difference in vapour pressure between He and He. The He is driven from the

mixing chamber M to the evaporator or "still" by an osmotic pressure gradient.

The He-cycle can be closed and refrigeration made continuous by compressing the

He gas at room temperature and returning it to the mixing chamber after recon-

densation at low temperature. In a machine of this type, hereafter called Conven- j

tional Dilution Refrigerator (CDR), it is essential to precool this return flow ;
3 a

of He by the ascending dilute phase in a heat exchanger (H in fig. 2a). This j
is increasingly difficult at lower temperatures by the Kapitza-resistance between 1

14



1.0

Fig. 1. Phase diagram of He- He mixtures, where x is the molar fraction of He

in the mixture.

the internal surface of the heat exchanger and the liquid helium.

Interest in these machines became wide-spread, especially after the discovery
3 4of the finite solubility of He in He at T = 0 [5], and progress in performance

was rapid, mainly by construction of increasingly efficient heat exchangers

[6,7,8]. This, however, required ever more elaborate and voluminous designs.

The heat exchanger problem was elegantly circumvented in the first He-circu-

lating refrigerator, that could operate continuously, built in 1971 by Taconis,

Pennings, Das and de Bruyn Ouboter [9]. The schematic drawing in fig. 2b serves

to explain the principles of operation of this type of machine, hereafter called

the Leiden Dilution Refrigerator (LDR). The mixing chamber M and the "demixing
3 4chamber" D are connected by a capillary C and filled with a He- He mixture of

3
such He concentration, that there is a phase separation surface in D. Dilution
refrigeration occurs in M by injecting superfluid He through the superleak Sj

into the mixing chamber. The dilute He- He mixture falls through a capillary C

into the demixing'chamber D, where the He leaves through the superleak S«. The

He circulation can be either open by supplying He from an external gas cylinder

,'t
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Fig. 2<z. Schematic diagram of a conventional dilution refrigerator (CDR). He

atoms cross the phase separation surface in the mixing chamber M from the upper

concentrated phase to the lower dilute phase. A small osmotic pressure gradient

in the dilute phase drives the flow of He from the mixing chamber to the still

D. Demixing occurs by evaporation of He at T, = 0.7 K, where the vapour pressure
4of He is negligible. The heat of demixing is amply compensated by the heat of

evaporation. The dilution process can be made continuous by compressing the He

gas at room temperature and returning it, after liquefaction, to the mixing

chamber through the return line F. Heat is exchanged between the cold, ascending

dilute phase and the downward flow of warm He in the heat exchanger H.

Fig. 2b. Schematic diagram of a Leiden dilution refrigerator (LDR). Dilution

refrigeration is produced by adding He to the dilute phase through the super-

leak S.. The excess dilute liquid falls down the counter f low tube C, where ther-

mal contact with the ascending flow of concentrated liquid is not hampered, as

e.g. by a separating wall in a CDR. Demixing is done in D by extracting He

through-'ihe superleak S„. The heat of demixing Q* has to be absorbed by an ex-

ternal refrigerator. The He can be circulated by a fountain pump.

Fig. 2c. Schematic diagram of a hybrid dilution refrigerator (HDR). This appa-

ratus combines the advantages of CDR and LDR. The lowest temperature is obtained

in the primary mixing chamber M. Heat exchange in the coldest region of the

refrigerator takes place in the counterflow tube C. Since the temperature in

the secondary mixing chamber M. is relatively high, the heat exchanger H can

be much simpler than in a CDR. Demixing is achieved by evaporation of He, and

no external refrigerator is needed. There is the possibility of increasing the

flow of He from the secondary mixing chamber M. to the still D by mutual fric-

tion with the He-f low, which makes very large circulation rates possible.
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3
or closed by using a fountain pump to connect S2 to S,. Because the He-atoms in
the demixing chamber cross the phase-boundary in the opposite direction, a heat
of demixing is producer at a rate Qn. This heat has to be absorbed by an external

3 4
refr igerator, which can be a He evaporator [9 ] , a He-vortex cooler [10] or an-

3
other dilution refrigerator. Since the total amount of He in the mixing chamber

3

is conserved, the transport of He by the falling dilute phase in C will be com-
pensated by a counterflcw of concentrated He, also in C, creating a very good
heat exchange between the phases, because there is no separating wall.

LDR and CDR have been combined into a Hybrid Dilution Refrigerator (HDR)
[11,12] shown in fig. 2c. The mixing chamber arrangement is identical to that
of the LDR, but demixing is achieved with a still in the conventional way. Since
the lowest temperature does not have to be reached in the secondary mixing cham-
ber M*, the requirements for the heat exchanger H are much less stringent than
for a CDR.

In recent years the heat exchanger problem in the CDR is no longer a serious
bottleneck,since the use of extremely large surfaces of very fine sintered silver
powder [13] has provided a satisfactory solution. Attention has shifted to the
problem of viscous heat developed in the heat exchanger tubes close to the mixing
chamber. Part of this heat is conducted back to the mixing chamber and limits its
minimum temperature.

This intrinsic problem, common to all three types of dilution refrigerators,
can only be reduced by increasing size and circulation rate, which very soon

3
leads to unacceptable requirements on the amount of He and on the available
pump capacity. The pumping speed needed for a given circulation rate will be
discussed in chapter 111.3 and the superiority of the HDR and in smaller degree
the LDR in this respect will be shown. The scaling factors involved with the
size increase will be derived in chapter III.2 and the differences of LDR and
HDR with the CDR will be pointed out.

Because of the advantages mentioned above and the simplicity of its design,
we decided to build a LDR, when a dilution refrigerator was needed for experi-
ments at low temperature. The apparatus is described in the following section
and its performance is discussed in chapter IV.
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2. Description of the apparatus
2.2. General description

In the apparatus» shown in a simplified drawing (fig. 3), the heat of demix-
3 4

ing is taken up by a continuously refilling He-evaporator B and the He-circu-
lation is driven by a fountain pump FP, which connects the superleak outlet S„
with the superleak inlet S,. The waste heat of the fountain pump is absorbed by

3a continuously refilling "1 K-plate" K, which also serves to condense the He,
that returns to the evaporator B by the refilling line F^ (partially shown).
Using a fountain pump instead of an external gas cylinder offers increased ease
of operation, a reduced rate of evaporation in the 4.2 K bath, a smaller heat
load on the 1 K-plate and less danger of acoustic resonances in the connecting
capillaries.

Between the mixing chamber M and the demixing chamber 0 there is a heat ex-
changer vessel HE at an intermediate temperature, that serves as a thermal an-
choring point for leads and supports to the low temperature part. The upper-
and lower counterflow capillaries C1 and C2 connect M with 0 in such a way, that
both in M and HE phase separation surfaces exist.

The mixing chamber M is equipped with a large surface area SU, formed by sin-
tered silver sponges embedded in two copper disks, that are attached to the
cooling rod CR by a large brass screw. A CoCo single crystal nuclear orienta-
tion thermometer is mounted on a thermometer chamber, thermally isolated from
the rest of the mixing chamber wall. The heat flow in the cooling rod to the
experimental space (not shown) can be switched by the superconducting switch SW.
A ring-shaped superleak S 3 in the mixing chamber is connected to S, to decrease
the velocity of the superfluid He on entering the d'lute phase. Two thermal
anchoring plates T, and Tp are connected to HE and M respectively. To accomodate

Fig. 3. Simplified drawing of the apparatus. The mixing chamber M is connected
by the counterflow capillaries C. and C_ with the demixing chamber D. Between
C, and C9 there is a vessel HE of annular shape. The heat of demixing is taken

3 4
up by the He-evaporator B. The He-circulation is driven by the fountain pump
FP mounted on the •! K-plate K. S_ is a ring-shaped superleak connected to the
inlet superleak S.. For further explanation see text.

19
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these connections and the cooling rod, the heat exchanger HE, the demixing
3

chamber D and the He system B have an annular shape. The dilution refrigerator
is shielded by a copper radiation shield R at He-temperature (only partially

shown).
The refrigerator can be filled through the filling line F, (partially shown).
4 £-

The He inlet- and outlet points I and 0 are also connected with capillaries to

the outside.

Finally fig. 3 shows the complications arising from the peculiar geometry of

a LOR, with the mixing chamber between the 1 K-plate and the demixing chamber.

This requires a substantial amount of space in the radial direction (note the

difference in diameter between the 1 K-plate and the mixing chamber) and makes

it difficult to provide thermal anchoring points at the appropriate places.

2.2. The 1 K-plate

The 1 K-plate (K in fig. 3) is of conventional design [14] and has a circula-

tion rate of about 1.8 x 10 mol He/s. It is pumped by a Leybold-Hereaus DK 180

with a pumping speed of 50 1/s. This arrangement produces a cooling power of

85 mW at 1.3 K, as measured on the copper body. The difference with the calcu-

lated temperature of 1.2 K is due to the loss of pumping speed by the flow-

restricting part of the pumping tube and the Kapitza-resistance between the

copper and the liquid. The He return line, the filling line for the refrigerator

and the filling line for the experimental space (not shown in fig. 3), each have

a condensor on the 1 K-plate. Furthermore the cooling plate of the fountain pump

is bolted to the 1 K-plate.

At the maximum circulation rate in the dilution refrigerator, the waste heat
3

of the fountain pump is about 55 mW, the heat load due to the He circulation
4

about 25 mW, and the remainder taken up by conduction along the He filled ca-

pillaries to the points I and 0 in fig. 3. Although the cooling power of the

1 K-plate is the limiting factor to the circulation rate and hence the cooling

power of the dilution refrigerator, its already high helium consumption of 180

cc/hr makes an increase in flow rate unattractive.

2.3. The He system
3 "

The He system (B in fig. 3) is designed for maximum cooling power in the j
i

range 0.5 - 0.6 K.. The heat of demixing, that has to be absorbed, is proportional \

to T [15] .while the vapour pressure, and hence the cooling power of the He }

evaporator, increases much faster with temperature: to achieve a maximal circu- \
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I -I
lation rate in the dilution refrigerator the demixing chamber temperature should ^

'be made as high as possible. However, a rigorous limit is set by the disap- ^ ,

pearance of the phase separation surface and superfluidity at 0.87 K. Another

limit is the maximum pressure difference, that can be sustained by the fountain

pump, which limits the demixing-chamber temperature to about 0.65 K (see section

2.10). In practice a temperature of 0.6 K is mostly used.

The He system is driven by a rotary Alcatel 2060 H pump, which has a nominal

pumping speed of 15 1/s, but approximately 25 % less at the relevant pressure

(P3He = 0.73 mbar at 0.6 K). The measured cooling power is 7 mW at 0.6 K.

A bottleneck in the heat transfer between demixing chamber and He-evaporator

is formed by the Kapitza-resistances between the copper body and the liquids.
o

This problem is difficult to remedy, since the thermal conductivity of both He
3 4

and saturated He- He mixture at 0.6 K is very poor. This prevents the use of
sintered copper or silver powders to increase the surface as can be understood

from the following consideration. The maximum effective sinter thickness 6 in a

sintered sponge is given by [16]:

(1)

with X the thermal conductivity of the liquid, p the volume fraction of the

liquid in the sinter, R„ the Kapitza-resistivity and s the surface to volume
-3

ratio of the sinter. Putting in numerical values at 0.6 K: X3„Q = 8 x 10 W/Km
-2 2and RK = 10 Km /W. For a typical copper powder sinter with grains of about

3 x 10"5m, s = 105 m"1 and p = 0.5. This results in 6 = 2 x 10"5 m, less than

the diameter of one grain!

Hence, one has to rely on the heat transport by the rising vapour bubbles

in the boiling liquid to ensure thermal equilibrium. Any surface-increasing

structure has to allow the passage of these vapour bubbles, so that typical

pore diameters have to be at least 0.5 mm.

The solution adopted here is to use a bottom with circular grooves 2 mm wide

and deep» and the addition of an extra floor in such a way, that the top floor

is always covered with about 0.5 mm He and the rest of the liquid is on the
p

bottom. In this way the total contact area is 90 cm. This would give at 0.6 K
a temperature drop of 8 mK.

2.4. The demixing 'chamber

The copper body of the demixing chamber (D in fig. 3) is silver-soldered to
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the He evaporator, so that the temperature difference between them is negligible.
The Kapitza-resistance problem is alleviated by 8 sections of 2 mm thick perfo-
rated copper plate, that are hard-soldered to the bottom (not shown in fig. 2).

o

Again total surface area is 90 cm . However, since there are no vapour bubbles
3 4to transport the heat and since the thermal conductivity of the He- He mixture

is very poor, thermal gradients in the liquid could be a problem. Most of the
heat of demixing is generated at the phase separation surface, that is located
close to the top of the chamber. The constancy of the osmotic pressure in the
superfiuid dilute phase (see section 2.9, eq. (2)) implies, that any thermal
gradient in the lower phase is accompanied by a He concentration gradient,
such that the concentration is highest at the coldest spot, where phase sepa-
ration will first occur. Therefore in the demixing chamber bubbles of concentra-
ted phase can form at the cold walls and bottom and rise to the phase-separation
surface of the top, counteracting any thermal gradient. In this way the c smixing
chamber would act as an inverted heat pipe. This mechanism was observed to occur
in practice by van den Brandt et al.[17] during cool-down of their glass refri-
gerator, but not during operation with the phase-separation surface in the de-
mixing chamber. However, this could be explained by assuming, that at low cir-
culation rates the flow of concentrated phase upwards along the walls is suffi-
cient.

2.5. The heat exchanger

This vessel (HE in fig. 3) is added between mixing and demixing chamber to
provide a thermal anchoring point at an intermediate temperature. The heat load
on the walls by conduction along supports, the filling line to the experimental
space, and wiring is estimated to be about 9 yW from the measured thermal con-
ductance of 24 T yü/K between the heat exchanger and the demixing chamber. From
the height of the counterflow capillary C» between the heat exchanger and the
demixing chamber (6 cm) and from the results of Pennings [15], it was estimated
that the temperature of the heat exchanger would be about 150 mK, fairly inde-
pendent of the circulation rate of the refrigerator, except at very low circula-
tion rate. So the heat exchanger was designed for that temperature.

The surface in increased by 4 horizontally placed brass plates (not shown in
fig. 3) of 0.5 mm thickness and perforated with 8 mm holes to allow thermal equi-
librium in the dilute mixture. With a thermal load of only 9 yW the ther-
mal conductivity of the dilute mixture is sufficiently high. Total surface area
was 140 cm2. Using a Kapitza-resistivity RK = 10"

2 T"3 K4m2/W, this gives a
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temperature drop between the wall and the liquid of 2 mK at 150 mK.
In practice however, the temperature of the heat exchanger turned out to be

strongly dependent on the circulation rate (see chapter IV) and at the maximum
circulation a temperature of 60 mK was measured on the wall, from which a liquid
temperature lower than 40 mK can be estimated. At this temperature a copper heat
exchanger body with a sintered copper sponge would have been more effective.

2.6. The mixing chamber

The mixing chamber is equipped with sintered silver sponges with a total
surface area of about 9 m . The sponges are embedded in two demountable copper
disks, that are screwed to the cooling rod by a large brass bolt (fig. 4).

The copper disks were machined with circular chambers on both sides to be
filled with the sintered silver sponges. The two copper pieces were first sil-
vered electrochemically and then covered with a very thin layer of fine silver
powder [18] of 0.7 x 10 m average particle diameter. This first layer was
sintered for 2 hours at 200° C to provide a "rough" surface for the next 2 to
3 mm thick layer of silver powder. This layer was compressed to about 40 %
packing density and sintered under the pressure caused by the thermal expansion
of a thick Teflon disk [13] for half an hour at 200 C in a hydrogen atmosphere.

2.7. The counterflow capillaries

From the work of Pennings [15], it was already known, that the performance
of a LDR critically depends on the dimensions of the counterflow capillary.
His best results were obtained with a capillary of 27 cm long and 2.5 mm i.d.,
that was partially wound as a spiral. He also derived [19] an expression for
the maximum circulation rate through a counterflow capillary of a given diameter.
From his expression it can be concluded, that blocking of the counterflow occurs
at the low temperature side of the capillary and is dependent on the mixing cham-
ber temperature. Experimentally however, it was found [12], that blockage can
also occur on the high temperature side of the capillary, close to the demixing
chamber. This was later confirmed by Severijns [10], who also offered an expla-
nation. On approaching the critical point at 0.87 K, the difference in concen- i
tration of the two phases becomes smaller. Since the net flow of He, which is j
the difference of the He flows downwards in the dilute phase and upwards in the |
concentrated phase, is constant and the net flow of He equal to zero, a de- j
creasing He-concentration difference implies the counterflow of increasing i
volumes of concentrated and diluted mixture. When the frictional energy» dis- 'I
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su

Fig. 4. Vertical croaa aeotion of the mixing chamber. SU sintered silver sponge;

S. inlet superleaks S, ring-shaped superleak; A connecting piece; E end piece of

the counterflow capillary.

Fig. 5. Segment of a horizontal cross aection of the mixing chamber at the height

of the phase separation surface to show how the superleaks S- and 5, are connect-

ed.
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sipated by the increasing volume flow, exceeds the available gravitational ener-

gy, counterflow is no longer possible.

For the upper counterflow capillary an i.d. of 2.8 mm was chosen

to accomodate a maximum circulation rate about 3 times as large as in Pennings'

machine. The lower capillary had an i.d. of 5 mm, later changed to 3.8 mm. The

higher circulation rate also permitted (see chapter III) a smaller length, 76 mm

for the upper- and 62 mm for the lower capillary. Although begin- and end-

sections of about 1 cm length of each capillary are at the temperature of the

demixing chamber, the heat exchanger or the mixing chamber, a calculation shows,

that due to the Kapitza resistance and the enthalpy of the dilute mixture, the

liquid in the capillary is thermally decoupled from the wall, so that the effec-

tive length of the capillary is not reduced.

Both capillaries are mounted so, that most of the volume of the mixing chamber

and the heat exchanger is occupied by dilute liquid. In this way, a lot of He

is saved, which reduces cost and cooldown time of the refrigerator. This also

ensures, that the production of cold is distributed over the whole mixing cham-

ber, so that thermal gradients at high temperature are much reduced. It also

prevents a possible loss of cooling power, due to a low kinetic coefficient of
3

the He-particles. •

The upper counterflow capillary has an endpiece in the mixing chamber

(E in fig. 4), where its diameter increases in the last 2 mm from 2.8 to 4 mm,

which serves to increase maximum circulation.

2.8. The superleaks

The superleaks were made by compressing "jewellers rouge powder", Fe-O, with

a grain size of 300 8 [20]. Electron-microscope photographs revealed, that this

powder has a smaller and more homogeneous grain size than the powder used pre-

viously by Pennings et al. [15]. Compressing was done either by hammering for

the tubes and joints or by using a hydraulic press for the ring in the mixing

chamber. Brass joints were used to join the different tube sections, so that

bending the superleaks could be avoided. The inner diameters of the superleak

tubes are 3.5 mm for the inlet-, 4.5 mm for the outlet- and 5.5 mm for the foun-

tain pump superleak. Using a critical velocity of 20 cm/s for the superfluid

flow, and an effective open fraction of 30 % of the cross-section, one finds a \
-2 4 -\

critical circulation rate of 2 x 10 mol He/s, which gives a reasonable mar- i

gin of safety over the maximum circulation rate of 6 x 10 mol He/s for the |

dilution refrigerator. With only He in the refrigerator a maximum circulation 1
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rate of 1.5 x 10 mol He/s was reached, limited only by the cooling power of

the 1 K-plate.

Opinions differ on the desirability of a very low velocity of the superfluid

on entering the mixing chamber. Pennings et al. conclude from their experiments
A

[21], that the velocity of the He is not an important heat source. Geurst et

al. [22] however, consider a very low velocity essential. Without special

measures, they argue, the velocity of the entering He exceeds the critical ve-

locity in the bulk liquid, which is very low due to the size of the mixing cham-
4 3ber, and so causes mutual friction between the He and the He.

To prevent this possibility, the mixing chamber has been equipped with a cir-

cular groove, 2 mm wide and 7.5 mm deep, filled with superleak material (fig. 4).

Fig. 5 shows, how this groove is connected to the incoming superleak. The result
2 4

is an effective open area of 1 cm , so that the velocity of the He is only 0.16
-3 4

mm/s at the maximum circulation of 6 x 10 mol He/s.
A similar problem occurs with the superleak outlet of the demixing chamber.

Here the mutual friction created by the flow of 4He tends to push the He towards

the superleak. This results in periodic blockage (see chapter IV for a discus-
A

sion). Again the solution is to lower the velocity of the He by increasing the
surface of the superleak. An increase of the effective surface from 5 mm to

2
10 mm suppressed the blockage phenomenon except for circulation rates above

-3 45 x 10 mol He/s. It is clear, that for higher circulation rates the surface
should be increased even further, which is not possible in the present apparatus.

From lateral cuts of completed super!eaks, which showed a clear layer struc-

ture of the superleak material, it appeared that the pressure generated by ham-

mering or by using a hydraulic press is transmitted vary poorly by the super-

leak material. Even when only thin layers were compressed to about 0.5 mm thick-

ness, the resulting packing density was inhomogeneous. It also turned out from

flow measurements at room temperature, that it is very important to compress the

powder with a die, that fits the tube very tightly or else the result will be

an "ordinary" leak by very loose packing close to the walls. This however, is

very difficult to do for long and thin super!eaks. From these observations it

is clear, that the procedure for making superleaks is still rather primitive

and needs improvement. A reliable way of making demountable superleak connections

would make assembly of He circulating refrigerators much easier.

Thermal anchoring of the inlet superleak was achieved simply by soldering it

with indium to the appropriate heat-sinks. No attempt was made to improve the

thermal conductivity of the superleak by mixing it with copper powder at the
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anchoring points [23]. A calculation shows, that for a homogeneous superleak our
way of thermal anchoring is sufficient arid this does not depend on the value of
the thermal conductivity, but only on its temperature dependence and on geo-
metrical factors.

4
Recent measurements [24] of the thermal conductivity of He in superleaks

down to 0.8 K show excellent agreement with theory, at least for short and
thick superleaks. For a He-circulating dilution refrigerator equipped with
such "perfect" superleaks, the heat flow through the superleak into the mixing

3
chamber should be negligible, even with some He migration.

2.S. The pressure distribution in the LDR
A

If two containers A and B - A filled with He at zero pressure and tempera-
ture PA = 0, Tft = 0, and B filled with dilute mixture with He concentration
xB at T = T B and P = Pg - are connected by a superleak, an equilibrium situation
will develop, such that the partial chemical potential of He throughout the
superfluid is constant, i.e. Vy^ = 0. In this equilibrium situation, Pg is given
by [25]:

3d dx + 1

9X P.T \

B
S4dT , (2)

with V. the molar volume of He, S. its entropy per mole and M,d the partial
chemical potential of He in the dilute phase. The first term on the right hand
side, the osmotic pressure Posm» is plotted in fig. 7a (left hand curve) for
(x,T) points along the phase separation curve. The second term, the fountain
pressure P*, is given by the right hand curve in fig. 7a.

3

The pressures in the LDR are strongly influenced by the differences in He-
concentration and temperature between various parts of the refrigerator, produ-
cing osmotic- and fountain-pressure differences across the superleaks. Applying
equation (2), the pressure differences between various points in the schematic
drawing in fig. 6, can be derived.

4Suppose, that initially the superleaks are filled with pure He. If we reduce
all pressures by a constant amount, such that the reduced pressure P. at point
A in fig. 6 is equal to Pf(T.}, we can plot the reduced pressures at the various
points in the refrigerator in fig. 7a. From A to 0 the He-concentration rises •
from zero to about 30 % and, using eq. (2), point D will be on the osmotic pres- ,:'
sure curve in fig. 7a, since the fountain pressure in D is negligible. Along the 1
superleak from A to H eq. (2) is applicable, and the pressure will rise with '{
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Fig. 6. Sohematia diagram of the refrigerator. M mixing chamber; D demising

chamber; S o outlet superleak; H fountain pump heating chamber; C fountain pump
3capillary; U fountain pump cooler; W He evaporator; S. inlet superleak. The

locations^ denoted by I and 03 correspond to the points in fig. ? a, bt a.

temperature according to the fountain pressure curve.

From H to I along the capillary C equation (2) is not valid, because there is

a very turbulent flow in C so that Vy^ f 0. The pressure drop APc along C, caused

by friction, has to be calculated from hydrodynamics and will be discussed in

section 2.10. From I to 6, a point close to M in the superleak, the pressure

drop is according to eq. (2), equal to the difference in fountain pressures. Since

Pf(TB) is negligible, this difference can be found graphically from the point 0

in fig. 7a on the fountain pressure curve, because T, = TQ. From B to M the pres-

sure rises, due to the presence of He, by an amount posm(
Tjy|)» which can be found

from the point M' in fig. 7a. Because M and D are connected by the wide counter-

flow capillary, their pressures are equal, apart from the negligible hydrostatic

pressure difference. Between M and 0 equation (2) is not valid, because the coun-

ter f low capillary is filled with normal concentrated mixture. If M and 0 were

connected by an unbroken stream of superfluid, equation (2) and the requirement,

that both M and D are on the phase-separation curve, can only be satisfied by

X|̂  = Xp and TM = TQ! From this one can understand, that any superfluid contact,

even an imperfect (i.e. turbulent) one, between M and D can be very detrimental

to the performance of the LDR.
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Fig, ?a. The pressure and temperature at various locations in the refrigerator

are plotted in a pressure versus temperature diagram. The labels At 03 H, I,

B3 M and D correspond to those in fig. 6. The dashed line shows the pressures

along the flow path of He* circulated through the refrigerator in the direc-

tion of the arrows. The drawn lines, labelled P and P„ show the osmotic
osm f

pressure and fountain pressure.

Fig. 7b. The pressure distribution with He migration taken into account. At

equilibrium He has reached A} B and 03 but can not reach I and H.

Fig. ?c. The pressure distribution after He migration, when

A

The pressures along the Heflow path through the refrigerator are given by the
dashed line in fig. 7a. The f low path can be divided in two sections in each of
which eq. (2) is valid. The first section includes the points D, A, 0 and H, the
second one the points I, B and M. These two sections are connected by the segments
HI and MD, where eq. (2) is not valid. From the requirement that the flowpath of
the 4He is a closed loop, it follows, that the temperature of H, I, M and D are
interrelated. From fig. 7a one can deduce, that:

Posm<TD> " Pf<TI>

Dependent on the external heat developed at H (see next subsection) the circula-
tion rate of He will adjust ••'tself so, that this equation is satisfied. The
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flow path in fig. 7a, based on the assumption, that the superleaks only contain

He» shows very large pressure gradients, especially along BM and DA. Since the

viscous impedance of the superleaks for normal liquids is not infinite, the He

Will migrate along the pressure gradient to raise all pressures, which are lower

than Pjgj = Pp. This migration is a slow process with a time constant of several

days. Dependent on the temperature distribution, there are three different cases. {''.

The first case occurs, when p o s m(
T
M) < Pf(Tj). This implies, that the pres- :»

sures at I and H are higher than at M or D. This happens (fig. 7a), when TM = 0

and TT > 1.3 K. He will migrate into the superleak sections MI and DH and will ;
3

raise the pressures at A, D and 0 to PM = PQ, but the He cannot reach I and H.

The resulting pressure distribution is given in fig. 7b. Eq. (3) remains valid <&

and the functioning of the refrigerator is undisturbed. Since TM is usually very

low and the 1 K-plate temperature is 1.34 K, this is the ordinary situation.

In the second case Pf(Tj) < Posm(TM) < Pf(Tj) + APC< For the practical values

Tj = 1.34 K and AP£ = 38 mbar, this inequality is equivalent to 80 < TM < 210 mK.

Again He will migrate to raise the pressure at A, B, 0 and now also at I, but

it cannot reach H. A term P„„m(TT, xT) has to be added to eq. (2) to account foro osni i i
the presence of He at I:

D> " Posm<TM> + W + « W V *l> + APc ' W

This extra term Posm(Tj, Xj) raises the pressure Pf(TH) and represents an effi-

ciency loss for the fountain pump (see section 2.10). In equilibrium P, will be

equal to P.., so that:

Posm<V XI> + W " Posm<TM> •

and eq. (4) reduces to:

W = Posm<V + APc •

The resulting pressure distribution is shown in fig. 7c. Since TM is rarely sub-

stantially higher than 80 mK for prolonged periods (days), the equilibrium of

eq. (5) is never even approximately attained and the loss of efficiency of the

fountain pump remains quite small.

In the third situation TM is so high, that Posm(TM) > Pf(Tj) + APC< This means

that PH < PM = Po initially, so that He can reach H through the superleaks DO
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and OH. Any He arriving in H is immediately flushed away through the capillary
C, so that the He-concentration in H is negligible and eq. (4) still valid. A
He-concentration builds up at I, raising the pressure P* and, since P„ = P» +

APC> also the pressure in H. This will go on until the He cannot reach H any
more and the then situation will revert to the second case. This process is
much faster than the migration to I through the superleak MI, which is much
longer and thinner than the superleaks DG and OH. The efficiency loss of the

fountain pump soon becomes serious. Therefore, this third situation has to be
4

avoided as much as possible. It can be made less harmful by keeping the He cir-
culation very high, when TM is high, so that a high APC soon makes PH > Pg. It
can be slowed down by adding a volume of several cubic centimeters at 0.

2,10, The fountain pump
A

A fountain pump offers an economical way of keeping the He-circulation en-
tirely at low temperature. It has been employed in both LDR [26] and HDR [11,12].
The equations, that describe its performance, have been presented by Staas et al.
[27].

The fountain pump assembly between the outlet and inlet superleaks is schema-
tically shown in fig. 6. It consists of a superleak S,, a heater chamber H, a
capillary C and a cooler U. The temperatures at the points I and 0 and in the
cooler U are about equal to the 1 K-plate temperature T,. The chamber H is kept
at a temperature L. by supplying heat at a rate 0 > such that a fountain pressure
Pf(TH) is created to satisfy eq. (4).

The superfluid entering H through Sg at a rate of n^ mol/s is partically con-
verted to normal liquid by the supplied heat, according to:

0 = «4S4TH * (7>

This equation is valid only, if the velocities of the superfluid and normal
liquid leaving H through the capillary C are equal. To ensure that these veloci-
ties are coupled by mutual friction, the flow in C has to be very turbulent. The
degree of turbulence is described by the Reynolds number:

Re H ??\ , (8)
nn

with d the inner diameter of capillary C, and p the density of the liquid and
vn and nn the velocity and viscosity of the normal liquid respectively. Turbulent
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flow sets in, when Re exceeds 1200, but to ensure validity of equation (7) the
Reynolds number should be of the order 10000, Then we can
velocity of the superfluid, and eq. (8) can be rewritten:
Reynolds number should be of the order 10000, Then we can take vn equal to v$, the

with M4 the molecular weight of He. In the turbulent regime the pressure drop

AP along the length L of the capillary C is given by the empirical law of \

Blasius: I

Re « 4.94 x 10"3 Re 1* 7 5 , (10) io*

with

Ren = £i-9 grad P . (11)
3 2 nn

AP
Combining eqs. (9), (10) and (11) and assuming, that -p 1 - grad PAPC = 0.241 -£ L M 4

1 - 7 5 n 4
1 * 7 V 4 ' 7 5 . (12)

The steep dependence on the diameter d makes it necessary to choose the dimen-
sions of C very carefully.

The He is cooled back to 1 K-plate temperature Tj in the cooler U. The work
done per second on the refrigerator by the fountain pump, ft, is equal to the vo-
lume flow times the osmotic pressure difference between mixing and demixing
chamber:

ft = VAP = n4V4[Posm(TD) - Posm(TM)] . (13)

Using eq. (4) this can be rewritten:

ft = n4V4tPf(TH) - Pf(Tj) - Posm(I) - APC] (14)

The last three terms between the brackets represent the losses and are negligible
in the ideal case. Using eqs.(14) and (7) the efficiency E then becomes:

ft " 4 W
T H > 0J "

 S4dT
E = £ = _±-!_L_Ü- = " i_ . (15)

* S T S T
«4S4TH S4TH
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This ratio is about 15 %, practically independent on T^. If the neglected losses
in eq. (14) are not small.compared with Pf(TH),the efficiency will be even lower, r

hence the importance of keeping APC small.
The fountain pump described here was designed to drive a maximum circulation

of 7 x 10"3 mol 4He/s at an osmotic pressure difference Posm(TD) - Posm(TM) = 360
mbar. This requires quite high fountain pump temperatures. The very large heating
power needed in H makes it necessary to use a heater with a large surface - here
made of 10 m manganin wire - in the liquid. The extremely high thermal conducti-

4 !

vity of He makes it possible to keep it very compact. Temperatures in H were !
measured with an Allan & Bradley carbon resistor, also placed in the liquid, to
obtain a fast response. This makes it possible to check for acoustic resonances
in the capillaries to the refrigerator. These undesirable pressure variations
produce temperature variations in H.

The capillary C has an inner diameter of 3 x 10 m and a length of 11.5 cm.
According to eq. (9), at 7 x 10 mol He/s the Reynolds number Re = 91000, so
that the flow is very turbulent. This also means, that even at a relatively small

-3 4circulation rate of 10 mol He/s, the flow in the capillary is still turbulent
enough for an efficient functioning of the pump. Using nn = 13 yP in eq. (12)
the pressure drop over the capillary AP = 38 mbar, which is an acceptable pres-

c

sure loss compared to Posm(TD) -
 p

0 S m(T M) = 360 mbar. At a 1 K-plate temperature
 ;

T, = 1.3 K, Pf(Tj) will be 23 mbar, so that according to eq. (3) Pf(TH) =
 p

o s m(T D) •<
" Posm^TM^ + A Pc + M ^ V = 421 mbar' U s i n9 t a b u 1 a t e d values of the fountain pres-
sure 128], one finds the required temperature in H: TH = 2.01 K. Finally, from
eq. (7), the heating power Q required amounts to 54 mW.

The cooler U has to absorb 85 % of this heating power and again a large sur-
face is necessary. The cooler consists of a 2 m long copper tube, with an i.d.
of 1 mm and o.d. 2 mm, wound into a double spiral and silver soldered to a copper
plate. This plate is screwed to the 1 K-plate by 5 stainless steel bolts.

This completes the description of our apparatus. In comparison with a CDR its ~
design is much simpler, mainly because the superleaks are definitely easier to
construct than a high quality heat exchanger. Furthermore, the simplicity of the
refrigerator allows a more compact design than for a CDR of comparable perfor-
mance. These advantages are partly offset by the complexity of the thermal anchor- {
ing arrangements, required by the awkward location of the mixing chamber above |
the demixing chamber. Another disadvantage is, that a change of some part often J
requires a complete disassembly of the refrigerator, because the superleak sec- |
tions cannot be joined in situ. }
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For the room temperature part of the dilution refrigerator set-up a similar
balance of pro's and contra's exists. Since there are two gas handling systems,
one for the He-system and one for the dilution refrigerator itself, the amount
of "plumbing" required is about twice as large. On the other side, the size of
the pumping tube of the He-circulation pump can bs <nuch smaller than that of a
CDR of comparable performance. Consequently, the engineering problems associated
with the pumping system, for instance the isolation of the cryostat from the vi-
brations of the pump, are easier to solve.

Before discussing the performance of our apparatus in chapter IV we will first
discuss the theoretical performance of the LDR and HDR in comparison with the
CDR in the next chapter.
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C H A P T E R III

THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE OF DILUTION REFRIGERATORS

1. Introduction

The most important characteristics of a dilution refrigerator are its cooling

power and the minimum mixing chamber temperature T . . For any dilution refrige-

rator (CDR, LDR, HDR) cooling power at the phase-separation surface in the mixing

chamber is given [1J by:

with s^ = Sj/T, s = S-/T, where Sd and Sc are the entropies per mole He of

dilute and concentrated liquid (sd - sc = 82 J/mole K ) and n3 the number of

moles He crossing the phase separation surface per second, the only controllable

quantity. Increasing rig and thus cooling power is a practical matter of instal-

ling sufficient pumping capacity and is discussed in section 3 of this chapter.

2. Considerations on the minimum temperature of dilution refrigerators

The minimum mixing chamber temperature T . is determined by the total, i.e.

external and internal, heat leak on the mixing chamber. The internal heat leak

strongly depends on the temperature distribution in the heat exchanger (CDR) or

counterflow capillary (LDR, HDR). This distribution is governed by equations,

that can be found from the energy balance in these tubes. For ease of comparison,

these equations for CDR and HDR/LDR will be treated in a similar way. The em-

ployed symbols and numerical values are listed in Appendix C.

2.1. The equations governing the temperature distribution :
4

For a LDR/HDR with a vertical counterflow capillary and a He circulation rate |

n4 = (1 - x)n3/x one has for the energy balance in a volume element of cross sec- j

tion A and length dl in the counterflow capillary [2]: 1
•I
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with e = e ^ - ec, e ^ s H ^ / T 2 , e = Hc/T
2, where H ^ and Hc are the enthal-

pies per mole He of dilute and concentrated liquid along the coexistence curve,

K = TX , where X is the thermal conductivity of the liquid. X will be an average

of the thermal conductivities of the concentrated and dilute liquid in the coun-

terflow capillary. Since X and Xd are roughly equal at very low temperatures,

this does not introduce any substantial uncertainty. We will assume e and K to

be constants, which limits the validity of our discussion to temperatures below

50 mK. The second term in eq. (2) represents the dissipation of gravitational

energy of the falling dilute liquid with c = M«(l - p /p.)(l - x)/x and g the

acceleration due to gravity. This assumes, that the kinetic energy of the dilute

liquid is negligible , which will be true except very close to the exit of the

mixing chamber. A second assumption is, that heat exchange between the counter-

flowing phases is perfect, i.e. Tc = Td = T. Eq. (2) has been derived and solved

numerically by Pennings et al. [21. The analytical solution has been found by

van Haeringen et al. [3].

For a CDR the situation is more complicated, because dilute and concentrated

liquid flow in two separate tubes, assumed to have circular cross sections Ad

and A_ respectively. The two energy balances read [4, 5] :

A d ^ T 2 > tnV > 2 8 7 r n d d P d K d d T d l
n 3 tTT ( e d T d } ~ <n3V3d> -7ZT " dT T T ~3T "

AdTd L d J

-3 é <«c1> - ^
Vc

with ed = Hj/T , where Hd is the enthalpy per mole He of the dilute liquid at

constant chemical potential of He. The first and third terms in eqs. (3) and

(4) are analogous to those in eq. (2). In the second term, which represents the

heat produced by viscous dissipation, the viscosities r). and n have been expres-
-2 -2

sed by their low temperature behaviour r\. = n^T^ and ri = n J L . VOJ and V„ are
•j Q u a c c c <iu c

the volumes per mole He of dilute and concentrated liquid. The two energy balan-

ces are coupled by the fourth term 6 » the heat exchange rate per unit length

between the phases through the walls. It is given by:

with p the exchange area per unit length and a and 8 Kapitza-resistance parame-

ters. No complete solution of eqs. (3), (4) and (5) is known. The usual procedure
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is to neglect T. in eq. (5) and to calculate T from eq. (4) with the second
and third terms omitted [6] or approximated [7]. Eq. (3) has been solved numeri-
cally by Wheatley [4] for (5 = 0. Eqs. (3) and (4; with QQV = 0 have been solved

6X 6X

analytically by van Haeringen et al.[5]. Their solutions have been used by van
Haeringen [8] to calculate optimum dimensions for tubes bridging fixed tempera-
ture intervals, which is useful for designing dilution refrigerators with step-
exchangers of multiple mixing chambers. Modern heat exchanger design however has
shifted to continuous exchangers, where heat conduction and viscous dissipation
should be minimized in the exchanger itself and connecting tubes be kept as short
as possible. In such an exchanger none of the terms in eq. (3) and (4) can be
neglected. Experimental evidence [7] suggests however, that the main problem is
not the Kapitza-resistance, but the minimization of viscous heating and thermal
conduction in the heat exchanger tubes. For that reason we will treat eqs. (3),
(4) and (5) with the somewhat drastic assumption, that the Kapitza-resistance
is zero (a = °°) or the exchange area infinite (p = °°), which implies, that T =
T. along the whole tube length. This puts our treatment of the CDR on equal foot-
ing with the LDR/HDR, where we have made the same assumption. Of course for the
CDR this is not realistic, at least for the high temperature side of the exchan-
ger, where viscous heating and thermal conduction tend to be small and the ex-
change area becomes the controlling factor. So the following has practical sig-
nificance only for the last section of heat exchanger area close to the mixing
chamber, provided that the exchange satisfies a certain condition, that will be
derived later on. Apart from these practical considerations, the following cal-
culations yield the ultimated performance, that can be obtained from a CDR.

The analytical solution of eqs. (3), (4) and (5) (CDR) in the "infinite sur-
face" approximation and of eq. (2) (LDR/HDR) with the appropriate boundary con-
ditions are discussed in appendix A.

2.2. The expressions for the minimum temperature and the characteristic quantities

The solutions of the equations discussed in the preceding subsection are too
complicated to be of much practical significance (the solution for the CDR con-
tains Airy functions, the solution for LDR/HDR the error function). More signi-
ficant is, that the result only depends on the actual dimensions and the circu-
lation rate of the refrigerator through a characteristic temperature T. and
length L.. These quantities should be regarded as scaling factors. For the CDR
the results are:
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and the minimum mixing chamber temperature

Tmin * °'836

There is an optimum ratio for the cross sections A and A.:

V?n_K

V d K c

For the LDR/HDR:

= 0.343

rLDR AKcg

L4"3eJ

LOR AK
1
1

and

(6)

(6a)

(7)

(8)

Tmin " °'885 (8a)

For both types of dilution refrigerator about two (LDR/HDR) or three (CDR) times

L is a sufficient length for counterflow capillary or heat exchanger tubes to

approach the optima of eqs. (6a) and (8a) very closely. Numerical evaluation of

these expressions, employing the optimum ratio of eq. (7),yields:

,CDR
Tk

W
CDR

2.18

5.42

F
.CDR
Lk

TcmT
= 9.1

i[m mol /sec) 14i ••
J
LDR

"3* [m mol /sec ]

ru
(9)

TcmT = 1.2
[cm2]

1 I [m mol /sec] |

2.3. Causes for departure from ideal behaviour»

In this subsection we will qualitatively discuss several limitations to the

ultimate minimum temperature achievable with dilution refrigerators. These mainly 1
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concern the validity of the equations discussed in subsection 2.1.

2.S.I. Less than ideal heat exchange

The assumption of perfect heat exchange for a CDR poses strong requirements

on the quality of the heat exchanger surface, especially close to the mixing

chamber, where the Kapitza resistivity is largest and the thermal gradient has

a local maximum and also at the high temperature side of the exchanger, where

the thermal gradient can become extremely large. The latter does not appear to

be serious since the mixing chamber temperature is quite insensitive to the be-

haviour at the high temperature side. However, the ability of a CDR to sustain

very large temperature differences over a length larger than about 3 L« (appen-

dix A) would be diminished. Close to the mixing chamber a departure from perfect

heat exchange will directly influence the mixing chamber temperature and we will

discuss this problem in more detail.

In the "infinite surface" approximation the heat exchanged per unit length is

given by (eq. (A 23)):

" °-39 4TT' til)

(Note that the numerical factor 0.39 is less than one half, the value one finds,

when omitting the effects of viscous heating and thermal conduction). We can use

eq. (11) to set a condition for the validity of the "infinite surface" approxi-

mation. For this we have to evaluate eq. (11) at 1 = 0, the low temperature end

of the heat exchanger, with the help of the boundary condition eq. (A 8), with

Q e x - 0.38 n3(EJ + e ) ^ex 1 = Q j a c Lk
(12)

On the other hand we also have eq. (5) (with 3 = 3, the value appropriate for

sintered silver heat exchangers):

rc " T d } H 3 P ° T m A T • (13)

with T m the mixing chamber temperature. The temperature difference AT, which in

the "infinite surface" approximation is equal to zero» must certainly be much

smaller than T m if the "infinite surface" approximation is to have practical
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significance. The ratio of AT to T can be written as:

AT exf
Eq. (14) can be evaluated, using the values for p and a from ref. [7](p = 2.2 x

4 3 2 2 •

10 cm, a = 12 erg/sK cm ) and taking for example Ad = 1.5 cm and n3 = 1.5 x
10 mole/sec. The result is then AT/Tm = 0.4 which is not sufficiently small.
However, this value will decrease substantially by including the effect of an
external heat leak (in eqs. (A 5) and (12)) and of course by selecting a lower
circulation rate. The conclusion is, that with the present state of the art of
making continuous heat exchangers a CDR should perform according to the "infi-
nite surface" approximation for modest circulation rates. For the LDR/HDR the
validity of the assumption of perfect heat exchange at the phase separation sur-
face of the counterflowing phases depends on the exchange mechanism. If the heat
exchange is by phonons only, it can be shown [9], that there still is a Kapitza-
resistance at the phase separation surface, which will limit the mixing chamber
temperature to about 4 mK. In that case, the condition for perfect heat exchange
will be violated for temperatures below 10 mK. However, there will also be ex-
change of He-particles between the phases (it can be shown, that the surface
tension potential barrier is negligible for radii of curvature of the order of
1 mm). The rate of this exchange is rather uncertain, so a direct calculation
is not possible. Instead we will make use of the strong resemblance with the
question of thermal equilibrium inside the mixing chamber, for which there is
some experimental evidence [7]. Because the quality of heat exchange is also
dependent on the phase separation surface area and the velocity of the dilute
liquid in the counterflow capillary, we will postpone this problem until after
our discussion of the flow pattern.

2.3.2. Temperature gradients in the radial direction

If there are sizable thermal gradients in the radial direction of the heat-
exchanger tubes of the CDR, caused by the radial heat current 0 e x of eq. (12),
heat exchange is not perfect even with an infinite surface. Again, this problem
can be solved at the high-temperature side simply by using a longer exchanger.
At the low temperature side» we can make an estimate of the radial inhomogeneity
of the temperature (AT)r of the dilute liquid:

(AT) ^ex,_n „ A.
T ^ " -EHC2 = 7 x 10 2 4 . (15)
'm £™d Lj;
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This ratio will be small, if the characteristic length Lk is larger than the
diameter of the heat exchanger tubes. For the example used above (n, = 1.5 x

-4 2 -5
10 mol/s, Ad = 1.5 cm ) we get (AT)r/T = 1 0 , so at the low temperature side
radial temperature gradients are negligible.

For a LDR/HDR the situation is more complicated, since the radial temperature
gradient depends on the actual flow pattern. Let us assume, that the dilute
liquid falls in the form of droplets with a diameter d and a velocity v. Then
the number of droplets per unit length of counterflow capillary is:

dn _ 3 3d

In analogy with eq. (11) we have for the heat exchanged per unit length between
the two counterflowing phases:

(The correction factor for the effects of viscous heating and thermal conduc-
tion cannot be calculated in this case, since we do not know how the viscous
heating is distributed over the two phases. This factor should be about unity
however as for the CDR.) Evaluating eq. (17) at 1 = 0, the exit of the mixing
chamber with the help of boundary condition (A 28) we have (Q = 0):

T2

*ex1=0 " °-
54 *3<e3d + ec>t* ' <18>

Combining this with eq. (16) we get for the heat exchange rate per droplet:

C ex ?f <>
exl=0 e 1=0 '

This heat flow causes a temperature diffference (AT)d between the center of the
droplet and its surroundings:

£34d * £c d2v- °-023
C O 7 \7TX

e 3 4 d " ec 3d

Numerical evaluation, using d = 1 mm and v = 2 cm/s yields: (AT)./TM = 1.3 x
10 . This means, that the heat contact between the two counterflowing phases
is not hampered by radial temperature gradients at the low temperature side of
the capillary. The problem at the high temperature side (with a possibly very
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steep temperature profile and a poor thermal conductivity) can be suppressed by
using a longer counterflow capillary.

2.3.3. Departure from the assumed flow pattern

In general fluid flow is characterized by a pressure gradient, which depends
on the mean velocity of the fluid v, the geometry, usually represented by a ty-
pical linear dimension d, the density p, viscosity n, bulk modulus K , surface
tension a and the gravitational acceleration g. These characteristics can be
expressed by four dimensionless numbers, the Reynolds-, Mach-, Weber- and Froude-
number or combinations of these, associated with the effects of viscosity, com-
pressibility, surface tension and gravitational acceleration respectively. Since
velocities in dilution refrigerators are much lower than the speed of sound, the
influence of the Mach-number can safely be neglected and we will deal with in-
compressible fluids.

For the CDR the absence of a free surface in the exchanger makes the Weber-
number irrelevant, and since density gradients near the mixing chamber are ne-
gligibly small, we will not take the Froude-number (which is related to the
graviational instability that can occur in the dilute liquid at the high tempe-
rature side of the exchanger) into account. Thus the flow in the CDR is solely
determined by the Reynolds-number:

Re =

with d
to:

Re =

d pv
ri

the diameter

2n3M3T
2

i

of the channel. For the dilute liquid, this

(21)

can be rewritten

(22)

which shows, that turbulence (at Re > 1200) will occur first at the high tempera-
ture side. Numerical evaluation of eq. (22), for example with n, = 1.5 x 10" ,

2
Ad = 1.5 cm and T = 20 mK, yields Re = 0.5. The margin of safety of three or-
ders of magnitude implies, that turbulence can easily be avoided. I

Another constraint, not covered by the dimensionless numbers above, is im-
posed by the onset of mutual friction, if the difference of the mean velocity ;
v of the normal He component and the velocity of the superfluid (vg = 0) ex- |
ceeds a critical value. If the measurements of van Alphen [101 on He at 1.4 K i
may be extrapolated to dilute mixtures at very low temperatures with a comparable |
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normal liquid density, this velocity difference can be written:

n-V,
s YA (23)

5 _,
with Y - 1 cm"s . This inequality can be couched in terms of the characteristic
length L^:

(24)

which is similar to the requirement, that the radial temperature gradient, given
by eq. (15), is small.

For the LDR/HDR the situation is more complicated, because the presence of
a phase-separation surface and of density differences makes it necessary to
consider the Weber- and Froude-numbers too. Even then the flow is not fully
characterized, because of the presence of an accelerating superfluid component
in the dilute liquid. Eq. (2) has been derived with the assumption that the
normal and superfluid components in the dilute liquid flow with equal velocity.
This is based on the idea, that the dilute liquid will fall in the shape of drop-
lets, which is experimentally confirmed by van den Brandt et al. [11], at least
at temperature above 170 mK and at low flow rates. For designs, where the dilute
liquid leaves the mixing chamber by flowing over the rim of the counterflow ca-
pillary [12, 13, chapter II] this seems a dubious assumption for the flow at
the exit of the mixing chamber, which is unfortunately the place, where it mat-
ters most. It is more likely, that the dilute liquid will flow over the rim of
the counterflow cappillary as a layer, which could then be broken up by the ac-
tion of viscosity (such a layer has an energetically very unfavourable "wetted
perimeter" to cross section ratio), surface tension and possibly the formation
of a standing wave pattern. To gain some insight in the break-up process we
will make estimates of the dimensionless numbers involved. To get numerical va-
lues we will employ the parametes of the machine described in chapter II: coun-
terflow capillary diameter 2.8 mm and maximum flowrate r>3 = 400 ymol/s.

Let us consider the Reynolds-number first:

Re - (25)

where d is the typical linear dimension of the flow pattern, which in free sur-
face flow is usually taken to be four times the cross-section to "wetted peri-
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meter" ratio. If only friction with the wall is taken into account we have d =

4s, with s the thickness of the descending layer. The velocity v can be calcu-

lated from the circulation rate ru and the resulting Reynolds-number is:

, 2

Re = Pd 3f3 , (26)

which is independent of the layer thickness s. If we take the temperature T at

the exit of the mixing chamber to be about equal to the characteristic tempera-

ture TV of eq. (8) we get:

(27)

For n, = 400 ymol/s the result is: Re = 4. Thus the flow in the descending
3layer will be laminar for all realistic flowrates, so that the velocities of He

4and He in the layer are not strongly coupled. As a result the energy balance

could be quite different from eq. (2). The superfluid will accelerate under the

influence of hydrostatic and osmotic pressure gradients until equilibrium with

the forces due to (mutual) friction is established or the layer is broken up.

To be able to estimate the thickness of the layer at the exit of the mixing

chamber, we will consider two extremes: The first is, that at the rim of the

counterflow capillary the fluid is still accelerating and far from equilibrium

with Viscous forces. In that case the thickness of the layer is determined by

gravity and inertia [14]:

s = 4(1 -

1

(28)

For n3 = 400 ymol/s and a 2.8 mm i.d. counterflow capillary this yields:

s = 0.45 mm.

The other extreme is complete equilibrium with viscous drag. The thickness

of a layer of annular cross section can be calculated from the formula's for

Poiseuille flow [141. For a thin layer the result is:

3n~V..,n. I * 2

s -
n3V3dnd

_2(pd -
(29)

Substituting the characteristic temperature Tk of eq. (8), which for ri3 = 400

ymol/s and a 2.8 mm i.d. counterflow capillary is equal to 3.4 mK the result is:

s = 0.6 mm. This in likely to be an overestimate since we have neglected the

converging nature of the flow at the rim of the counterflow capillary.
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Combining the two results we can conclude, that the layer thickness is about

0.5 mm, but that somewhere below 10 mK a transition takes place from inertia-

limited to viscosity-limited flow. For the first type of flow the thickness of

the layer will pass through the "critical depth", where the propagation velocity

of surface disturbances is equal to the velocity of the liquid, i.e. the Froude-

number Fr, which is the ratio of these two velocities, is equal to unity [14].

Then the situation is quite favourable for the formation of standing waves. The

change in curvature of the surface due to these waves could enhance the effects

of surface tension. To judge the importance of these effects we can calculate

the Weber-number:

1
We Hlü^i I , (30)ffi

with d again the typical linear dimension of the flow pattern and a the surface

tension. If we take d equal to the layer thickness s, calculate the velocity v

of the fluid from the circulation rate and use a = 2 x 10" dyne/cm [15], the

result is:

I
We =we = 2 . (31)

In general the fluid stream will break up immediately into droplets for Weber-

numbers smaller than about unity, the actual critical value depending on the

geometry. Since we have neglected the other dimension of the layer: its width

i.e. the circumference of the counterflow capillary, that value is rather uncer-

tain here. If the Weber-number is larger than the critical value break-up will ;

occur only after a certain length by the growth of surface perturbations (Ray-

leigh instability) [16]. ;

The conclusion of the calculations above must be, that the actual flow pat-

tern in an LDR/HDR of the "overflow" type will be very complicated, because the

three dimensionless numbers considered are all of order unity. Particularly the

lack of knowledge of mutual friction effects at very low temperatures makes the

calculations rather speculative and the nature of the break-up process of the

descending layer will have to be found by experiment. The simultaneous occurrence ,

of three dimensionless numbers of order unity makes it unfortunately impossible '

to achieve dynamic similarity in model experiments with ordinary liquids at room- !

temperature [9]. i
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2.4. Size limitations
2.4.1. Volume limitation of the He-circulating refrigerator

Within the limitations set by eqs. (14) and (15), a CDR is expected to con-
form to the predictions of eq. (6) and (6a). Lower mixing chamber temperatures
can be obtained by minimizing viscous heating, which means employing wider heat
exchanger channels. This however will increase the characteristic length and the
total volume of the exchanger V = 3A.L.. Employing eqs. (6a) and (9) V can be
expressed numerically as:

-14 r • -.-1

[a?]
= 10"[ min

TmKT Immol/s]
(32)

This extremeley steep dependence on T m i n, first noted by De Waele [17], is the
practical limitation for the performance of the CDR.

2.4.2. The maximum flowrate of the He-oiroubating refrigerator

In contrast with the CDR, viscous heating in the LDR/HDR cannot be minimized
by employing a wider counterflow capillary. On the contrary, the cross section
of the counterflow capillary should be as small as possible to minimize the in-
fluence on the mixing chamber temperature of the viscous heat developed in the
counterflow capillary. Part of this heat is carried back to the mixing chamber
by heat conduction. Recalling the expression of eqs. (8) and (8a):

Tmin = °-885 ^ ? * (33)

one can see, that the ratio n3/A should be maximized. This ratio can be rewrit-
ten in terms of the average velocity v and the fraction f of the available volume
of the counterflow capillary occupied by the dilute liquid:

"3
T

fv
V3d

(34)

Since f, which can vary along the counterflow capillary, cannot exceed unity,
v should be as large as possible. Pennings [2] has estimated v by applying Stokes
law to droplets of a diameter d equal to 0.8 times the diameter of the counter-
flow capillary. This ignores the fact, that for such large droplets wall effects
are dominant. Setting aside the problem of break-up into droplets, we can calcu-
late v for two distinct regimes, freely falling droplets and so called "slug
flow".
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2.4.3. Flow of freely falling droplets

This is a reasonable assumption if the droplet diameter d is less than half
the counterflow capillary diameter. Another requirement is, that there is suffi-
cient space to avoid coalescence of the droplets, which limits f to some criti-
cal value f . Then there is an upper limit to the size of the droplets determined
by the Bond- or Eötvös-number [16]:

9(Pd - Pc)d
2

Bo H _ _ e . (35)

Droplets with a Bond-number exceeding the critical value will break up. This
critical value has a slight but complicated dependence on the ratio K of the
viscosities involved. For K > 0.5the critical value Bo„ * 16. For dilute liquid

3droplets in He K = n V i - varies slowly with temperature from « 0.5 at 0.2 K to
0.14 at very low temperatures and the critical value Bo will be larger than 16.
Eq. (35) predicts, that the droplets will be larger than 0.7 mm below 0.2 K. The
observations of van den Brandt et al. [11] down to 170 mK (d = 1 mm) suggest a
critical value of 30 and we will employ this value also at lower temperatures;
The second dimensionless number of importance is the Morton-number:

M = c
2
d
3
 c , (36)

PC°
which has the virtue to depend only on known quantities. M is extremely tempe-
rature dependent: for instance at 170 mK M = 2 x 10 and at 10 mK M = 270.
Theory [16] predicts that for Bo * 30 and M < 100 the droplets will be ellipso-
idal in shape and exhibit a "wobbling" motion, as observed by van den Brandt et
al.fll]. In this region velocities are difficult to calculate and we will res-
trict our analysis to temperatures below 10 mK (M > 100), where the droplets
are spherical and the velocity can be calculated from the Hadamard-Rybczinski
law [16]:

" Pc 1 + < ~ o y in"
2 c g d V

b n c u . -r, „ c, 3 d

This velocity has its limiting value at T = Tffl and combining this with eqs. (33)
and (34) the result is:

Tmin - 1'1 T ^ 7 ^ • (38)
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Note, that the power law dependency on the physical properties are now identical
to that in eqs. (6) or (A 22) for the CDR. The most important difference is, that
instead of the cross section A, there is the factor fcd , which, unlike A, cannot
be increased at will, but is determined by the critical Bond-number. Eq. (38),
which yields T -n - 5 mK for the rough estimates d * 1 mm and f - 0.2, is the
lower limit for a LDR/HDR with freely falling droplets. The maximum circulation
rate (eqs. (34) and (37))is:

n, = 8 x 10 c c
 g

 m . (39)
max V 3 dn c

2.4.4. Slug flow

If the circulation rate is increased much beyond the limit of eq. (39) the
droplets will coalesce and eventually the flow pattern will be that of droplets
of He ascending through a dilute liquid filled counterflow capillary, with no
effective refrigeration in the mixing chamber. There might be an intermediate
region however of slug flow: bullet-shaped droplets of dilute liquid, occupying
nearly the whole cross section of the counterflow capillary, stabilized by the
walls. The velocity of the slugs in the region of high Morton-number encountered
below 10 mK is [16]:

with D the diameter of the counterflow capillary. This velocity is higher than
the droplet velocity of eq. (37) only for D > 2.8 d = 2.8 mm. Then the minimum
temperature is (eqs. (40), (33), (34)):

r- ? 1

KVi
which closely resembles eq. (A 22) for the CDR. The extent of the slug flow re-
gime is very uncertain however and for f close to unity of very long slugs,
strong deviations from the thermodynamics on which eq. (2) is based, have to be ;;
expected. .•

A peculiar feature of slug flow worth mentioning is, that the velocity of eq. |
(40) can be increased by as much as 50 % by tilting the counterflow capillary f
away from the vertical by up to 50° [16], because the slugs then assume an asym- |
metric shape, that allows easier passage for the ascending He. This could be f

!
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the basis of Penning's success with sloping counterfiow capillaries. From eq.

(34), employing the values of n3 and A appropriate for that machine and the

velocity v * 2 cm/s observed by van den Brandt [11], we find f - 0.55, which is

certainly larger than the critical value for freely falling droplets.

2. 4.5. Beat exchange in oase of droplet flow

Let us return to the problem of heat exchange between the counter-flowing

phases. To ascertain, whether the rate of exchange of He-particles is fast

enough to ensure thermal equilibrium, we have to estimate the available surface

area. Close to the mixing chamber, the relative temperature change in the coun-

terfiow capillary becomes significant in a liquid column of a length equal to

the characteristic length L^. In the case of freely falling droplets the total

surface S of the droplets in that column is (eq. (16)):

(42)

The average velocity v of the droplets can be calculated from eq. (37) since the

average temperature in this column is about equal to the characteristic tempera-

ture T.. Using the expressions of eq. (8) for T. and L , we obtain:

• 4 2
Evaluation of this expression for d - 1 mm, yields: S/n, = 6 x 10 cm s/mol. We

can compare this with the mixing chamber of a CDR. For example in ref.[7] no de-

parture from thermal equilibrium has been observed down to 2 mK with a phase

separation surface S of 12 cm and circulation rate n, = 150 ymol/s or S/rL =
4 2

8 x 10 cm s/mol. So we conclude, that perfect heat exchange is a good approxi-

mation for the thermal contact of freely falling droplets. For slug or layer

flow, where the surface can be much smaller, no conclusion can be drawn.

3. Some considerations on achieving very high circulation rates in dilution refri-

gerators

As argued in section 2, to achieve lower temperatures in the mixing chamber,

it is necessary to increase the size of the heat exchanger tubes (CDR) or the

diameter of the counterfiow capillary and the circulation rate (HDR and LDR).

Since the size increase of a CDR can only be kept within reasonable limits by

increasing the circulation rate, this requirement is common to all three types.
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In practice this means increased pumping speed and wider pumping lines. However,
there are considerable differences in efficiency -i.e. the circulation rate pos-
sible with a given pumping capacity- between the three types. Let us consider
the circulation rates, that can be achieved with three different pumping arrange-
ments:
A. A rotary vacuum pump with a pumping speed of 15 1/s for pressures above 100

ybar. Pumping tube diameter about 4 cm.
B. A 150 1/s Roots-pump, backed by the rotary pump of A. Working pressure be-

tween 100 and 2000 ybar. Pumping tube diameter about 10 cm. i
C. An oil-vapour booster pump, backed by the combination of B, with a pumping

speed of 3000 1/s at a pressure of 50 ybar. Pumping tube diameter about 40 cm.
Especially the last increase in pumping speed considerably augments cost and
engineering problems.

5.1. The flow rate of the He-oiroulating refrigerator1

For high circulation rates one tries to make the still-temperature, hence the
4

still-pressure, as high as possible. Increasing He content of the circulated
gas sets an upper limit to this temperature, if one wants to reach the lowest
temperature possible. In practice this limit turns out to be about 0.7 K. Neglec-
ting osmotic pressure losses, He-vapour-pressure should then be about 100 ybar.
This gives -provided,that losses in pumping speed are negligible, which is dif-
ficult to attain in case C- the following circulation rates:

n3 = 6.0 x 10~5 mol3He/s for A,
n 3 = 6.0 x 10~4 mol3He/s for B,
n3 = 6.0 x 10"3 mol3He/s for C.

In case C still temperature is reduced to 0.58 K, because no marked increase in
throughput is obtained at higher pressure with this type of pump.

5.2. The flow vote of the He-circulating refrigerator

4
Since a He-vortex cooler is much too inefficient to reach very high circula-

tion-rates [18], only a He-evaporator will be considered as the external refri- ;
gerator. Here too it is advantageous to raise the vapour pressure as much as pos-
sible. The practical limit here is the maximum temperature of the fountain pump, 'i
which should not exceed 2 K. This corresponds to a maximum demixing chamber tem-perature of about.0.6 K (see chapter II), so that the vapour pressure in the He-
system will be 720 ybar. Cooling powers of the He-refrigerator [1] are then
12 mW and 120 mW for cases A and B respectively. Taking the heat of demixing to
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be about 1.0 J/mol He at 0.6 K (appendix B, eq. (B 12}), the circulation rates
3

in the dilution refrigerator -for ease of comparison converted to He flow rates-

become:

n3 = 8.4 x 10"
4 mol3He/s for A,

n3 = 8.4 x 10"
3 mol3He/s for B.

The circulation rates, hence cooling powers, of a LDR are thus one order of mag-

nitude higher than those of a CDR! It will be difficult however -especially in
3

case B- to keep losses due to the thermal resistance between He system and demix-
ing chamber within reasonable limits. For the same reason the pumping arrange-

ment C is not useful here. Another problem is the very large cooling power need-

ed on the 1 K-plate to absorb the waste heat of the fountain pump. This would

be about 1000 mW in case B, which means a helium consumption of 2 litres/hour.

It also creates another Kapitza-resistance problem, now between fountain pump

cooler and the 1 K-plate, that is difficult to solve, because the limited ther-

mal conductivity of copper prevents the use of sintered powders.

It is probably not advantageous to use two fountain pumps in series [18],

which would enable a demixing chamber temperature of 0.8 K. The circulation rates

calculated above could be tripled, but waste heat of the fountain pump would

be five times as high.

I

3.3. The flow rate of the hybrid dilution refrigerator

If an osmotic pressure gradient is used to drive the He-flow from the secon-

dary mixing chamber (M, in fig. 2c of chapter II) to the still, the circulation

rates will be the same as for the CDR. However, efficiency can be dramatically

increased by creating a turbulent flow of the dilute liquid in the heat exchanger,

as realized by Staas et al. [19]. This turbulent flow, driven by the fountain
3 4 3

pump, couples the flow rates of He and He, so that the He concentration in

the still is the same as in the secondary mixing chamber M,. The temperature in

Mj will be limited by this type of flow in the heat exchanger, but this should

not influence the temperature in the upper mixing chamber (M in fig. 2c of chap-

ter II), if the dimensions of the counterfiow capillary are chosen correctly.

Assuming, that a temperature of 100 mK can be reached in M,, the He concentra-

tion in the still will be 7 %. At a still temperature of 0.8 K, the 4He-content
3

of the vapour does not exceed that for a CDR at 0.7 K. The He-vapour pressure
at 0.8 K is about 1380 nbar for a 7 % mixture. This leads to:

n 3 = 8.3 x 10"
4 mol3He/s for A,

n3 = 8.3 x 10"
3 mol3He/s for B.

I
I
\
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3 3

Because of the He-concentration difference between M (6.4 % He) and M, (7 %
He), 90 % of this He-flow will be diluted in M and the remainder in Mj. The
circulation rates above are about the same as for a LDR and again one order of
magnitude higher than for a CDR. Due to the high vapour pressure adding an oil
vapour booster (case C) does not make sense for a HDR. At 0.8 K and 7 % He-
concentration osmotic pressure in the still is 160 mbar (compared with 370 mbar
for a LDR with the demixing chamber at 0.6 K). One fountain pump is sufficient
and its waste heat will be 60 % less than for a LDR at the same circulation rate.
The only difficulty could be in the design of the heat exchanger between seconda-
ry mixing chamber and still, where the conflicting requirements of turbulent
flow, large heat exchange surface and tolerable viscous heating have to be re-
conciled. This can be done in two different ways:

The first is to use step exchangers and to create turbulent flow only in the
connecting tubes. Viscous heating would be minimal, but to prevent concentration
gradients in the exchangers the dilute side should be as nearly isothermal as
possible. This confines the thermal gradient to the in- and outlet of each step
exchanger, where the transition from turbulent to laminar flow takes place in an
ill-defined way and concentration gradients cannot be excluded. Experimental
results with this method are very scarce [191.

The other possibility is to use a continuous tubular exchanger with turbulent
flow of the dilute liquid along the entire length. Its performance will be limi-
ted by viscous heating. In appendix B it is shown, however, that a temperature
of 100 mK in the secondary mixing chamber can be reached with such an exchanger
for circulation rates above n, = 10" mol He/s. This means, that a HDR is the
most attractive way to achieve high circulation rates: It is fourteen times more
efficient than a CDR and does not suffer from the thermal contact problems of
a LDR.
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Appendix A: The solution of the differential equations, that determine the

minimum temperature.

1. CDR

For this type of dilution refrigerator we have a system of two coupled dif-

ferential equations (eqs. (3) and (4)):

-« » (A• d , )jT2. ,• ., ,2 8TT nd d rAdKd
n 3 i T ( e d T d ) " <n3v3d> T ? 72- " dT h r r -ai

Ad Td L d

n d 1 T2> ,ft v ^2 STT nc d rAcKc d T c l . fi n fA .
" n 3 BT <ecTc^ " <n3Vc^ T7 7? * ÏÏT T T "dTT + Qex = ° ' ^A '

ftc 'c L c J
where O a v is the heat exchange rate between the phases per unit length:

6X

(A 3)

No general solution is known for this system. The case of Ö = 0 (uncoupled

equations) has been treated by van Haeringen [5, 8] . Here we will discuss the

other extreme, an infinite surface area (p = «) or zero Kapitza resistance (a =

<*>). Since Ö is certainly finite, this implies, that T = T . = T along the
CX CO

whole tube length. The undetermined Q can be eliminated by adding eqs. (A 1)

and (A 2):

d T2 -2
H T T • n3

'3d"d

LAd

-c"c

c_

U J 4 Fyc c al TT Ï Ï 1j

(A 4)

= 0

For this second order differential equation two boundary conditions are needed.

The first one follows from energy conservation in the mixing chamber:

" sc> [AdKd 1=0
(A 5)

where Qm is the external heat leak on the mixing chamber. The natural choice for

the second boundary condition would be the energy balance in the demixing chamber,

i.e. the still. However, a typical still temperature is for outside the low tem-

perature region of validity of the eqs. (A 1) and (A 2). Instead we will require

the temperature of a point 1 = L to be equal to T.. It will be shown, that the
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temperature of the demixing chamber T(l=0), which we will denote as Tm, does
only very weakly depend on the rather arbitrary choice of T. . Eq. (A 4) can be
made dimensionless by introducing a reduced temperature t = T/TY and a reduced
length y = 1/L^ with:

T.. = ZiT

1*5 - o'
Vcl +

-Ad
Eq. (A 4) then reads:

1 dt2 1 d ,1

(A 6)

(A 7)

and the boundary conditions become:

Sd " sc t2 2 _ , •t2 2 dt t , = t. , (A 8)
"k

with q E y O k , 0k = S3<eS -
rewritten to:

= Tm/Tk, t„ = Th/Tk. Eq. (A 7) can be

d r i ^ 2 , , . d 1 = O

Eq. (A 9) can be integrated directly.when noting that t [1 +
grating factor:

(A 9)

is an inte-

(A 10)

The first integration constant Cj can be found by applying the first boundary
condition:

cl = 7
m

(A 11)

For the second integration we will introduce a function w defined by:

dw 1 . , t 2 M , d (A 12)
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Using eqs. (A 9) and (A 12), eq. (A 10) can be rewritten to:

dw ] 2

J i\%\ ig ,A 13)
As for the uncoupled equations, discussed hy van Haeringen et a l . [51 , the
problem is now reduced to an example of Airy's differential equation and the
solution for w is a linear combination of the Airy functions Ai(y + c^) and
Bi(y + c,). Plots and tabulated values of these functions and their derivatives
Ai' and Bi' can be found in ref.[20]. Substitution of this result in eq. (A 10)
gi ves:

2
TAi (y + c,) + c„Bi (y + c,)"

The second integration constant c^ can be expressed in tm and c^ by applying the
first boundary condition to eq. (A 12):

! - q) 'J( q) ( ) l )
c2 = J—; 1 f—i- . (A 15)
* i(tj - q) Bi(Cl) - Bi (cx)

The function t(y) as determined by eq. (A 14) is almost identical to the solu-
tions for the uncoupled equations plotted by van Haeringen (fig. 1 of ref. [8]),
the only difference being a factor 2* in both horizontal and vertical scale.
From that graph one can see, that all solutions with c« j* 0 converge for small
y to the solution with Cp = 0: the behaviour at the high temperature side of
the heat exchanger (c« is determined by the second boundary condition t(L/L.J =
tu) has almost no influence at the low temperature side and the mixing chamber
temperature, if the length of the tube is larger than about 3 L. . To calculate
tm we will select the only solution, that is positive for all positive y, i.e.
c« = 0. Then, from eq. (A 15) we have:

• (A 16)

Using eq. (A 11) and taking the external heat leak equal to zero (Qm = q = 0):

I. . . i

This equation has many solutions, but all except the largest, t = 0.836, corres- ;
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pond to spurious solutions,, i.e. a temperature distribution in the exchanger

with a zero-point. Thus the minimum stable mixing chamber temperature in a CDR

is given by:

- 0.836 2TT

c J

(A// d (A 18)

In practice, one does not have c2 = 0, since this solution corresponds to ex-

tremely long heat exchangers, and T has to be calculated by applying the second

boundary condition T(L) = T. to eq. (A 14). This yields:

T2

^ • - ^ • c , ) * (A 19)
IL is. Ai (-.— + c,) + c0 Bi (T— T t,;n Lk l 2 Lk l

Since Cj and c2 are expressed in tm by eqs. (A 11) and (A 15), tm is the only

unknown in this equation. A (numerical) solution of eq. (A 19) is not useful

however, because the "infinite surface" approximation will break down somewhere

at the high temperature side of the exchanger, where the thermal gradient becomes

very steep. Without actually solving eq. (A 19), we can calculate an optimum ratio

for the cross sections A and Ad- Let the solution of eq. (A 19) be

2 ^h L 2 2 ^h L

Tk k Tk k

The characteristic temperature T^ and length L^ can only be influenced through

A , Ad and the circulation rate n,. The optimum cross sections follow from:

3T_
=0 and

cjAd,n3,L,TH Ac,n3,L,TH

= 0

Applying these two conditions, the unknown g and its derivatives can be

eliminated and one can derive:

f
L

This yields:

Ad _ V3d"dKc (A 21)

which gives the optimum ratio for the cross section in case of perfect heat ex-
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change. This result can also be obtained by setting Tc = Td in the optimum cross

sections calculated by Frossati [7]. I f we use this optimum ratio to eliminate
A. in eq. (A 18) we f ind:

TM = 0.836
2TT

V3d"dKd 1 +
ncK

2-1 in
cKc

V3d ndKd

(A 22)

It is interesting to compare this with the result of van Haeringen et al. [5]
for the single cycle case:

- 0.871 2ir
1
6

Employing the numerical values of appendix C, we have in the optimum case:

= 0.343

a n d w = 1 - 8 2

"k _
[cm'l

[mmol/s]

for the circulating CDR,

Tm for the single cycle refrigerator.

The more common case of a CDR with a shut-off He-return line is a bit less ef-
fective, since there is still heat conduction in the concentrated liquid. Then
the minimum temperature is:

tib / A 1/ • A 1/

0.871 2,
1

= 1.62 d

Jem
[mK]

Substitution of the optimum ratio of eq. (A 21) back into eqs.(A 1) and (A 2)
yields, after some manipulation, the following expression for the heat exchange
rate per unit length:

1 -
AdKd AcKc

d T2 d T2

(A 23)

So the heat current in the radial direction has a very simple relationship with
the gradient in the longitudinal direction for this optimum choice of diameters.
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2. LDR/HDR

The relevant equation for these types of dilution refrigerator is (eq. (2)):

i

= o (A 24)

This equation has already been solved analytically by van Haeringen et al.[3],

who reduced it to two first-order differential equations. For ease of comparison

with the previous section, we will proceed here in a more direct manner. We will

again employ the boundary conditions:

1=0 l=L = Th (A 25)

and denote T(l=0) by T . The influence of T. on T will be shown to be very small,

Eq. (A 24) can be made dimensionless by introducing a reduced temperature

t = T/T. and a reduced length y = L/L with:

V and AK

Ln3cgJ

i
(A 26)

Eq. (A 24) then reads:

dy z dy H dy' ~ u (A 27)

and the boundary conditions become:

s d ; sc
~5 t_ = yr J-.̂ l y=0 = tu » (A 28)

with q H Qm/Qk and Qk = n3eTk, tm = y T k , th = Th/Tk> Eq. (A 27) can be inte-

grated directly:

dt
(A 29)

The first integration constant c, follows from the first boundary condition:

Cj = f q - -i t
3 +2 (A 30)

For the second integration we will introduce a function v:

i
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v = l e - ( y + C l > 2 . (A 31)

r

Substitution of v in eq. (A 29) transforms i t to:

^ v = - e - ( y + c l> . (A 32)

This can be integrated to:

v = -y [erf(y+Cj) - erf(Cj)] + c2 . (A 33)

Tabulated values of the errorfunction can be found in ref. [20]. The second
integration constant c2 can be expressed in tm and Cj:

cz= \ e'cl (A 34)

1 = /IT

and a convenient form for the solution for t is:

1 e ^ l ) (A 35)
"m _

Plots of this function can be found in ref.[8] fig. 2 (due to a different choice
of characteristic temperature the vertical scale must be multiplied by a factor
2*). The general behaviour is the same as for the solutions for the CDR: a
smooth behaviour close to the mixing chamber, represented by the first term in
eq. (A 35), which behaves» for y » l , like l/2(y+Cj), and a divergence at the
high temperature side, for which the second term in eq. (A 35) is responsible.
The second term has only a very little influence on the mixing chamber tempera-
ture, if the length L of the tube is longer than about 2 L,. To calculate t ,

K in

we can select the only non-divergent solution, i.e. the coefficient of the
second term in eq. (A 35) is zero:

2

•^ = y e l erfc(Cj) .

Using eq. (A 30) and taking the external heat leak equal to zero($m = q = 0):

( 3t 2) 2

•7 = T e ? n i erfci-¥L> • (A36>
This equation has only one solution: tffl = 0.885. Thus, the minimum mixing
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chamber temperature of a LDR or HDR is given by:

(A 37)

which is identical to the result obtained by van Haeringen et al. [31]. In prac-
tice the asymptotic solution is not applicable, since this corresponds to a
rather long counterflow capillary. Then T has to be calculated by applying the
second boundary condition T(L) = T. to eq. (A 35):

-c2 ~<r+ci>2

^-^• = ̂ —erfc(cl)-erfc(^-+c1)+^—^ , (A 38)

where» since c, is expressed by eq. (A 30), t is the only unknown and can be
calculated numerically. For instance, if q = 0, L/L. = 2 and t^ » ^2L/L. (i.e.
the point (Th/T. , L/Lk) lies far above the asymptotic curve), the last term on
the right hand side of eq. (A 38) is negligible and the numerical result t =
0.889 is independent of T.. Note, that this is only half a percent higher than
the optimum of eq. (A 37). This shows the ability of a LDR/HDR to sustain very
large temperature differences over a very short length.
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Appendix B: The performance of a tubular exchanger with turbulent flow.

Design criteria can be found by adapting the formula's used in chapter II.

From eq. (8) of that chapter we find the Reynolds number of the dilute liquid:

4p .V, .n,

with p^ and n^ the density and viscosity of the dilute liquid respectively,

ruV-. the volume flow rate of the dilute liquid and d the diameter of the tube.

This number must exceed the value Re to ensure sufficiently turbulent flow. If

we take:

4pjV, .n,
. d 3d 3 ir, n\

with riu = ^(T., )» Re will exceed Re along the whole tube length, sind r^ is

a decreasing function of temperature. Recalling eqs. (10) and (11) of chapter II,

we have:

pdd 1 75
Ren = - 2 - ^ grad P = cRe

1*'0 , (B 3)

_3
with c = 4.94 x 10 . Combining eqs. (B 2) and (B 3) the pressure gradient along
the tube is:

dp .3^4.76 n ^ ' 7 5

£ = —Tr-'7h? ' (B4)
pdV3dn3

with z increasing in the direction of the flow. For the rate of viscous heat

development Q- we have d(L = |dP| • \l with V the volume flow rate. Since V = n-V^j

the heat production per second per unit length becomes:

^'75 V 7 5
-= B T

3 n3
Through the temperature dependence of ru this quantity increases very fast, if

Tj. decreases. To determine if this viscous heat can keep the temperature in M^

above 100 mK, we have to inspect the energy balance in the exchanger. For tempe-

ratures above 50 mK heat conduction and viscous heat due to laminar flow are

negligible, but the viscous heat due to turbulent flow must now be added to eqs.

(3) and (4). The result is:
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and

u 4
e£j, the coefficient of the enthalpy at constant chemical potential of He, in
eq. (3) has been replaced by e*j, the coefficient of the enthalpy at constant
He concentration. In case of turbulent flow, however, ê j = e|j [21]. Use of the

low temperature behaviour of the enthalpy of the dilute liquid is not really
allowed in the temperature region under consideration (T = 100 mK), but it can
be shown, that this will not appreciably alter the results of the following
calculations. In the simplest kind of tubular exchanger the exchange area per
unit length p is ird. Using eqs. (B 5) and (B 7) , eq. (B 6) can be rewritten
to:

The usual procedure is to find the length 1 of the exchanger by integrating
4

eq. (B 7), while neglecting Tjj in the second term. Justification for this ap-
proximation can be found by integrating eq. (B 8). For a CDR, where the second
term on the right hand side is absent, this has been done by Frossati [6] . To
be able to use the same procedure for a HDR, we have to deal with the viscous
heat term in eq. (B 8). We can put an upper limit to its value by requiring,
that not more than half of the heat taken up by the dilute liquid is produced
by viscous heating, This choice will be explained later on. Then:

and:

AT WT

^ 7 W hZ ^é
Substituting this upper limit in eq. (B 8) and integrating with respect to z:

2 *- /T2 T2
Ml ec c R '
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with TR the temperature at which the concentrated liquid enters the mixing cham-

ber Mj. This temperature TR can be found from the energy balance in the mixing

chamber M,
T

coT2
T= n3(e3dTM " (B 11)

The heat load £L on the He cycling part is equal to the heat of demixing of
4 i 1the He cycle (L: It can be calculated from an equation due to Pennings [22] :

capJ
(B 12)

with QM the heat load on the upper mixing chamber, TIV. and TTM the osmotic pres-

sures in M and M, and AP_ar> the hydrostatic pressure difference between the two
1 Cap

mixing chambers. When T M « T M , QM can be neglected and AP„=„ is negligible, if
d fl H Cap

the counterflow capillary is correctly dimensioned. From the temperature depen-

dence of the osmotic pressure [7] (L can be calculated:

% • "3uedmTM? with £
dm

 = 40 J/mo1 K2 and "3u = 1 ^ 7 "4 •

- e = 82 J/mol K The dif-Note, that e . is considerably smaller than

ference is the heat, that can be taken up by the very cold dilute liquid in the

counterflow capillary, as it enters the mixing chamber 1^. Substitution of this

result in eq. (B 11) gives:

n (ec°T 2 - e T 2 ) = n e 1 2 <n e T 2

or

i
£ C 0 - £
e3d edm (B 13)

Now eq. (B 10) can be rewritten to:

1 - 2-
2e CT? (B 14)

So the relative error made by neglecting T. in the second term of eq.(B7) is small-

er than [2e c/eJ]
2* 0.21, if requirement (B 9) is satisfied. This is an accep-

table error when calculating^the exchange area, i.e. the length of the exchanger,
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from eq. (B 7). If the viscous heat provides an appreciably larger fraction of

the heat taken up by the dilute liquid than the chosen value one half, on which

eq. (B 9) is based, then Td cannot be neglected in eq. (B 7) and the exchange

area needed will be much larger, while this will not produce any substantial

decrease in the temperature TV. , that can be reached, as will be shown below.

With eqs. (B 7) and (B 13), the1condition of eq. (B 9) can be expressed:

V'3 r =0 = a p ( TR "z=0 R

Since

p = Trd =
4pdV3d"-

co
"3d - edm - 1 (B 15)

IB 16)

and

B =

this puts the following condition on T..

6 3 5
3dpd

3 5.75
v c R ec

re c o - e 'e3d edm
2 1

- 1 (B 17)

Because of the extreme temperature dependence of the left hand side of this in-

equality, the temperature TM that follows from this condition for neglecting
4 1

"H in the exchange term of eq. (B 7), will be very close to the practical limit,

despite the approximations, that have been made, in particular the choice of the

value one half for the fraction mentioned above. After rearrangement eq. (B 7)

can now be integrated from z = 0 to 1, the length of the exchanger:
still

dz

and we find, with the use of eqs. (B 13) and (B 16), for 1:

-2 n,y
Recec

CO
still

T5 **d V3d< e3d-
77 (B 18)

The total pressure drop along the heat exchanger can be found from eqs. (B 4)
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and (B 18), if we neglect the very small temperature dependence of

3 R5.75 2

z=0 TT

:

(B 19)

This pressure difference has to be generated by the fountain pump, so it should

be small compared to the osmotic pressure in the still (- 160 mbar), if we do

not want the waste heat of the fountain pump to be very much increased. Eqs.

(B 2), (B 17), (B 18) and (B 19) offer practical criteria to determine the pos-

sibilities of a tubular exchanger with turbulent flow. If we take n, = 8.3 x
-4 •

10 mol/s -the circulation rate found for pumping arrangement A- and use Re =
4 _i _? -4

10000, a = 2.1 x 10 erg s cm K and the viscosities measured by Kuenhold et
al. [23], we find, that TM is limited by eq. (B 17) to 115 mK and TIM = 65 yP.

With these values AP, 1 and d can be calculated from eqs. (B 19), (B 18) and

(B 2): AP = 16 mbar, 1 = 300 cm and d = 0.94 mm, which are all acceptable values.

For pumping arrangement B (n^ = 8.3 x 10" mol He/s)-we find: TY. = 66 mK, r\u =

147 yP» AP = 6 mbar, 1 = 2000 cm and d = 4.3 mm. The exchanger is now uncomfor-

tably large and it would be better to choose T.. = 100 mK (which means an ex-

changer with 1 = 450 cm and d = 8.1 mm) and bridge the extra temperature inter-
4

val in the much more efficient counterflow capillary of the He-circulating stage.
The conclusion of the calculations above is, that it should be possible to

reach a temperature of about 100 mK in the secondary mixing chamber M, with a

very simple tubular exchanger with turbulent flow, provided the circulation rate
• -3 3
n3 is larger than 10 mol/ He/s.
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Appendix C: Symbols and numerical values

3
x : He concentration in the dilute liquid
s . : coefficient of entropy of dilute liquid : Sd = s^T
s : coefficient of entropy of concentrated liquid : S = s Tc c c
e^g : coefficient of enthalpy of dilute liquid

along the coexistence curve with only He flow : H^J = e^T
e34d : c o e ffi c i e i i t of enthalpy of dilute liquid along

the coexistence curve with coupled flow
of 3He and 4He : H3J = c™^2

£j : coefficient of enthalpy of dilute liquid at
3 u u 2

constant u 4 (He flow only) : H£ = e^T
e^ : coefficient of enthalpy of dilute liquid at

constant x with coupled flow of 3He and 4He : Hd = e^T
2

P4

P,.

coefficient of enthalpy of concentrated liquid
molecular weight of He
density of 4He
density of concentrated liquid
density of dilute liquid
volume of concentrated liquid containing 1 mol JHe

3
volume of dilute liquid containing 1 mol He

3,

coefficient of gravitational energy dissipation in
the LDR/HDR : c = M4(l-Pc/P4)(l-x)/x

K : coefficient of thermal conductivity of concentrated
liquid : Ac = K j "

1

K. : coefficient of thermal conductivity of dilute
liquid : A . = K,T~

d d
K : average of K„ and K.

c a _2
n„ : coefficient of viscosity of concentrated liquid : n = nJTc c c _2
nd : coefficient of viscosity of dilute liquid : r\. = n.T

,1
4

1
i
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X

sd

-CO _
:'34d "

e
M4
P4
Pc
pd
Vc
V3d

K

nc

= 0.0648
= 107
= 25
= 94.5

59
53.5

J(mol3He)"1K'2

^ 1 2

53.5 J(mol3He)"1K"2

12.5 Jfmo^HefV *
= 46.5

4 g mol

0.145 g cm

0.082 g cm

" 3

" 3

" 1

0.142 g cm
36.86 cm3(moT3He)

430 cm3(mol3He)"1

25.11 g mol"1

3.3 x 10"6J c i r f V 1

2.4 x 10~6J c n f V 1

3.0 x 10"6J c n f V 1

2.2 x 10~6poise K2

0.3 x 10~6poise K2

[7]

[7]

[7]

[3]

[21]

[7]

[7]

[7]

[7]
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C H A P T E R IV

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
!
i' .

1. Measurements on the fountain pump :

To check the quality of the superleaks, the functioning of the fountain pump •[..
and the validity of the equations presented in chapter II, a circulation experi-

4
ment was performed with only He in the refrigerator. The relevant equations
are (eqs. (3), (7) and (1?) of chapter II):

Pf(TH) = Pf(TT) + A P C , (1)

Q (2)

APC = 0.241 nJp'X'
75'- d"4'75 r\\'75 (3)

If the equations above are valid, the circulation rate n^ can be determined in
two ways, either by calculating AP_ from eq. (1) and using the result in eq. (3)
to calculate ru, or by calculating ru from eq. (2). The first method involves
measurements of the temperatures T H and T,, the second measurement of T„ and the
heating power 0^. The mutual consistency of these two methods can be checked by
plotting APc obtained from eq. (1) against ru obtained from eq. (2). This plot

should show the relationship of eq. (3).
3

After start-up of the 1 K-plate and the He-system, the refrigerator was
4

filled with He through the filling line ?„ (fig. 3 of chapter II). Temperatures
in the fountain pump heating chamber H, the fountain pump cooler U and the 1 K-
plate were measured by carbon resistors, calibrated against the vapour pressure 1
of He, for various heating powers §H applied to H. Manometers at room tempera- ]
ture, connected by thin capillaries to the points I and 0 (fig. 6 in chapter II) jl
were used to determine the pressure difference between I and 0. In the ideal |
case, this pressure difference should be zero, but in practice it is a function |
of the circulation rate n.. This is caused either by a temperature difference |

i
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between I and 0, due to non-ideal performance of the cooler U, or by exceeding
the critical flow rate of the superleaks. The observed pressure difference could
be entirely accounted for by the observed temperature difference between the
cooler U and the 1 K-plate. The pressure drop AP over the capillary was cal-
culated from eq. (1): Pf(TH) was found from the measured temperature T„ and
Pf(Tj) from the observed pressure difference PJ-PQ added to the fountain pressure
P O ( T Q ) . The circulation rate n. was calculated from eq. (2). The result is shown
in fig. 1. The drawn line is a fit to the data, based on eq. (3) with an effec-
tive length of 11.8 cm. Since the actual length is 11.5 cm, there is good agree-
ment with the data, qualitatively as well as quantitatively. This is taken to be
a confirmation of eq. (2) and throughout this chapter all quoted circulation
rates are computed from eq. (2).

The critical flow rate of the superleaks could not be determined, because the
1 K-plate cooling power was not sufficient, but the maximum flow rate of 15 x
-3 410 mol He/s was already much higher than the circulation rates used with the

dilution refrigerator running (h. < 7 x 10" mol/s).

Fig. 1. The pressure drop AP along the fountain pump capillary versus
calculated He-circulation rate h.. The drawn line is a fit to the data»
based on eq. (3).
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2. The start-up procedure of the refrigerator

The usual procedure to start the refrigerator is as follows: First the 1 K-
3

plate and the He-system are started and, once they have reached temperatures
A

of 1.3 K and 0.4 K respectively, He gas, taken from the 4.2 K bath for purity,
is condensed in the refrigerator through the filling line F2 (fig. 3 of chapter
II). After about half an hour He reaches the fountain pump heating chamber
through the superleaks and the temperature there goes up to more than 5 K for
several seconds before settling down to the 1 K-plate temperature. No explana-
tion has been found for this peculiar phenomenon. After one and a half hour the
refrigerator is completely filled with He. Thereafter the fountain pump is
started, keeping up a high circulation rate to prevent He-migration in the
superleaks during the next step, that is filling the refrigerator with the proper
3 4He- He mixture. This mixture is supplied through the filling line, while pump-

4
ing He away through the capillary, that connects 0 (fig. 3 of chapter II) with
the outside. The progress of this process can be followed by observing the tem-
perature of the fountain pump T„ at constant heating power and the temperature
of the mixing chamber T^. Initially TM is much higher than the temperature of the
demixing chamber Tp, which is as yet unexplained. Then, presumably when the phase
separation surface appears in the mixing chamber [1], T M becomes lower than TD

and the fountain pump temperature rises. As soon as the phase separation surface
descends along the counterflow capillaries to the demixing chamber, TM drops
steeply and Ju behaves according to eq. (3) of chapter II. Usually condensation
of He-rich mixture is kept up for some time in order to prevent a heating ef-
fect, that occurs, when the phase separation surface in the demixing chamber
moves back up to the mixing chamber. This can happen, when the demixing chamber
temperature, and consequently the He-concentration of the dilute-liquid, is
raised, which will cause a decrease of the amount of concentrated liquid in the
refrigerator. The extra amount of He prevents this phenomenon. On the other
hand the surface of the outlet superleak should not be attained by the phase
separation surface. The dimensions of the demixing chamber are such, that this
adjustment is not critical. Finally pumping away of He is stopped as soon as
the pressure in the refrigerator is below 600 mbar. This ensures that the liquid
level in the various capillaries does not reach the 4.2 K bath.

In the first run of the refrigerator a very peculiar behaviour of the foun-
tain pump temperature was discovered. It showed (fig. 2) sharp variations with
a surprisingly regular period, ranging from half an hour down to about 10 s,
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Fig. 2. A recorder trace of the fountain pump temperature, showing spikes
caused by temporary blockage of the circulation.

dependent on circulation rate and demixing chamber temperature. This was caused
A

by a blockage of He-flow somewhere in the refrigerator. By pressure measurements
this blockage was found to occur at the surface of the outlet superleak in the
demixing chamber, presumably by concentrated normal liquid. This was confirmed
by the visual observations of van den Brandt et al. [1]. The phenomenon could
be suppressed, except for the highest circulation rates, by enlarging the sur-
face of the superleak in the demixing chamber.

3. The temperature distribution in the refrigerator

Temperatures in the refrigerator for various circulation rates were measured
by carbon resistors: Allen & Bradley 10 ft, 1/8 W resistors mounted on the demix-
ing chamber and halfway down the lower counterflow capillary and modified Speer
100 iï, 1/2 W resistors mounted on the heat exchanger, the upper counterflow ca-
pillary and on the wall of the mixing chamber. They were calibrated against the
vapour pressure of He and the NMR-signal of a powdered copper sample. Due to
r.f. heating they were reliable only above 50 mK. The lowest temperatures of the
mixing chamber were measured by a Cj)Co nuclear orientation thermometer (CO in
fig. 3 of chapter II).

In the first version of the refrigerator, the lower counterflow capillary had
an i.d. of 4.8 mm. The results are shown in fig. 3. All circulation rates are
calculated from eq. (2). For circulation rates below 4 x 10 mol He/s this pro-
cedure is not reliable and actual circulation rates are probably lower. For
• -3 4

n. < 3 x 10 molHe/s the demixing chamber temperature has been kept constant
by external heating.
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1. r 2 n
nA]rn mol s J

3. r 4 , 5
n4 [mmol s- J

Fig. 3. Measured temperatures in the refrigerator vs. He-circulation rate

n. with a lower counterflow capillary of 4.8 mm.i.d. D is the temperature

of the demixing chamber, C„ the temperature halfway down the lower counter-

flow capillary, HE the temperature of the heat exchanger and M the temperature

of the mixing chamber.

Fig. 4. Temperatures in the refrigerator vs. circulation rate with a lower

counterflow capillary of 3.8 mm i.d. D is the temperature of the demixing

chamber, HE the temperature of the heat exchanger and M the temperature of

the mixing chamber.

In comparison with the results of Pennings [21 the measured temperatures of

mixing chamber M and heat exchanger HE are rather high. By applying external

heat to the heat exchanger, it could be shown, that the mixing chamber tempera-

ture is limited by the heat exchanger temperature. This is due to heat conduc-

tion, mainly through the supports between M and HE. Our discussion will there-

fore center on the poor performance of the first stage, the counterflow capil-

lary e» between HE and the demixing chamber D.

The temperature distribution derived in appendix A of chapter II is not valid

in the high temperature region. However, it can be shown [3], that under the

assumption of droplet flow and perfect heat exchange, the heat exchanger tempe-

rature should be independent of the demixing chamber temperature and the tempe-

rature gradient in the counterflow capillary C 2 should be confined to a very
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short length (=* 1 mm in case of perfect heat exchange) close to the demixing
chamber. Experiments with other demixing chamber temperatures and the tempera-
tures of D, C2 and HE plotted in fig. 3 show, that both these expectations are
refuted by experiment, so at least one of the assumptions (droplet flow, perfect
heat exchange) is not correct. Heat exchange of the droplets at these high tem-
peratures will indeed be hampered by the very poor thermal conductivity of the
concentrated phase. This however, is not the cause of the observed behaviour
since the effectiveness of heat exchange will, unlike the measured performance,
not improve with increasing circulation rate. The following observations also
give evidence, that the assumption of droplet flow is not valid. After an in-
crease of the circulation rate, the heat exchanger temperature approached its
new equilibrium value with a time constant compatible with an estimate (= 5 min)
based on the heat exchanger volume and the circulation rate. On decreasing the
circulation rate however, the temperature rises extremely fast in a few seconds,
overshooting its new equilibrium value. The temperature of the counterfiow ca-
pillary Co, which is quite steady at low circulation rates, shows an increasing-

-3 4
ly fluctuating behaviour at higher flow rates (at 3 x 10 mol He/s the fluctua-
tion amplitude is about 50 mK, the time constant about I s ) . These phenomena can-
not be explained with droplet flow and we conclude, that there is an imperfect,
i.e. turbulent, superfluid contact between heat exchanger and demixing chamber.
On decreasing the circulation rate, the degree of turbulence of the stream or
layer of dilute liquid in the lower counterfiow capillary, and thus the dif-
ference in chemical potential, that can be maintained over it, decreases and
the concentration difference between heat exchanger and demixing chamber must
adjust itself accordingly.

-3 4For flow rates below 0.5 x 10 mol He/s the behaviour is markedly different
(fig. 3),which points to another type of flow. The Weber-number (eq. (30) of
chapter III) cannot be calculated accurately. If we make a guess for the layer
velocity, the layer thickness can be calculated from the circulation rate and,
for v - 2 cm/s and n. = 0.5 x 10 mol He/s, the resulting Weber-number is 1,
which is in the critical region. So it is likely, that only in the range below
n^ = 0.5 x 10~3mol He/s we have droplet flow.

The i.d. of 4.8 mm of the lower counterfiow capillary was chosen large enough
to accomodate the expected droplet flow at high circulation rates. In view of
these results, we changed it to 3.8 mm, which should increase the turbulence of
layer flow. Results with this counterfiow capillary are summarized in fig. 4.
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The decrease of heat exchanger temperature with increasing circulation rate is
indeed steeper than in fig. 3 and continues up to the highest circulation rate
of 6.8 x 10"3mol4He/s (the flattening off at 60 mK is probably due to loss of
thermal contact between heat exchanger body and the liquid). Decreases in cir-
culation rate still produce extremely rapid responses in heat exchanger tempe-
rature, so we conclude that layer flow exists in the lower counterflow capillary
for all circulation rates plotted in fig. 4. Nevertheless the efficiency of the
lower stage becomes quite reasonable at high circulation rates (a factor 10 de-
crease in temperature over a length of 6 cm), reducing the external heat leak
to the mixing chamber to about 200 nW. Our discussion will therefore center on
the performance of the upper stage at high circulation rates.

According to the calculations in chapter III, the minimum temperature at n. =
-3 4 « 3

6 x 10 mol He/s or the equivalent n3 = 430 ymol He/s should be 3.0 mK without
external heat leak and 4 mK with an external heat leak of 200 nW (eqs. (8), (8a),
(A 35a) and (A 30) of chapter III). This is quite different from the measured
temperature of 9.8 mK, so again at least one of the assumptions of perfect heat
exchange and droplet flow has to be incorrect. As argued in chapter III, sections
2.3.2 and 2.4.5, the thermal contact at low temperatures is quite good and the
length of the counterflow capillary (16 times the characteristic length L of eq.
(10) of chapter III) should be sufficient to shield the mixing chamber from the
effects of radial temperature gradients at the high temperature side, i.e. heat
exchanger side of the counterflow capillary. When we calculate from eq. (39) of
chapter III the maximum flow rate, allowing free droplet flow, we get (with T =
9.8 mK, f - 0.2, d = 1 mm) n, = 6 0 ymol He/s or n4 = 0.85 x 10 mol He/s.
So we conclude, that the flow pattern of freely falling droplets observed by
van den Brandt et al.[l] should be impossible for the high circulation rates in
our machine, at least close to the mixing chamber. This conclusion is also valid
for the LDR described by Pennings [2] and the HDR of Sevenjns et al.[4]. Since
slug flow is unlikely for a counterflow capillary of the "overflow"-type, the
layer of dilute liquid does extend at least to the part of the counterflow ca-
pillary, where the temperature has become high enough to enable droplet flow
(about 25 mK for fi4 = 6 x 10 mol He/s according to eq. (39) of chapter III).
Since decreases in circulation rate did not cause a very fast rise of the mixing

• -3 4chamber temperature (at least for n4 < 3 x 10 mol He/s; for higher circulation
rates the experiment becomes inconclusive, because the difference between the
normal thermal relaxation time of the mixing chamber and the response time of
the thermometer becomes too small) in the manner observed for the heat exchanger, ]

• • )
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we conclude that this layer does not extend to the heat exchanger. The fact,

that the layer in the lower counterflow capillary can bridge a much larger tem-

perature interval than that in the upper one, can be understood by estimating

the Reynolds-numbers involved from eq. (26) of chapter III, adapted for the high

temperature region. In the upper counterflow capillary the Reynolds number

varies from 19 at the mixing chamber to 400 at the heat exchanger, in the lower

one values are 300 at the heat exchanger and more than 2000 at the high tempera-

ture side. This last number is in the region of turbulence.

4. The cooling power of the refrigerator

In view of the low Reynolds-numbers in the upper counterflow capillary, one

should expect incomplete coupling of the velocities of He and He in the dilute

[mK]
1OO

Fig. 5. Cooling power Q vs. mixing chamber temperature for He-circulation

rates n4 = 5.6 x 10~
3(mol4He)s~1 (circles) and n = 4.3 x 10 (mol He)s

(squares). The dashed line shows the theoretical cooling power at n. =

5.6 10~2'(mol4He)s~1.
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liquid layer and the effective circulation rate of He could be appreciably lower
than the value:

n3 = xn4/(l-x) (4)

for completely coupled flow. This can be checked by measuring the cooling power
at various circulation rates. The curves in fig. 5 show a strong resemblance
to the results of Pennings et al.[2] and Schumacher [5]. The measured values
are much smaller than those given by eq. (1) of chapter III with ru related to
n4 by eq. (4).

The discrepancy cannot be explained by an external heat leak or by conduction

through the counterflow capillary, because it actually increases in absolute
value for higher mixing chamber temperatures, while the temperature difference
between mixing chamber and heat exchanger decreases. So we conclude, that the
circulation rate ru is only a fraction of the value given by eq. (4). This frac-
tion decreases at lower mixing chamber temperatures, due to the higher viscosity,
hence lower velocity of the layer, which reduces the mutual friction between

4 3
superfluid He and normal He. Because of the lack of knowledge of mutual fric-
tion at low temperatures and of the velocity of the layer, it is not feasible
to calculate this fraction from theory. For the same reason the temperature dis-
tribution along the counterflow capillary cannot be calculated for the effective
circulation rate fu found experimentally from the cooling power [6], since this
effective fraction will increase along the counterflow capillary. This has the
effect, that part of the mixing process is transferred from the mixing chamber
to the counterflow capillary.

5. Conclusion
A

He-circulating dilution refrigerators are attractive for the simple and
elegant way, in which the heat exchange problem is solved. Another advantage is
their potential for achieving high circulation rates (chapter III). However, the
minimum temperatures are still considerably higher than those obtained with
CDR's. This may be related to the fact, that -in contrast with the CDR- the flow {
pattern in a LDR or HDR is not well understood and has the complicated behaviour ;
inherent to two-phase flow, so that design is still in the experimental stage. |
Our experimental findings demonstrate, that the dominant problem is, how to J

3 4 '*
ensure that He- and He-velocities in the dilute liquid are strongly coupled, |
which is a prerequisite for efficient refrigeration and for the validity of the f

i
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energy balance (eq. (2) of chapter III) proposed by Pennings [3]. The droplet
model, experimentally confirmed at low circulation rates and high temperatures
[l],is not applicable for the high circulation rates usually employed [2, 4,
this thesis] and flow will be in the shape of slugs or a layer or stream. The
results described in section 3 of this chapter show, that at high temperature
and high flow rate layer flow is rather effective, but at low temperature there
is insufficient coupling between He and He in the dilute liquid. Further im-
provements may be obtained in two ways:
a. By choosing the dimensions of the counterflow capillary such that droplet

flow can be accomodated. A minimum temperature of about 5 mK should then be
obtainable (eqs. (38) and (39) of chapter III). This approach requires how-
ever, that the problem of creating droplet flow is solved, which, particular-
ly for counterflow capillaries of the "overflow"-type, could be difficult at
high circulation rates.

b. By increasing the velocity of the layer or stream to ensure better coupling
3 4

of He and He by mutual friction. This can be done by increasing the circu-
lation rate or changing the geometry e.g. a stream of circular cross section
is more efficient in this respect than a layer of annular cross section, but
this would require a more complicated design of the orifice of the counter-
flow capillary. Prospects for this approach are critically dependent on quan-
titative knowledge of mutual friction at very low temperatures.
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C H A P T E R V

THE NMR APPARATUS

1. Introduction

At very low temperatures the conventional method of CW-NMR, employing f ie ld

modulation and sweeping the magnetic f ie ld through resonance, becomes incon-

venient. The f i r s t reason i s , that the varying f ie ld causes eddy currents in

the metal parts of the cryostat and so creates an often unacceptable heat

dissipation. Secondly, in low temperature experiments involving adiabatic

demagnetization the f i e ld is needed for temperature control. For these reasons

we have bu i l t a NMR-spectrometer with frequency modulation and frequency sweep

and a wide (10-160 MHz) frequency range for our NMR experiments. Additional

advantages of frequency modulation above f ie ld modulation are, that the problem

of modulating the f ie ld of a superconducting magnet is avoided and that the

modulation amplitude can easily be measured accurately. Furthermore, the modu-

lation frequency can be much higher than the modulation frequency in case of

f ie ld modulation, which makes the spectrometer less sensitive to vibrations.

For NMR-experiments in a cryostat i t is attractive to place the entire LC-

c i rcu i t and the preamplifier at low temperature [1] . This strongly reduces the

thermal noise of the LC-circuit and provides a much greater frequency range,

because the coaxial l ine to room temperature,which is typical ly 1 m long, is

not a part of the resonance c i rcu i t . In order to be able to employ \iery low

r. f . - levels and to keep the low-temperature electronics as simple as possible,

we have bu i l t a Q-meter. This has the additional advantage of being able to

use the secondary resonances introduced by the inevitable coaxial l ine between

the tuning capacitors and the preamplifier, located at the top of the vacuum

can, and the NMR-coil in the experimental space. The length of this coaxial

l ine is about 60 cm in our di lut ion refrigerator cryostat, which considerably

narrows the available frequency-range of the primary resonance.

The resonance frequency of the LC-circuit is locked to the generator

frequency by a tracking c i rcu i t , which is an elaboration of the systems
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described by Zweers [2] and Cox and Bouffard [3] . This makes i t possible to

employ frequency sweep without excessive base-line d r i f t and also improves the

stab i l i t y at fixed frequency.

2. Description of the apparatus

A block diagram of the spectrometer is shown in f i g . l . The generator feeds

a frequency modulated r. f . signal to the NMR coil L. After amplification the

r. f . signal is detected (detector 2 in the f igure). The amplitude modulation

produced by NMR is detected by the lock-in amplifiers PSD1 (absorption signal)

and PSD2 (dispersion signal). The LC-circuit tracking electronics keep the

resonance c i rcu i t tuned to the generator frequency by regulating the bias

voltage of the varactor diodes C .

The generator, a Schomandl ND1OOM frequency synthesizer, can be swept and

modulated in frequency. The frequency modulation is measured by a frequency

discriminator. The output of the discriminator is fed to a stabi l izer, in order

to suppress a small al inearity in the FM-input of the generator. The amplitude-

noise characteristics of the generator are improved by an automatic level

control c i rcu i t (ALC in f i g . l ) . With a frequency doubler the available frequency

range is extended to 200 MHz. The long coaxial l ine to the low temperature part

is terminated with i ts characteristic impedance. The LC-circuit is roughly

tuned by the variable capacitor C, that can be controlled manually. Fine tuning

is done electronically by the two varactors Cy, reverse biased l ight emitting

diodes (Hewlett Packard HP-5082-4400 [4]) . The Q-value of these capacitors is

rather low (20<Q<100 at 4 K) and strongly dependent on the bias voltage. In

practice, their capacitance ratio is only s l ight ly larger than 2 (capacitance

is typical ly 25-55 pF). Better results have been reported for another type,

Monsanto MV5O24, by Wampach et a l . [5] . We have not been able to reproduce their

results. The poor performance of this kind of diodes is the l imi t ing factor,

both for the Q-value of the LC-circuit and for the maximum continuous frequency

sweep (typical ly 10% of frequency).

The c i rcu i t diagram of the cryogenic preamplifier is shown in f ig .2 . All

FET's are Plessey GAT1/010. Metal-film resistors and Styroflex capacitors have

been used. To minimize heat dissipation in the helium bath, amplification is

achieved in three stages. I t was necessary to terminate the very long coaxial

l ine to the room temperature amplifier with i ts characteristic impedance also

at the low temperature end, in order to suppress reflections. This halved the

total gain to 4dB in a frequency range of 10 to 160 MHz (3dB). The cut-off at
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electronics

Fig.l. Bloak diagram of the spectrometer. The generator feeds a frequency
modulated r.f. signal to the LC-airauit. After amplification the r.f. signal
is detected (detector 2 in the figure). The amplitude modulation produced by
NMR is detected by the lock-in amplifier PSD1 (absorption signal) and PSD2
(dispersion signal). The LC-cirauit tracking electronics keep the resonance
circuit tuned to the generator frequency by regulating the bias voltage of the
varactor diodes Cy. For further explanation see text.
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram of the cryogenic preamplifier. All FET's are

Plessey GAT 1/010.

10 MHz is due to deterioration of the performance of the toroid transformer

cores (Philips Ferrox cube 3H2) at low temperatures.

The amplif ier, consisting of Merrimac GAM 20/30-150 amplifiers and

attenuators, provides 20-70 dB gain, adjustable in 1 dB steps. The output

level of the r . f . detector is stabilized at 1 V by the second ALC-circuit. In

this way the r . f . level of the LC-circuit can be controlled by the amplifier

sett ing. The c i rcu i t is kept tuned to the generator frequency by feeding back

the output of the lock-in amplifier PSD3 (see f i g . l ) to the varactor diodes.

Another lock-in amplifier (PSD4) stabilizes the relative capacitance modulation

to compensate for changes in Q-value and sensit iv i ty of these capacitors during

a frequency sweep. The NMR-absorption and dispersion signals are detected by

the lock-in amplif iers, PSD1 and PSD2 respectively.

3. Analysis

Let us consider a resonance c i rcu i t with a coil of inductance L and a total

capacitance C, fed by an r. f . current at angular frequency u>. In NMR experiments

the coil w i l l contain a sample with f i l l i n g factor n and a susceptibil i ty with

real and imaginary components x' and x"« T n e r « f ' losses can be represented by

a resistance R. Then we have:

L = Ln (1 + 4TTT1X1) and R = Rft + coL 4imx" (1)
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Because the r . f . detector (detector 2 in f i g . l ) is not phase-sensitive, only

the absolute value of the impedance Z of the RLC-circuit is important. I t is

conveniently expressed as:

with m = X ~^S and x = w2LC . (3)
<T L

Because both u and C are modulated, we need the derivatives of |Z| with respect

to these variables. To be able to calculate these, we have to account for the

frequency dependence (skin effect) of RQ. Furthermore, because the losses in

the varactor diodes are important and strongly dependent on the bias voltage,

RQ is also a function of C. We w i l l make a simple approximation for this

dependence:

R0
2C % A b . (4)

Normally, we would have a « l and b=l , but because of the dominance of varactor

diode losses, the actual values can be quite di f ferent. The formal expression

(4) enables us to calculate the various derivatives at |Z| and to evaluate them

at a point x=l-cm, which is close to the maximum of |Z|. The constant c w i l l

be determined later. The employed expressions are l isted in the appendix.

We can now calculate the output signal Vde t at the r . f . detector. I t is

proportional to |Z| , so:

= * |Z| , (5)

with the constant <)> determined by amplifier gain and the r. f . current fed to

the LC-circuit. When both u and C are modulated, we can wri te:

+ Aw sin

C = C, + AC sin (w.t) .o c
(6)

Expanding to f i r s t order in to and to th i rd order in C:
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Vdet. " <HZI + < f j |Z| + * 5gL> <™o) + {* 4§ i - l (C-Co)

In this expression ~ represents the dispersion effects in amplifiers and

cables. Because V ( jet is regulated by the ALC-circuit to IV dc, we have

<)>|Z| = IV and, retaining the relevant ac terms only, the r . f . detector output

f

^ sin (Wf t) +

{ [ (o>ct)

l f 4 ^ | - 2Q2}.

in ( U c t ) ^ s1n (u f t ) . (8)

From eq.(8) we can calculate the output signals of the four lock-in amplifiers.

Let us start with the one operating at the frequency toc, the modulation frequency

of the varactor-diodes (PSD3 in f i g . l ) . The output V3 is omitting at this

stage the ac contribution at the last term of eq.(8):

£ 2A £ (9)

This error signal is fed into the proportional-integral regulator, that

supplies the bias-voltage of the varactor diodes. So the system w i l l lock on

the value c=(b+l)/2 ( i . e . V3=0) and the value of C w i l l be given by:

<Ac = 1 - ^ i l ^ . (10)
Q
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Note, that the zero-point of V3 is independent of the modulation amplitude AC,
since both 3|Z|/9C and 33|Z|/3C3 are zero.

The signal at the frequency wf (first term of eq.8), however, does depend
on the modulation-amplitude AC through the repeated occurrence of the factor

2 2(AC/C) Q . This is troublesome, since i t influences the NMR absorption
sensitivity and the amount of offset. So we will discuss first the elimination
of this effect by the feedback-circuit connected to the lock-in amplifier PSD4,
operating at the frequency 2<DC. The output signal at this lock-in amplifier V-
is :

^ 2 f 2 . (11)

Because both Q and the sensitivity of the varactor diodes ( i .e . ^
the bias-voltage) strongly depend on the bias-voltage V. , the quantity Q
will change strongly, if a constant modulation amplitude AVfa is used. Therefore
the output signal V4 is stabilized at IV by a proportional-integral regulator,
that controls the modulation amplitude AV. of the bias voltage. The quantity
2 AC 2Q (=TC) is now adjustable by the gain of the lock-in amplifier and is usually

set to 0.04, i . e . AC/C = 0.2/Q. This makes the effect on the ac-signal at
frequency ŵ  negligible and the output signal of the first lock-in amplifier
(PS01) becomes:

Vx^^S+^-iOMl+ibï^-^-^o^f . (12)

Care has been taken to reduce as much as possible the offset due to dispersion
in amplifiers and cables and this effect is rather small: | ^ - ^ | < 0 . 3 for
15<W/2TT<150 MHZ. The second term, the offset due to the variation of Q with
frequency and capacitance (eq.(4)), is much larger: typically b+l -^a *=3,
mainly because of the variable Q-value of the varactor diodes. The offset signal
i tself is well within the dynamic range of the lock-in amplifier, but i ts
variation during a wide frequency sweep causes base-line drift. The reason for
this variation i s , that the dependence of Q on C cannot be fitted accurately
over the full range of the bias voltage with a single constant b, hence b - and
thus the offset signal - varies slowly during a frequency sweep. For the narrow
sweeps usually employed the resulting base-line drift is rather small. The »

third and fourth term in eq.(12) are the NMR dispersion and absorption signals j
respectively. At high Q the slight admixture of the dispersion is much smaller |
than the absorption. '\
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Finally, we shall discuss the signal component at the frequencies w -u f and
wc+Wf in the r.f. detector output, i .e . the last term in eq.(8). The frequencies
wc and cdf are chosen to be sufficiently different (WC/2TT=3 kHz, uf/2ir«600 Hz),
such that this signal can be detected by feeding the output of the lock-in
amplifier PSD3, operating at the frequency Ü>C, to the lock-in amplifier PSD2,
operating at the frequency o>f. The LC-circuit regulator is not fast enough to
react to this ac-component: the LC-circuit is capable to follow the frequency
sweep, but not the frequency modulation. The output signal \L i s :

If r A i i2 3 Y ' / i i \ A n BY*' nnZi AC All) « i t i

When dispersion-signals are to be detected, the relative capacitance modulation
AC/C is stabilized by the lock-in amplifier PSD4 at a higher level, AC/C*O.3/Q,
the limit being set by saturation of the lock-in amplifier PSD3. V~ becomes,
neglecting the slight absorption admixture:

V2 % [-4TrnQu> &- - 2Q] 0 . 3 ^ . (14)

Comparison with eq.(12) shows, that the sensitivity for dispersion signals only
differs from the sensitivity for the absorption signal by the factor 0.3. The
noise bandwidth.however, will be twice as large, since one extra detector is
used. So far away from saturation, the signal to noise ratio of the dispersion
will be 13 dB lower than that of the absorption. However, when searching for
easily saturated resonances, the capability to detect the dispersion, obtained
as a bonus from the employed tracking circuit , can be useful, although the
strong offset of amount 2Q in V2 is a disadvantage.

4. Performance

4.1. Base-line drift suppression

Fig.3 shows a typical Cu absorption signal of a copper sample, which we
use as a NMR thermometer in our research on compounds with enhanced nuclear
magnetism [6]. Eddy currents in the sample are reduced by using very fine
powder (grain size 3p) and mixing i t with A^Oj powder in the ratio 1:3. In
order to keep the NMR-sample of the compound to be investigated as large as
possible, the copper sample is very small (filling factor 11*0.03). The Cu
absorption signal shown was obtained at' a temperature at 57 mK, NMR frequency
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32JOO
V [MHz]

32.10

63
Fig.3. A Cu absorption signal at 32 MHz. The volume of the powdered

copper sample was 15 rm 3 the sample temperature 57 mK.

32 MHz, amplifier gain 40 dB, frequency modulation amplitude 1 kHz r.m.s., and
detection time constant 1 s. The asymmetric line shape is due to the skin
effect.

The significant feature of fig.3 is the degree of base-line dr i f t suppression
obtained. In general base-line dr i f t is unimportant, i f i t is smaller than the
noise amplitude in a frequency interval exceeding the NMR line width. Fig.3
shows, that this condition is well satisfied.

4.2, Dispersion signal

The Cu dispersion signal shown in f ig.4, was obtained at a temperature of
38 mK with the same spectrometer setting as above. The base-line dr i f t is rather

32.00 32.05
V [MHz]

32.10

63
Fig.4. A Cu dispersion signal of the same sample at a temperature of 38 mK.
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large, due to the variation of the Q-factor of the varactor diodes. The signal-

to-noise rat io is 3dB lower than expected, due to small fluctuations in the

very large offset (20 times larger than the signal).

4.3. Noise

The total noise voltage vn, referred to the input of the preamplifier is
given by:

vn2 • <*flS'»fê+ 4 + vfn+ z 2 4 + v l A + *lA4i > <»>
with v the noise of the generator, v the thermal noise of the RLC-circuit
impedance Z, v^ and i~ the voltage noise and current noise of the FET-

preamplif ier, v the noise of the ampl i f ier, v . „ the noise of the r . f . -an on
detector, a, the preamplifier gain (corrected for the cable losses), and a, the

amplif ier gain. The current noise i f depends on the voltage noise v^ through:

v f n / i f n = 1.5/.Cgs = RQpt , (16)

with C the gate to source capacitance of the FET and u the r . f . angular

frequency. The voltage to current noise rat io is denoted as RQtJt» because the

relative contribution of the preamplifier noise is minimized i f the value of

the source impedance Z is equal to R0Dt- The source impedance Z strongly

increases with r. f . frequency, while R t decreases, so i t is not possible to

obtain optimum noise conditions over a wide frequency range. We have chosen to

match the impedance Z of the RLC-circuit to the preamplifier at a rather low

frequency (*20 MHz), since the NMR signal is relat ively weak at low frequencies.

Consequently, at higher frequencies the noise is dominated by the current noise

of the preamplifier.

Noise measurements at 32 MHz gave the following results:

<vsn + vfn + z2 ifn>è " 4*5 nVAiz' van / a l = L 1 n V / / H z ' V V d

(17)
Because the losses in the RLC-circuit are dominated by the losses in the

varactor diodes in the helium bath, the noise temperature of the resonance

c i rcu i t w i l l be 4 K. Then the thermal noise of the resonance c i rcu i t can be

calculated as (Z=2Ö kft): vgn=2.4 nV//Hz. For the employed type of FET

(GAT 1/010) Aloha et a l . [7I have found: C =2pF, vfn=0.7 nV//Hz. Using these
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values the current noise contribution becomes: Zi- =3.5 nV/^Hz. Assuming v-
and ifn to be uncorrelated, the total of calculated source and preamplifier
noise is 4.3 nV//Hz, in good agreement with the measured value. At 15 MHz the
agreement between measurement and calculation was less satisfactory. The
measured source and preamplifier noise was 2.4 nV//Hz, whereas calculation
yielded 1.4 nV/^Hz.

The contribution of generator and detector to the total noise depends on the
amplifier gain. Only at c»2<30 dB, i.e. high r.f. levels, this contribution
becomes appreciable.

5. Conclusion

While frequency modulation or frequency sweep are often being employed in
CW-NMR experiments, the combination of the two is usually avoided, mainly
because of excessive base-line drift. We have shown, that i t is possible by
careful component design and the -use of several feedback loops to suppress this
phenomenon, when measuring absorption signals. Besides the base-line drift
suppression an extra advantage of the employed tracking circuitry is the
possibility of measuring dispersion signals with a Q-meter. The performance of
the described spectrometer with respect to the maximum continuous frequency
sweep and the base-line drift of the dispersion mode, should improve considerably
once better GaAs varactor diodes become available.
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Appendi x

Some derivatives of the absolute value of the impedance of the LC-circuit.

In the expressions l i s ted below, we have used w LC=l-c/Q with c defined by
2

this equation. Me have assumed that c/Q « 1 , i . e . the generator frequency <a i s

close to the resonance frequency of the LC-circuit.

' M = JIL {(i« ) 4 m l u§£. - *mQuf£. • 2c - 1.}

Ml) • l

(-Q2)

2
3 {(3b-9c)4Tmü) | 2 t l + i2TmQü) | ^ + (4-18c+6b

3Ü)9C C^ 9 ( 0 9 t ü

£LJL . Ill {- f Q2(2c-b-l)}
3CJ CJ ^
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C H A P T E R VI

STRUCTURAL PHASE TRANSITION IN THE CUBIC ELPASOLITE

1. Introduction

A common feature of the family of A2BLnXg compounds (A=Rb, Cs; B=Na, K;

Ln=lanthanide; X=F, Cl) is that these hexahalides crystal l ize in the cubic

elpasolite structure (see f i g . 1), as determined by X-ray crystallography at

U100K (Fm3ml

IMCI plant

a*»l7A I200KI

Fig. 2. Atomic distances in RbJlaHoF„: (a) cross section parallel to

[100], (b) cross section parallel to [110].

room temperature [1-3]. One of the interesting properties of these systems is

the possibi l i ty of enhanced nuclear magnetism, a phenomenon which can be

observed when a non-Kramers lanthanide ion has a non-magnetic ground state.

Although these non-magnetic ground states usually occur in crystals of low

symmetry, they are also possible in cubic crystal f ie lds , where analysis of the

magnetic properties is much easier. The ionic compounds with Tb + and Ho are

the most interesting, because a non-magnetic ground state of these ions has not

been seen in the numerous metallic cubic compounds because of strong exchange

interactions. Rb2NaHoFg seemed a good candidate to start wi th, because the

already measured Van Vleck susceptibil i ty [4] indicated a non-magnetic ground
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state. During our experiments a number of papers appeared concerning the same
or related crystal(s). In a NMR study on Rb^NaHoFg powder at room temperature,
Reuveni and McGarvey [5] determined the isotropic fluorine lineshift (Av) due
to covalent and spin polarization transfer contributions. The fluorine shift
divided by the Larmor frequency (Av/vn) was calculated to be: (Av/vn) x 10 =
-1.29. Tagirov et al. [6] measured the hyperfine resonance of Ho in a single
crystal of RbgNaHoFg and found support for a cubic symmetry of the crystal
field down to 1.6 K in disagreement with our finding [7]. Recently [8], based
on new data, they concluded there was a tetragonal distorted phase at that
temperature with three perpendicular domains. For the closely related
hexachloride compounds, Nevaid et al. [9] showed from single crystal magneti-
zation and NMR measurements that the CSpNaLnCU compounds with the light
lanthanides Ce and Nd, contrary to the Ho compounds, are tetragonally distorted
from cubic symmetry at lower temperatures.

2. Experimental techniques

The NMR measurements were performed by cw NMR with a Robinson-type
oscillator with frequency sweep and modulation; for the higher rf levels an
oscillator was built according to the design of Frank [10]. The frequencies
used were below 40 MHz and most of the measurements were performed above 4.2 K
in a flow cryostat within a conventional 2 T iron magnet with a 44 mm gap. The
magnetization was measured at 77 K and 4.2 K in pulsed fields up to 20 T. The
X-ray powder diagrams were taken down to 12.5 K with a low-temperature Guinier
camera and diffractometer [11]. The Rb̂ NaHoFg single crystal was commercially
obtained from Virgo Optics, Inc., Stirl ing, New Jersey (USA). To avoid unknown
demagnetization effects all measurements were performed on spheres of 4.9 mm
diameter. Because of geometrical restrictions in the magnetization set-up
(axial field with a sample space less than 7 mm), a special sample holder was
devised (see fig. 2), enabling the magnetization to be measured along well-
defined directions. The spheres were oriented using the angular dependence of
the intensity of X-ray reflection data.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. NMR data

In fig. 3 we present the rotational diagram of the fluorine NMR lines
measured in a field of 0.724 T on an oriented sphere of 4.9 mm diameter. The
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side
view

Fig. 2. The octagonal sample holder for magnetization measurements in an

axial configuration is shown in (a). The sample holder was fitted in a square

hole cut out in a perspex cylinder (shaded) which fitted in the bore of a

pulsed field magnet (b). By rotation of the sample holder in the plane of the

drawing (b) H could be oriented along [100] 3 [110] or [020]. By aligning the

oatagonal axis along the cylinder axis E becomes parallel to [001].

magnetic field was rotated in the [001] plane and the angle <j> refers to the
angle between the magnetic field and the [100] axis. The angular variation of
the three-line spectrum is precisely that expected for an ideal octahedral
coordination of the Ho ion with F-Ho dipolar interactions only. The drawn line
is given by (Av-Av)=AvQ(l-3 cos 6) where 9 is the angle between the Ho-F axis
and the magnetic field direction. From the total variation 3Avo=7Ol kHz of the
F line position, the magnetic moment of the Ho ion u„0

 c a n be calculated,
according to

2
(Av-Av) = - [1-3 (l)

In eq.(l) the first neighbour distance between the Ho ion and the fluorines is
given by xa with x=0.24 and a=8.881 A; Yp denotes the fluorine nuclear gyro-
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400-

X
200

-200-

• • 29

F%g. 3. Rotational diagram of F NMR frequency shifts with respect to

the F resonance of a teflon test sample at 0. 724 T with the field oriented in

the (001) plane. The drawn lines are given by (Av-Av) = -Av (l-3cos2Q). For

0<$<v/21 6 =4> or v/2-$, Q =n/2-$ or v/2+$ and e_=ir/2, etc. The dashed

horizontal line indicates the contribution of the isotropic shift.

19

Fig: 4. F NMR shifty Av, at 0,564 T as a function of reciprocal temper-

ature. The direction of the magnetic field in this measurement is shown in

fig.3 (arrow); for corrections see text.
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magnetic ratio and H the external magnetic field. Application of eq.(l) to the
NMR data gives uHo=10.2 Ug. If also the influence of the nearest neighbour Ho
ions on the fluorine line position is taken into account, one gets uH =10.5 Ug>
which is equal to the free ion value. A comparison of the averaged fluorine
line position with the fluorine line of a reference (teflon) sample gives for
the relative isotropic lineshift (Av/vo)= - (1.2+0.l)xlO , a value similar to
that found by Reuveni et a l . [5] . Fig. 4 gives the line positions as a function
of temperature for one set of values of the angle e belonging to 4>*30° between
the magnetic field direction and the Ho-F axis. Only the e=ir/2 line could be
followed down to 30 K. All lines are seen to be split at sufficiently low
temperatures, showing a lower than cubic symmetry at these temperatures.

In fig. 5 the peak-to-peak value of the derivative of the absorption signal
is used as a probe for the transition temperature for two values of e:6*ir/2
and e*ir/4. A clear drop in the magnitude of the signal is visible at about
170 K.

100 300

Fig. 5. Peak-to-peak value of the derivative of the absorption signal of
the fluorine nuclei multiplied by temperature as a function of temperature.
Below 170 K the magnitude is seen to be reduced appreciably.

3.2. X-ray data

Fig. 6 exhibits the continuous change of the X-ray powder diffraction
pattern at continuously varying temperatures 12.5<T<200 K. The structural
aspects are described in ref.112]. The second order phase transition at
T =172±2 K is assigned to a r soft mode condensation. So the normal modes for
the phonon wave vector K»(000), fig. 7, yield the possibilities for the low-
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Fig, 6. Film-lift photograph of

temperature structure. The space group I4/m, found to give the optimal f i t to

the measured diffraction pattern, has the symmetry of one basis vector of the

T,_ mode. All NaFc octahedra are rotated in the same direction around the [001]
*9 o +

axis ( f i g . 8 ) . The distance between Rb and the nearest neighbour F ion is

~0.3 A ( f i g . 1 ) , so the octahedra could rotate until an angle of nearly 10°.

The double minimum in the Coulomb potential with respect to the in-phase

rotation of the octahedra network in a plane is in f i rs t approximation indepen-

dent from the sense of the rotation in adjacent planes. So an X-point conden-

sation, observed e.g. in KgSnClg [13], is as l ikely as the r-point condensation

in RbgNaHoFg. Both configurations have nearly the same energy, so a twinning

in l e f t - and righthanded domains is expected.

The domains with octahedra rotated around three perpendicular axes are

caused by the 3-fold degenerate T^ mode. They are assumed to be of much larger

extent, because the coupling between the corner linked octahedra causes a long

ranging in phase rotation of the network in a plane.
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Normal mode displacement field* in Rb.NaHof'

1

»

1. 2.

Basisvector
Rotation of the displacement fields around [Ml]
generates the two supplement basisvectors

Fm3m
li 1 2
m m m m m m I4nn l

m B m
I42m

Space groups resulting from a condensation of one normal node

Wig. 7. Normal modes for K=(000).

(17 K)

Fig. 8. Rotation of the fluorine oatahedra in the tetragonal phase.
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3.3. Magnetization data

The results of the magnetization experiments are given in fig. 9. There is

a clear inequivalence between at least one of the cubic axes e.g. [001] and the

other two; the magnetization in the [Oil] direction is found to be smaller than

along the [100] or [010] axes.

4 6 8 10

Fig. 9. Magnetization vs. field strength at 4.2 K along the three "cubic" axes.

4. Comparison and conclusion

We will f irst compare the NMR and X-ray data. Both techniques show the
occurrence of a structural phase transition, at a temperature T =172±2 K for
the X-ray and Tc=170±5 K for the NMR data. There is also agreement about the
mechanism of the distortion: a rotation of the F positions around the Ho ion is
necessary to explain the large NMR splittings observed. However, i t is also
clear that these splittings cannot be explained by a rotation of all octahedra
around one unique axis in one unique sense: one has to assume domain formation
or loss of inversion symmetry to explain more than 3 fluorine lines. From the
(1-3 cos 8) dependence of the line position i t follows that the sensitivity for
rotations has a maximum for 6=TT/4, and is minimal for the extreme values 6=0
and e=ir/2. Because the 6=TT/2 line has the smallest width, we selected this line
for the study of the fluorine rotations. As argued above, i t is then advantageous
to rotate the cubic axis over a small angle, e, with respect to the z-axis. In
our experiment e=7'.0°, as could be determined from the frequency variation of
the position of the e-n/2 line as a function of the direction of the magnetic
field in the (001) plane.
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For 9 = TT/2 (see f i g . 4) the sp l i t t i ng , 6v, observed at 30 K amounts to

370 KHz; the total sh i f t , Av, being 1.8 MHz. Assuming a rotation of the fluorine

positions of 6° and both l e f t - and right-handed domains a sp l i t t ing of about

that size (6v/Av = 0.2) has to be expected. Support for this was obtained from

a rotation diagram of the 8=IT/2 l ine at 80 K. The angular variation of the l ine

position of the higher frequency l ine gave e - 12° or an angle of rotation

(5±0.5)°; the lower frequency line had only a very fa int angular dependence as

expected for e<2° . From the intensity distr ibution between the 2 l ines, about

85% of the fluorines is found to be in the dominant domain, leaving 15% in the

other possible configurations.

The magnetization curves at 4.2 K, presented in f i g . 9, do not ref lect a

tetragonal structure. This phenomenon can be explained by a preferential

direction in the domain formation, as supported by the NMR result discussed

above. The possibi l i ty that at 4.2 K, a temperature lower than the lowest

temperature reached in the X-ray analysis, the symmetry has become lower than

tetragonal is unlikely in view of the results of Egorov et a l . [8]. The existence

of l e f t - and right-handed domains is not in disagreement with the NMR data of

Egorov et a l . , because these domains w i l l only be an additional source for l ine

broadening.

In conclusion: a structural phase transit ion occurs in RbgNaHoFg at 172 K.

The tetragonal I4/m structure, proposed from the X-ray study, explains the

observed NMR l ine sp l i t t ing as a function of temperature, i f domains are formed

with opposite senses of rotation. The magnetization data indicate that the

formation of domains with perpendicular rotation axes is not favourable.
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C H A P T E R V I I

Q U A D R U P O L A R O R D E R I N G I N T H E C U B I C T g D O U B L E T S Y S T E M C g g

1. Introduction

In the lanthanide series, the spin-orbit interaction, coupling the orbital

angular momentum L and the spin angular momentum S to a total angular momentum

J of the free rare earth ion, is usually much stronger than the interionic

interactions in rare earth compounds. As a result J remains a good quantum

number and only the lowest J-manifold is populated at temperatures, where the

interactions between the ions become important. These interactions reduce and

ultimately remove the 2J+l-fold degeneracy of the ground state. When the charge

clouds of the ions do not overlap, the interactions can be described by the

coupling between the magnetic and electr ic multipole moments of the ions. In

the case that the non-1 anthanide ions in the compound have only closed electron

shel ls, a l l their i n t r ins ic , i .e . free ion, multipole moments are zero, except

the electr ic monopole moment (charge). However, higher moments may be induced

by interionic interactions. Due to the presence of the unf i l led 4 f -she l l , the

lanthanide ions may have int r ins ic multipole moments of up to the sixth order.

I t is convenient to separate the interactions into

i ) the coupling of the lanthanide electr ic multipole moments to the electr ic

f ie ld generated by the charges and induced electr ic multipole moments of the

ligands, known as the crystall ine electr ic f ie ld (CEF), and i i ) the coupling

between the multipole moments of the lanthanide ions. The CEF interaction is

usually the largest and can strongly reduce the value of the multipole moments

of the lanthanide ions, a phenomenon known as quenching. The calculation of the ;

coupling constants in the CEF interaction and in the interactions between the I

lanthanide ions becomes complicated, when i t is necessary, as is often the j

case,to include corrections due to the overlap of the charge clouds of the ions, i

known as exchange interactions. A considerable reduction in the large number of *

coupling constants can be obtained by taking into account the crystal symmetry j
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of the compound. In the many rare earth salts, studied in the sixties, the site-
symmetry of the lanthanide ion was rather low and the determination of the
coupling constants remained di f f icul t . The advent of rare earth intermetallic
compounds, many of which crystallize in a structure with cubic point-symmetry
at the rare earth si te, has generated a considerable activity in the past
decade. I f the site-symmetry group also includes the inversion, the number of
parameters required to describe the static part of the crystal field is reduced
to three, of which only two are sufficient to describe the splitting of the
J-manifold of the lanthanide ion into singlets, doublets, triplets and quartets.
The possible crystal field level schemes have been enumerated in convenient
diagrams by Lea, Leask and Wolf (LLW) [1].

The investigations of rare earth intermetallic compounds have shown that,
besides the static crystal f ie ld, the crystal field contributions of the
lattice modes, i.e. the strains, acoustic and optic phonons are important, and
also that a limitation of the multipole expansion of the lanthanide inter-
actions to magnetic dipolar interactions and bilinear exchange is not suff i-
cient. Also electric quadrupolar interactions and biquadratic exchange have to
be considered. A complicating factor in the theoretical description of rare
earth intermetallic compounds is the presence of conduction electrons. The
exchange interactions can thus be large and are often found to be comparable
to the CEF-level splittings. As a result, the CEF-levels may be strongly
perturbed by the exchange interactions and the determination of the CEF-
parameters and the interpretation of the ordering phenomena wil l then become
di f f icu l t .

In contradistinction to the intermetallic compounds,this problem is absent
in the family of ionic A2BLnX& compounds with A, B = L i , Na, K, Rb, Cs, Ln a
lanthanide and X=F, Cl [2-5]. Many of these have the cubic elpasolite structure
(space group 0?, no. 225 in the International Tables [6] ). In this structure,

3+the Ln -ion is surrounded by a regular octahedron of X -ions (site-symmetry

Some compounds in this series retain their cubic structure at low temper-
atures, which is, to our knowledge, unique among ionic lanthanide compounds.
Consequently these compounds have attracted considerable attention and many
crystal field studies, mainly on the chlorides, have appeared [7-19].

A particularly interesting situation arises, when the CEF ground state of a
lanthanide ion with an integral value of J, i.e. Pr3+, Tb3+, Ho 3 +, Tm3+, is a
doublet, which belongs to the representation r3 of the cubic group. The prop-
erties of a To doublet are quite different from those of the Kramers doublets
occurring for non-integral values of J, which belong to the representations
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rg or r? of the double cubic group. The r3 doublet has an electric quadrupole
moment» but no magnetic dipole moment, while for the Kramers doublets rg and r?

the opposite is true. Because of the absence of competing magnetic dipolar
interactions, a system with a r, ground state is particularly suitable for a
study of quadrupoiar interactions. Another interesting property of the r,
doublet, which it has in common with the singlet states r, and r2, is the
possibility of enhanced nuclear magnetism. Through the magnetic hyperfine
interaction a magnetic dipole moment is induced in the ground state by an
admix"re of higher CEF levels. Although this induced magnetic moment is of
electronic origin, it may be regarded as an enhanced nuclear magnetic moment,
since its direction is determined by the nuclear spin. The ratio of the induced
moment to the nuclear moment, which is called the enhancement factor, can be
much larger than unity. Consequently a high degree of nuclear polarization can
be achieved with a moderate ratio of external magnetic field to temperature.
This offers the possibility of obtaining very low temperatures by adiabatic
nuclear demagnetization. For intermetallic compounds the applicability of this
technique is restricted to praseodymium and thulium compounds, since the
hoimi urn and terbium compounds invariably show electronic magnetic order through
relatively strong exchange interactions. In the ionic compounds of the
elpasolite series exchange is very weak and therefore this restriction does not

apply. Only the hoimi urn compounds of this series have a r, ground state. The
3+hyperfine interaction of the Ho -ion is the strongest among the Ianthanides

and large enhancement factors can be expected. Bleaney [20] and Abragam and
Bleaney [21] have published elucidating articles on the theory of nuclear
magnetism in an electronic r, doublet. ESR and NMR experiments on Cs^NaHoClg
down to a temperature of 0.6 K have been reported by Bleaney et al. [22, 23].
Very recently susceptibility measurements on the same compound at much lower
temperatures have been reported by Suzuki et al. [24]. Their results show an
anti ferromagnetic nuclear magnetic ordering at about 1.5 mK, but do not give an
indication for the presence of electronic quadrupoiar interactions, which might
have been expected on the basis of the considerations mentioned above.

For our study we have selected the compound CSgNaHoFg from among the
elpasolites, since it is less hygroscopic than the chloride and because of the
simplicity of the fluorine NMR spectrum in comparison with that of the chlorines,
where the presence of two isotopes, each having a nuclear quadrupole moment»
causes complications.

In section 2 we will discuss nuclear magnetism in a r3 electronic doublet
in the presence of electronic quadrupoiar interactions by extending the
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theoretical description given by Bleaney [20].

In section 3 some experimental details w i l l be given. Measurements by other

authors on Cs»NaHoFg are discussed in section 4.

In section 5 we w i l l present NMR, specific heat and magnetization measure-

ments on CSgNaHoFg. Our measurements give clear evidence for the presence of

quadrupolar interactions, but do not show nuclear magnetic order down to the

lowest observed nuclear spin temperature of 1.8 mK.

2. Theory

An appropriate starting point is the following hamiltonian:

, (1)

where the subscripts E, N and L denote the 4f-electron shells, the nuclei and

the lat t ice respectively. JCE> X^ and JfL are the corresponding hamiltonians and

"EL* ^ L ' WEE a n d ^EN r e P r e s e n t t n e interaction between these systems. We have
omitted a term 3C^, the interactions between the nuclei, which is negligibly
small in our case. We shall discuss these various hamiltonian terms in the
sequence given by eq . ( l ) . For simplicity we w i l l at this stage only consider
the contributions of the nuclei of the lanthanide ions in 3C, , Jfy and K™ and
omit those of the other ions.

2.1. The eleatron-lattiae •interaction

I t is convenient to sp l i t 3fEL into three parts:

where ïfc, 3fES and 3CEPH represent the CEF-interaction of the 4f-shells with the

cubic l a t t i ce , the strains and the phonons respectively. I f we choose the z-

axis along one of the four-fold axes of the crystal , the f i r s t term in eq.(2)

can be expressed as [25]:

where the summation is over the 1anthanide-ions, the O's are Stevens operators,

and the linear combinations in eq.(3) correspond to those components of the
electr ic multipole moments of the rare-earth ion, which belong to the represen-
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tation r^ of the cubic group. Eq.(3) can be written in the notation of LLW as:

(04 + 5 °4>n + T $ <°S ' 21 ° ^ n1 • <4>

where the LLW parameters x and W are related to the coupling constants B 4 and
Bg in eq.(3) by:

B4F(4) = Wx , B6F(6) = W(l-|x|) . (5)

F(4) and F(6) are factors common to the matrix elements of the fourth and sixth
order Stevens operators 0̂  and 0g respectively. We restrict our discussion to
rare earth ions with an integral value of J and assume, that the value of the
parameter x and the sign of W are such, that the ground state of Jfc is a
r3-doub1et. Furthermore we assume, that the energy of the first excited state
is much larger than all other terms in the hamiltonian (1). This allows us to
treat these terms as perturbations of the r^-doublet. In the expressions for
the other interactions in eq.(l) we will omit some contributions, which contain
electronic operators with zero matrix elements within the r3-doublet, i .e.
operators belonging to a representation of the cubic group, not contained in
the direct product:

r3 x r3 = Tj + r2 + r3 . (6)

The electron-strain interaction reads:

«ks • J Vs <e3°2 + V 3 °2>n • (7)

where e3 and e« are the normalized strains, corresponding to a tetragonal and
orthorhombic distortion respectively:

e3 = A <2ezz " exx " eyy> • <8a>

e2 = 71 <exx " eyy> •

D, and 0« are Stevens operators:

(9a)
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°2 = °x2 • Jy2 *

These operators correspond to the components of the electr ic quadrupole moment,

which belong to the representation r3. We have omitted the strain coupling to

the r3 components of the higher electr ic multipole moments, since their

presence can easily be accounted for by correcting the vaiues of the coupling

constant V in eq.(7). Also absent are the rhombohedral strains e,, eg and Eg,

because these couple to the r,- components of the electr ic multipole moments,

which are quenched by the crystal f i e l d . The volume strain e^ is omitted, since

i t cannot sp l i t the rydoublet.

The electron-phonon interaction is given by [26]:

k,s

where a*(k) and a_(k) are the creation and ann ih i la t ion operators of a phonon

wi th wave vector k and branch number s. 0 , (k) and 0 , (k) are the Fourier
o 2 (0) i2\

transforms of 02n and 02n respectively and £s
v ' and £s

v ' are phonon-electron

coupling constants.

The lat t ice hamiltonian consists of the contributions of the strains and the

phonons:

«L = 3fs + 3CpH . (11)

The strained la t t ice energy i s :

^S = 7 Vcr<CirC12H£22 + e32> . (12)

with CJJ and C12 elastic constants and Vcr the volume of the crystal. The
phonon hamiltonian i s :

PH 2 ( » ) s ( k ) [ a s ( k ) a s ( k ) + | ] (13)
K,S

with hu_(k) the energy of a phonon wi th wave vector k and branch number s. The

strains are macroscopic variables and they can be eliminated by combining

eqs.(7) and (12) and minimizing the sum of the two energies with respect to the

strains. This yields:

J °2n • <14a>
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e2 * -V(Vcr(CH"C12» j / 3 °2n •

Substituting these results in eqs.(7) and (12) and defining:

ö = Vcr/N , (15)

with N the number of rare earth ions in the crystal, and

Q = <0g > , (16a)

P « v^O2, > , (16b)

s

n(cn-c12)
we find

% + 3fES = | N BS(Q2 + P2) - Bs Z (Q 0° + /3 P o | ) n . (18)

The decoupling of the phonon- and quadrupole-operators in eqs.(10) and (13) i s

complicated and cannot be performed exactly. We refer to the discussion by

Gehring and Gehring [26] and will use an approximate result, assuming ferro-

quadrupolar ordering:

*EPH - 7 N *W <Q2 + p 2 ) " «PH S W °°2 + ^ P °2

with

KPH = *Q ~

(22)

The self-energy term K^ arises from the exclusion of the single-ion Jahn-

Teller energy, which does not contribute to the ordering.
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2.2. The interaction of the nuclei with the lattioe

In analogy with eq.(2), we can write:

The interaction with the cubic lattice has been omitted, since the higher
electric multipole moments of the nuclei are negligible. The interaction of
the nuclei with the strains is analogous to eq.(7):

*NS = \ K Vs leA(V + e 2 / 3 0 2( I ) J n ' ( 2 4 )

The operators 02(1) and o|(I) are defined as in eq.(9) with 0 replaced by I.
The constant K is the ratio of the nuclear and electronic quadrupole moment of
the lanthanide ion, each multiplied by the appropriate shielding factor:

K = r i " . (24a)
( l -o 2 )<r% f o,

where a. is the multiplicative constant for second order Stevens operators,o
We have not included eq.(24) in the minimization of the strain energy, because
i t is relatively small. Substituting the equilibrium values of eq.(14), x„- can
be rewritten:

n 7

% - -ir R T r n n° (i \ + p J\ o l\ W I ?*> \

In a similar way, the interaction of the phonons and the nuclei becomes:

nPH 0 *•" 2^ ' 2^ ''n ' ' '

2.3. The Zeeman-intevaotion

The hamiltonian x^ can be restricted to the Zeeman-interaction of an external
magnetic field ffwith the magnetic dipole moment of the rare earth ion:

where g j is the gyromagnetic ra t io and vQ the Bohr magneton. 3iR belongs to the
representation r^ and i t s matrix elements thus vanish within the r* doublet.
Nevertheless, we shall re ta in i t , since there are important second order
e f fec ts . Likewise, 1Q9



*N = S " V N 1 T n (28)

in obvious notation.

2,4, Electronic interactions, which do not involve the lattice

The interactions between the multipole moments of the lanthanide ions are in

the molecular field approximation:

7 N (KE + K Q ) ( Q 2 + p 2 ) " (KE + KQ ) % °°2+ P/3 °1]T) •

where K̂  and K« are the interaction constants arising from biquadratic exchange
and electric quadrupole-quadrupole coupling. We have omitted bilinear exchange
and the magnetic dipole-dipole coupling, since the matrix elements of the
operator 3 vanish within the r, doublet. The influence of admixtures of the
higher CEF levels by the bilinear exchange and dipole-dipole coupling has been
neglected on the basis of the assumption of section 2 .1 , that the energy of
the f irst excited CEF state is much larger than the interionic interactions.

2.5. The hyper fine interaction

I t is convenient, to split the interaction between the nuclei and the 4f-
electrons in the hyperfine interaction and the transferred hyperfine inter-
action:

«EN - «HF + «THF • I31»

where Aj and Bj are the magnetic and electric hyperfine interaction constants.
From the electric hyperfine interaction, we have omitted the coupling with the
rg components of the electronic quadrupole moment because their matrix elements
vanish within the I\ ground state. This holds also for the magnetic hyperfine
interaction, but nevertheless we retain this term because of its important
second order effects.

The transferred hyperfine interaction can be written:

-K <KE + KQ> I tQ ° 2 ( I ) + P/3 °2(I)ln • <32)
«

The transferred magnetic hyperfine interaction in the dipole approximation
vanishes by cubic symmetry. This completes the enumeration of the terms of eq.(l).
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2.6. Summary

In the preceding subsections, we have written the electron-strain inter-
action, the electron-phonon interaction, the electric quadrupole-quadrupole
interaction and the biquadratic exchange interaction in isomorphous molecular
f ield expressions. Combining these terms into one molecular field hamiltonian
3C -r, combining all interactions involving the nuclear spin into one nuclear
spin hamiltonian K , and dropping the summation over the lanthanide ions, we
obtain the following quasi-single-ion hamiltonian:

1

3 C ' = 3 C + 3 C + 3 f + 3 C . ,c 2 n m f

with

*c - B4(0j + 5 Oj) + B6(0° - 21 0*) ,

(33)

(34)

(35)

KQ) (Q0°(I) + P / 3

+ Kg)(Q 0° + P/3

(36)

KE + KQ)(Q2+P2).

(37)

2.7. The hamiltonian for the T, doublet

We will now treat the last three terms of eq.(33) as perturbations on the
eigenfunctions of the cubic crystal f ield hamiltonian, in particular the
functions |6> and |e>, which span the r, ground state. These are chosen such,

2 2 2 2
that they transform like the basis-functions 3z -r and x -y of the represen-
tation r3 respectively. We wil l make use of the fact, that, inside the r3

doublet, a l l hermitian electronic operators can be expressed as l inear combi-

nations of the operators [27]:

1 0
0 1

• u e = -1 0
0 1

0 1
1 0

, u2 = 0 -i
i 0

(38)

where the upper row and l e f t column refer to |6> and the lower row and right

column to |e>.
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In order to obtain some economy in notation, we introduce the constants q 3 ,

a, b, c and d:

0|q3 = <e|0||8> , (39)

J IE
4 r

rc|J,|e
+ C » 1 . («a)

r 5 W5
4 W4 r 5 W5

i <rJJje>2 <rc|Jj£>2

" ' T ' ? W - ? W ] * (40b)
4 r 4 W4 r 5 W5

, <r,|o° |e>2 <rJo° |e>2 <rJo°|e>2

r Hr ( 4 0 d )

In these expressions the summation runs over al l excited CEF-states having the
symmetry indicated by the subscript and W in each denominator is the corre-
sponding CEF-energy. In the expressions for c and d some summation signs have
been omitted» because there are no examples in the rare earth group» where
r, or Pp occurs more than once in the CEF level scheme [1] . The constants a and
b are identical to those defined by Bleaney [20]. The constants q* , a, b, c and
d can be calculated from the CEF-parameters B. and B~ (or the LLW-parameters
x and W). Furthermore, we define the constants G, Gn and Bn as follows:

G = Bs + KpH + K£ + KQ , (41)

6n = K<BS + K0 + KE + V ' ( 42 )

Bn = b A / + Bjq 3 / [4J(2J- l ) I (2 I - l ) ] . (43)

Also we rewrite the expectation values Q and P as:

Q = p cos $ , (44a)

P = p sin * , (44b)

with p>0 and -ir«|><ir. The angle 4> can be visualized as the angle in the C2~£3
plane which characterizes the orthorhombic strain, that accompanies the
presence of non-zero thermal averages Q and P. By application of perturbation
theory up to f i rs t order for the electric hyperfine interaction and up to second
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order for the other terms, we then obtain:

(45)

JCn = - g n y n l t - [ 2 a Aj2I(I+l)+Gnp(cos<(. 0^(1) + sine). /3

o|(I)Ue]

[ - 4 a l t U 1 + 2 b ( 3 B z I z - ï . t ) U e + 2/3 b(B x I x-B y I y)U£ ] ,

UQ + s in * U ]

(46)

2"

- G2p2cU, + G2p2d(cos2<|> UQ-sin2<() U ]
1 ö G

(47)

The last l ine of JC arises from cross-terms of Jf and the magnetic hyperfine

interaction and is known as the enhanced nuclear Zeeman interaction.

2.8. The quadrupolar ordering

The determination of the ground state of the quadrupolar hamiltonian in the

molecular f i e ld approximation is analogous to the discussion of the single-ion

Jahn-Teller effect in a L doublet by Abragam and Bieaney [27]. We assume at

this stage, that the strength of the external f ie ld is such, that the electronic

and nuclear Zeeman interaction do not influence the quadrupolar ordering. We

introduce new operators ÏÏj, ÜQ and U£ with the same definitions as in eq.(38),

but now referring to the states j i j ^ and l ^ » defined as:

= cos|<|)

- cosj<j>

(48a)

(48b)

Eq.(47) can be rewritten as:

*",»# = v Gp2ÏÏ, + g-GpïL - cG2p2U, + dG2p2 [cos3(j> ÏÏfl - sin3<f> ÏÏJ . (49)
mr t i J o i o E

We define the cubic anisotropy energy E^n:

"P- (50)dG2p2
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The ei gen-values Ej and Eg and the free energy F are given by:

Ej 2 = \ Gp2 - cG2p2 ± Gp[q3
2 + 2q3dGp cos3(f> + d2G2p2]* ,

F = | Gp2 - cG2p2 - kTln{2cosh[(GP/kT)(q3
2 + 2 cos3<() + d2G2p2]

(51)

. (52)

Minimization of the free energy with respect to <l> yields:

sin3<{> = O ,

so that 3Cm<: in eq.(49) is diagonal and

The three equivalent minima occur at:

<}> = 0, ±2TT/3 for dq3>0

<t> = IT, ±TT/3 for dq3<0

(53)

and |^2> are the eigen-functions.

(54a)

(54b)

By substitution of this result in eq.(44) and working backwards through the

eqs.(16), (14) and (8), one finds, that the lattice distortion is always

tetragonal along either one of the three axes x, y or z, parallel to the

preferred direction of the quadrupoiar ordering. However, this only arises

through the influence of the relatively small second order effects, i .e. the

anisotropy energy E^n.If only the f irst order terms are considered, the

orthorhotnbic distortion and the direction of the quadrupoles is undetermined.

This gives rise to the presence of "quadrons" in the ordered state, as discussed

by Sivardière [28]. These excitations are analogous to magnons in XY-magnets.

The free energy can be written in a Landau expansion

F = JA(T)p2 +£B(T )P 3 + ...

where A(T) and B(T), are given by:

A(T) = G-262c - (Gq3)
2/kT ,

B(T) = -4|q3d|G3/kT .

(55)

(55a)

(55b)

In the case d=c=0 the transition to the quadrupoiar ordered phase is of the
second order, and occurs at a transition temperature Tc, according to:
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kTc = Gq3
2. (56)

The order parameter p is given by:

p = q3tanh(Gq3p/kT) . (57)

I f d#), the phase transition becomes f i rs t order, but the first-order character
is Mery weak, since we have made the restriction (section 2.1), that the
quadrupolar interactions are small compared with the energy of the f i rs t excited
CEF-state. This is a fortiori the case, because the f i rs t excited state is never
one of the singlet states Tj or r2» but always one of the triplets T^ or rg, as
can be seen from the LLW-diagrams [1]. I f we l i f t the restriction mentioned
above, the f i rs t order character of the transition may be strong, but wi l l \
mainly be due to the fact, that there is an appreciable population of the
tr ip let level at the phase transition temperature. This case has been discussed
by Ray and Sivardière [29].

Because the anisotropy energy E*n only arises in second order perturbation
and is thus relatively small, the angle 4», which gives the direction of the
lattice distortion, is very sensitive to any additional anisotropy terms in the
hanriltonian, e.g. the hamiltonians (45) and (46) or local strains in the
crystal. The influence of a magnetic f ie ld, for simplicity taken to be (0, 0, B),
can be represented by adding a term E*n UQ to eq.(47) with

Ez" = 2 b <VB B ) 2 + 4b9J1JBAJB<Iz> * <58)

We have replaced I 2 in eq.(46) by its average and omitted the \ery small
nuclear electric quadrupole interaction. The influence of a local orthorhombic
strain e0, which splits the r3-doublet by an amount 2Egn , can be represented
by adding

E*W<|>0 V singly

to eq.(47), where the angle <j>0 characterizes eQ in the e2"
e3 P lane* Minimization

of the free energy with respect to $ yields: |

I
Gg3plE*nsin<J> + E*nsin(<M>0) + 3 E*nsin3*]-2EjnE*nsin2<>-2E*nE*ns1n(2<J>+<J)o)=0 "

(59)
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The angle <j> i s now temperature dependent through the temperature dependence of
E*n, E*n and p. We assume, that b , d and q, are posi t ive , so that E*n and E*n

are posit ive (E* is positive by def in i t ion) . We r e s t r i c t our discussion to the

three simple cases:

i ) Ez
n=E®n=O. Eq.(59) reduces to eq.(53) and the three equivalent minima occur

a t <j>=0, ±2TT/3.

i i ) E*n=E*n=O. There i s only one minimum, which occurs a t <j>=<j> . The local
C 2m O

distortion is thus enhanced by the quadrupolar interaction. In this case, which
is analogous to a ferromagnet in a magnetic field, there is no phase transition,
i i i ) E*n=E?n=O. The minimum occurs at <|>=0. The latt ice distorts tetragonally
along the magnetic field direction. Again there is no phase transition.

2.9. The nuclear spin hamtltonian in the fevvo-quadxupolav phase

The hamiltonian (46) can be rewritten in terms of the operators ÏI:

/3 o | ( I ) )lü

Bn[cos<j) 0|(I) + sin* /3 o|(I) ]Ue +Bn[-sin<|> 0|(I) + cos*

1

( 3 B z I 2 - f f . t ) + s i n * x x y y e

+ 2bgJyBAJ[-sin<() (3B z I z4. t ) + cos<() /3(BxIx-ByIy)]U£ . (60)

In low external fields and at temperatures far below the phase transition
temperature T., 3C is small compared with the splitting between the states |^,>en ,̂ J.

and |î 2> and the off-diagonal terms, i . e . U£, can be neglected. We assume q3>0,
i . e . [tyf is the ground s ta te , and d>0, i . e . <J>=0, ±2TT/3. In an external field
B=(0, 0, Bz), the nuclear spin hamiltonians in the three possible domains
become:

» -[2gJyBAJ(2a+2b)+gNyN]B2Iz - (Gnq3+Bn) [3 I 2
2 - I ( I+1)] , (61)

j B j N N z z ^ 3 n x (62)

J' -t2gV<2a-b> + W W "(^+B)13^2"^1*1» (63)
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? f. &

We have omitted the constant 2a A, 1(1+1) and replaced p by i t s low temperature ?!%
value q3 . Assuming half-integer nuclear spin, the 21+1-fold degenerate ground ;
state i s s p l i t into 1 + 1 doublets by the nuclear quadrupole interaction. By I |
cyclical permutation of x, y and z in eq.(62) or (63), i t can be seen, that ' "•
the enhanced nuclear magnetic moment shows XY-anisotropy, as expected for a
tetragonally distorted l a t t i c e . However, the x- and y-components are quenched
by the nuclear e lectr ic quadrupole interaction in all doublets, except the
I z = ± | doublet. If Gnq3+Bn i s posit ive, the enhanced nuclear spin will thus be
Ising-like at very low temperatures, when only the IZ=±I doublet i s populated.
The energy level scheme of the hamiltonian (61)for 1=7/2 i s shown in f ig . 6 .
The NMR-spectrum, arising from this level scheme consists of 7 l ines , equi-
distant in magnetic f ield value, with intensit ies in the ratio
7:12:15:16:15:12:7, when all doublets are equally populated [30].

The NMR-spectra arising from the other two domains,<|>=±2TT/3, may be di f f icul t
to observe, since the magnetic f ield favours the <t>=0 domain. Local tetragonal
strains along the x- or y-axis are required to stabi l ize these domains. Since
the local strains are l ikely to have a random distribution, a spread in <|>-values,
hence in nuclear g-values, will occur, which may render the NMR spectrum un-
observable. In the 4>=0 domain, this spread is reduced by the magnetic f ie ld.

2.10. The nuclear spin hamiltonian in the presence of fluctuations

In the preceding subsection, we have discussed the nuclear spin-hamiitonian
in the ferro-quadrupolar phase for temperatures below the phase transition
under the assumption, that the enhanced nuclear Zeeman interaction and the
electronic Zeeman interaction are small compared with the I \ doublet sp l i t t ing ,
caused by the total quadrupolar interaction. In this subsection, we shall
discuss the nuclear spin-hamiltonian in the para-quadrupolar phase, i . e . for
temperatures above the phase transition temperature. A s l ight ly different
treatment of this subject has been given by Abragam and Bleaney[21]. We assume,
that the correlation time, T, of the fluctuations, caused by the quadrupolar
interactions, i s much shorter than the inverse of the Larmor frequency of the
enhanced nuclear moments:

IJB (64)

Under such conditions the operators Ug and \i£ must be replaced by their thermal
averages <UQ> and <Ue>. In eqs.(16) and (44) we have already defined the thermal
averages of o£ and o|:
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<0g> = pcos* , •3<ü|> = psin* (65)

Neglecting the coupling with higher CEF-levels, i . e . taking c=d=o in eq.(47) ,

comparison of eqs.(37) and (47) shows that:

°2 = "q3 Ue • / 3 °2 = "q3 Ue * (66)

Hence, the thermal averages of the operators Ue and Ue are:

<UQ> = -pcos(|>/q3 , <U£> = -psin(|>/q3 (67)

For simplicity, we will only consider a magnetic f ield in the z-direction and

neglect local strains, i . e . E*n = 0. Then, assuming b>0 and q3>0, we have <|>=0

(section 2 .8 ) , <U > = 0, and p i s given by:

p = q3tanh[(q3Gp + E*n)/kT)] (68)

Replacing Uj, UQ and U£ in eq.(46) by 1, -p/q3 and 0 respectively, omitting

the constant 2a Aj 1(1+1) and substituting <J»=0, BX=B =0, we obtain:

*h = -[2gjyBAj(2a + 2b q3/P) + 9nPn] BZIZ - tGnp+Bnp/q3] (3 \\- 1(1+1)) (69)

This equation has the same form as eq.(61) . In the experimental section, we

will use the expression:

*n = " ^ V z - § ' < 3 A - W*1» > (70>

where y i s the apparent nuclear gyromagnetic ratio. The low- and high-tempera-

ture limit of yfc and P'/3 should be given by the corresponding bracketed

expressions in eqs.(61) and (69) respectively.

3. Experimental details

The Cs2NaHoF6 samples were cut from a commercially obtained single crystal
[31]. The NMR and magnetization measurements were performed on spheres of 5 mm
diameter. The specific heat measurements were done on a powdered sample (typical
grain s ize 1 mm) and also on a piece of single crystal.

The NMR measurements were made in the frequency range 15-200 MHz with a
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frequency modulated Q-meter described elsewhere [32]. The frequency was measured

to better than 1 part in 10 . With regard to the very large linewidth (up
165

to 70 MHz) of the Ho-resonances, f ie ld modulation and direct recording were

employed in some cases. The sample was mounted in a vacuum t ight container,

connected by a thermal l ink to the mixing chamber of the di lut ion refr igerator,

described in chapter I I . Thermal contact was provided by f i l l i n g the container
4 3 4

with liquid helium, either He or a 6% He in He mixture. The Kapitza resis-

tance between the wall of the container and the liquid was reduced by employing
2 i

sintered si lver sponges with an estimated surface of 12 m . For the temperature
CO I

measurements we used a carbon resistance thermometer, a Cu NMR thermometer • •

and a CoC£ nuclear orientation thermometer. The carbon resistor was placed ;

in the l i qu id , but the readings were unreliable below 50 mK due to loss of

thermal contact. The copper sample [32] was placed in the same NMR-coil as the

Cs9NaHoFfi sample. The Cu signal was calibrated against the vapour pressure
3 60

of He in the temperature region 0.4-0.6 K. The CoCo_ sample was mounted

below the container outside the high field region of the magnet and thermally

connected to the liquid in the container by a copper rod. A sintered silver
2

sponge with a surface of 12 m was mounted on the top end of this rod in order
to increase the contact area. The lowest liquid temperatures, as measured by

the 63Cu NMR thermometer, were 25 mK and 16.5 mK for 4He and 3He - 4He

respectively. In the latter case, the CoCo temperature was 18.5 mK. The

discrepancy is due to the Kapitza resistance and decreases rapidly with

increasing temperature.

The magnetic field of the superconducting solenoid was calibrated to 2 parts
3 3 3 4

in 10 by proton NMR of the perspex sample holder and the He NMR of the He- He
-4mixture. The remanent field of the magnet was less than 10 T at the center of

the magnet, as determined from ESR of impurities in the Cs2NaHoFg sample.

The specific heat measurements were performed by means of the heat pulse

method in the temperature range 50 mK- 1.3 K in an adiabatic demagnetization

cryostat [33]. Thermal contact was provided by Apiezon N grease.

The specific heat of the single crystal was also measured in a He-cryostat,

covering the temperature range 0.4 K-10 K.

The magnetization of a single crystal was measured in fields up to 10 T in

the pulsed-field magnet of the Kamerlingh Onnes Laboratory [34], at temperatures

of 1.2 K and 4.2 K. The duration of the sine-shaped pulse was 20 ms. The sample

was immersed in the liquid He bath. The accuracy of the magnetization data is

about 3%. 119



4. Discussion of existing data on lattice- and mgnetio properties

4,1, Lattice properties

The lat t ice constant a of Cŝ NaHoFg has been determined by Aleonard and

Pouzet [2] to have the value a =9.070 A, and by Bucher et a1.[8] as a =9.073 A.

We wi l l use the f i r s t value, from which we calculate a density p=5.O5 gem .

Thw» Ln-F distance yaQ has not been determined in CSgNaHoFg. Vedrine et a l . [4]

report y=0.25 for CSgNaYFg, Aleonard and Pouzet [2] find y=0.24 for Cs2NaErFg,

later reevaluated to y=0.225 [35]. We consider the value y=0.24 to be the most

reliable one and wi l l use y=0.24 for CSgNaHoFg.

The lat t ice vibrations of the elpasolite structure have been enumerated by

Lentz [36]. With 10 ions in the unit c e l l , there are 30 phonon branches. In our

case, the relevant branches are those associated with the r, , r , and IV

vibrations of the LnFg-octabedra. The corresponding optical phonon energies

have been measured in CSgKGdFg and CSgKYbFg by Becker et a l . [ 3 7 ] . By inter-

polation between these results we obtain for CSgKHoFg the values: E(T^ )/k =

688 K, E(r3 )/k=535 K and E(rg )/k=273 K. According to the analysis of" Becker

et al .[37] the Ln-F bond is by far the strongest in the crystal and gives the

main contribution to E ( r l g ) and E(r3 ) . Hence, these energies should be about

the same in Cs^NaHoFg. Another consequence of the predominance of the Ln-F bond

i s , that the r, and I \ vibrations of the various LnFg-octahedra are only

weakly mutually coupled, so that the Einstein-model (uncoupled harmonic

oscillators) should work wel l .

The longitudinal sound velocity v1 in the [001]direction in Cs2NaHoFg has

been determined as: vn=3350 m/s [38]. From this value, we derive for the
2

elastic constant C , , , using C.^pv^, the value 0^=57 GPa. We can estimate the

elastic constant C12 from the ratio E ( r i g ) / E ( r 3 g ) in CSgKHoFg. We obtain:

C 1 2 *32 GPa.

4.2, Magnetic properties

Susceptibility measurements on a number of RbgNaLnFg compounds have been

reported by Bucher e t a1 . [8 ] . None of these compounds showed magnetic order in

the investigated temperature range (0.45 K-300 K). The susceptibility of

showed perfect Curie behaviour, i . e . the Curie-Weiss constant O was

zero within the measuring accuracy. The magnetic dipolar interaction and the >

bil inear exchange interaction are apparently f a i r l y weak in this compound and j

in the RbgNaLnFg series in general, as is to be expected from the large Ln-Ln •
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distance (6.33 A in RbgNaGdFg, from which a dipole pair energy of 0.12 K can

be calculated) and the long superexchange path (Ln-F-Na-F-Ln). From the low-

temperature specific heat data on Cŝ NaGdCU [39], i t can be deduced, that this

compound does not order magnetically above T=20 mK. Apparently, the dipolar

interaction and the bil inear exchange interaction nearly cancel in this compound.

The susceptibi l i ty of Cŝ NaHoFg as reported by Bucher et a l . [ 8 ] , shows a

peak at T=0.62 K, which is interpreted as an anti ferromagnetic ordering. This

is surprising in view of the discussion given above. Also, these data are not

compatible with the susceptibi l i ty measurements on the same compound by Urland

[14], who finds Van Vleck paramagnetism at low temperatures. Our measurements,

to be discussed in the following section, are in good agreement with Urland's

data, and we w i l l neglect dipolar- and bi l inear exchange interactions, as was

already done in the theoretical description in the preceding section. From the

measured susceptibi l i ty, Urland has deduced the following CEF level scheme,

taking J-J mixing into account: a r3 ground state, a r̂  t r i p le t at 25.7 K,

a r̂  singlet at 93 K and a l l other levels at energies higher than 590 K.

Although the overall sp l i t t ing of the J=8 manifold ( * 800 K) is not very small

compared with the energy of the next excited J=7 manifold (* 7000 K), the

deduced level scheme can be reproduced quite well with the LLW-parameters

x=0.67, W/k=- 1.47 K (the LLW-parametrization does not take J-J mixing into

account). The calculated Zeeman sp l i t t ing of the CEF-levels for x=0.67,

W/k=- 1.47 K is shown in f i g . 1. These values for x and W are not very accurate,

since from susceptibi l i ty measurements only the nature of the ground state and

the energy of the f i r s t excited state can be deduced rel iably. We estimate the

error margin to be given by: 0.55<x<0.72. At fixed x, W can be determined

accurately from the temperature-independent Van Vleck-susceptibility. From the

value x=0.67, we can calculate the constants q , , a, b, c, and d defined in

eqs.(39)and (40a-d): q3=60, Wa=- 0.625, Wb=-0.621, Wc=Wd=-55. The uncertainty in

x, quoted above, affects these values as follows. Since q3 has a maximum at

x=2/3, q , is not very sensitive to variation in x: 58<q3<60. The constant a

is not sensitive to x-variations at a l l , provided that W is adjusted to yield
the correct Van Vleck susceptibi l i ty. The uncertainty in the value of b is less
than 10"3. The error margin of the constants c and d is rather large, ±40*.
The measured crystal field parameters in the AgBLnXg compounds cannot be
explained by the point charge model [25]. For instance, in the RbgNaLnFg series
one would need "effective" ligand point charges of about -4e and -9e for the
fourth and sixth order crystal f ie ld parameters B4 and Bg, respectively [8],
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Fig, 1. Caloulated cubic crystalline electric field levels of Ho (J=8) with
the LLW-parameters x=0.67> W/k=-1.47 K Versus the magnetic field (0,03B). Only
the lowest 6 levels are shown.

From the numerous improved crystal f ie ld models, we select for our calcu-

lations the induced electric dipole model [15], for the following reasons,

i ) This model is relatively simple and does not introduce further adjustable

parameters.

i i ) I t has been shown to yield reasonable results in the Cs2NaLnCl6 series

1151. The measured valuesof B̂  could be reproduced within 10%, the calculated

values of Be were a factor 2 smaller than the experimental values.

The application of this model to CSgNaHoFg , using yaQ>2.18 A, yields

the values : B^/k=- 15 mK, B6 /k=-19 uK. The experimental values, calculated
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from x=0.67 and W/k=- 1.47 K, are: B4/k=- 16 mK, Bg/k= - 35 pK. Again the
experimental value of B̂  is reproduced within 10% and the calculated value of
Bg a factor 2 too small. Here, i t should be mentioned, that the electric
dipolar polarizabilities cL and cL, of the F" and Cl" ions are quite different

3 3
(cxp=0.88 A , ci£,=3.0 A ) . Hence, we consider the analogous results for the Cl-
and F-compounds as an indication, that the discrepancy between the measured
value of the fourth order crystal field parameter B̂  and the point charge
prediction can indeed be largely attributed to the induced electric dipole
contribution, and is not primarily due to the exchange contribution, which we
have not taken into account. The discrepancy between the calculated and
measured value of the sixth order crystal field parameter Bg may be attributed
to the exchange contribution, the importance of which generally increases with
the order of the crystal field parameter. On the basis of this argument, the
second order dynamic crystal field parameters, i . e . the electron-strain
coupling constants, may be expected to be in reasonable agreement with the
predictions of the induced electric dipole model.

5. Experimental results

5.1. Specific heat measurements

The results of the measurements on two Cs2NaHoFg samples are shown in fig.2.
The specific heat of the addenda has been subtracted. The plotted data repre-
sent the specific heat of one mole Cŝ NaHoFg. The peak in the specific heat of
the single crystal, indicating a phase transition, occurs at T =393±5 mK. The
specific heat below the phase transition temperature approximately shows the
T -behaviour expected for the specific heat of the "quadrons". The deviation
from the T -relation below 100 mK may be attributed to the very long thermal
relaxation time (IS min) at these temperatures, which affects the experimental
accuracy. Using the low temperature extrapolation, indicated in the figure, we
can calculate the energy and entropy at the phase transition temperature:
[E(T )-E(O)]/k=75 mK, S(T )/R=0.265. The entropy at the phase transition temper-
ature is only 38% of the asymptotic value for T*», S(«)/R=ln 2. Far above the
phase transition temperature the disentanglement of the contributions of the
quadrupoles, the lattice and the excited CEF states becomes difficult. The
calculated contribution of the latter is indicated in the figure. Up to T=2.2 K,
the lattice- and CEF-contributions are not appreciable, and we obtain: *

S{2.2 K)/R=0.89 In 2. Using an extrapolation, which yields S(~)/R=ln 2,we j
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find [E(»)-E(0)]/k=0.6±0.1 K from the specific heat contribution of the
quadruples.

0.1

Q:

u

0.01

Cs2NaHof|
• single crystal
o fragments (dsimm)

0.01

o o

10

Fig. 2. The specific heat of CS^NOROFQ versus the temperature T for a single

crystal (dots) and a powdered sample (circles). The maximum* corresponding to

a phase transition, occurs at To=393±5 mK. The drawn line indicates the

calculated specific heat contribution of the excited V.-state at an energy

W4/k=25.6 K.

5.2. Enhanoed nuclear magnetic resonance experiments

Enhanced NMR experiments on 165Ho in Cs2NaHoFg were performed at frequencies
of 32, 98 and 154 MHz with the magnetic field in the [001] direction. Due to
the very large line width the resolution of the spectra at 32 and 98 MHz Is
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rather poor and we w i l l only discuss the results obtained at the frequency

v=154 MHz. The Ho resonance spectrum was observed in the temperature range

4.2 K to 16 mK. The temperature as recorded from the thermometer readings, is

practically equal to the l iquid temperature. However, the Kapitza resistance

between the l iquid and the sample and the nuclear spin-latt ice relaxation time

give r ise to differences between the l iquid temperature, the crystal la t t ice
165

temperature and the Ho nuclear spin temperature. These differences can

become appreciable at temperatures below 200 mK, dependent on the magnetic-

f ield-history of the sample. In the following, a l l quoted temperatures are

that of the l iqu id , unless otherwise stated.

165,
T I ' ^ l

a
O)
'55
a:
2
z

Ho NMR
V-154MHz

Cs2NaHoF6

10 15 ' 0
B [1O-2T]

10

Fig, 3. Recorder traces of the derivative of the NMR absorption (a to f) and

of the MMff absorption (g) of Ho in CS^OHOFQ at a frequency v=154 Wfa for

various temperatures: a. 1-4.Z Ki b. T-0.70 Kt decreasing temperatures <?.

T=0.66 K; d. T=0.44 K; e. T-0.18 Ks f. T=0.09 Ki g. T=0.02 K, A magnetic field

scale is indicated.
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In fig. 3 NMR spectra at various temperatures are shown. These spectra have

been obtained with field modulation. At high temperature (e.g. a in fig. 3) the

spectrum consists of a single line. At T=0.68±0.02 K a sudden shift in line

position and an increase in line width occurs (b and c in fig. 3). Below

T=0.68 K the line broadening continues and the resonance becomes almost

unobservable (d in fig. 3, line width 60 MHz). At low temperatures a 7-line

quadrupole spectrum gradually emerges (e and f in fig. 3). The spectrum at

Ts*20 mK is shown in fig. 4. The lines are very wide and asymmetric. This is

shown more clearly in fig. 3, spectrum g, which is obtained by simultaneous

direct recording. The lines close to the zero-field passage are electron spin

resonances. Upon closer examination effective g-values g=2.0 and g*5.8 could

Fig.4. A recorder trace of the derivative of the Ho MR absorption at

v=154 MHz and T**20 mK is shown. The horizontal scale is proportional to the

magnetic field strength. The arrow indicates^ where the field is swept through

zero. The relative line intensity reflects the Ho nuclear Zeeman temperature.

In the figure the time, tt runs from right to left. Due to strain broadening,

the lines are very wide and asymmetric. This is shown more clearly in the

direct recording of fig. 3t spectrum 9S which corresponds to the derivative

spectrum shown above. The lines close to the zero-field passage are ESR lines

of impurities in the crystal.
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\

be determined. We attribute these lines to impurities in the crystal and
conclude from their presence, that the internal field is equal to the external
field within the measuring accuracy (10 T). Hence the compound is not magnet-
ically ordered at T=20 mK.

10

'O

Css NQ HO F6

V= 154 MHz

2 3 4 5 6
. n

16STFig. 5, The magnetic field values of the *""Ho nuclear magnetic resonances3 see

fig. 4t are plotted versus their sequential number n. The 7 resonance lines,

corresponding to 8 nuclear spin levels^ are seen to be equidistant in field

strength.

In f i g . 5 the magnetic f ie ld values of the Ho nuclear resonances are

plotted versus their sequential number. The 7 resonance l ines, corresponding

to the 21+1=8 nuclear spin levels, are seen to be equidistant in f ie ld strength,

as predicted in section 2.9. The observed spectrum can be f i t t ed to eq.{70)

with the parameters Y/2TT=2.325+0.008 GHz/T and P'/h=+12.7±0.2 MHz. The sign of
P1 follows from the relative intensity of the lines in f ig. 4. The nuclear
magnetic subievels En, calculated from eq.(70) with these values of y and P',
are plotted versus the magnetic field in f ig. 6.

The temperature variation of y is shown in f ig. 7. The low temperature data
points are obtained from the lf±\ transition, the other data points are
obtained from the zero-passage of the derivative of the NMR-absorption. Due to
the very large line width and the asymmetric line shape (see f ig. 3)* this
procedure is not very reliable in the Intermediate temperature region. At high
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Y/2n=2.32GHz/T

P/h =12.7 MHz
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Fig. 6. Calculated nuclear Zeeman level scheme versus the.magnetic field

(0t0tB) for 165Ho (1=7/2) with the parameters y/2ir=2.325 GHz/T and P1'/h=12.7MHz.

The arrows indicate the observed transitions at v=154 MHz.

temperature, where the l ine width decreases considerably, the accuracy improves.

In the high temperature l i m i t , indicated by the straight l ine in the figure the

apparent gyromagnetic rat io is given by: Y /2T=1.155±0.010 GHZ/T.

The temperature T=0.68 K, at which the sudden l ine sh i f t and l ine broadening

( f i g . 3) occurs at decreasing temperature, is indicated by the right hand arrow

in the figure. A corresponding jump in the opposite direction has not been,

observed: at increasing temperature the gyromagnetic rat io Y gradually attains

i t s high temperature value. No special feature is observed at the transit ion
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CM
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vi
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Iff C

2%. 7. The apparent gyromagnetic ratio y of Ho in Cs„NaHoF~ versus the
temperature T. The plotted values are obtained from the I =±-s transition
(circles ) 3 or the zero-passage of the derivative of the absorption (dots
and triangles ) . The data show hysteresist as can be seen from the difference
between the values obtained with decreasing temperature (triangles )and those
obtained with increasing temperature (dots ) . When the temperature decreases,,
the resonance line shows a sudden shift in position and an increase in line
width at T=0.68±0.02 (right hand arrow), see fig. 3t linea b and c. The left
hand arrow indicates the phase transition temperature T =0.39 K, obtained from
the zero-field specific heat measurements. The horizontally drawn lines
correspond to y/2it=2.S2S GHz/T (left) and y/2it=1.155 GHz/T (right).

temperature Tc«0.393 K, determined from the zero-ffeïd specific heat measure-
ments. This temperature is indicated by the left hand arrow in the figure. I
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S.3. Adiabatic nuclear demagnetization experiments

As mentioned in the preceding subsection, the nuclear spin temperature is
not always equal to the measured liquid temperature. During a field sweep the
nuclear spins are (de)magnetized and this process is not isothermal,which is
due to the Kapitza resistance and the nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time.
The discrepancy becomes pronounced at very low temperatures, e.g. the spectrum
shown in fig. 4, where the relative intensity of the lines is not in accordance

a
a
in

165Ho NMR

V=154MHz

1 m.in \

1

y
2

I

Cs2NaHoF6

3

4

time

Fig. 8. The recorder trace of the derivative of the NMR absorption of 165Ho in

g at v=154 MHz during an "adiabatic" nuclear demagnetization experi-

ment. The magnetic field was swept downwards from B=1.6 T at a rate of 36 mT/min

through the Ho resonance spectrum (spectrum 1). At 0*5 mT (left hand arrow

in the figure) the field was increased again (spectrum 2) at a rate of

72 mT/min up to 5*300 mT (center arrow). After a subsequent sweep downwards

(spectrum 3)t the field was again increased at 36 mT/min (spectrum 4). The

nuclear spin temperature T can be estimated from the relative intensity of the

lines, giving Tn=2.8 mK (spectrum 1), Tn=2.9 mK (spectrum 2)t T =3.3 mK

(spectrum 3) and Tn= 4.0mK (spectrum 4).
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with the quoted l iquid temperature T«20 mK. In this subsection, we describe an

experiment in which we have tr ied to make the difference between l iquid temper-

ature and Ho nuclear spin temperature as large as possible. For this purpose

we have employed a fa i r l y high f ie ld sweep rate of 36 mT/min. Sweeping the f ie ld

downwards then amounts to an "adiabatic" nuclear demagnetization. The f inal

stage of the demagnetization was monitored by enhanced nuclear magnetic

resonance on the Ho nuclei. A typical recorder trace of the derivative of

the NMR absorption is shown in f i g . 8. I n i t i a l conditions were T=20 mK and

B=1.6 T. In this case we have ut i l ized frequency modulation in order to avoid

the eddy current heating produced by f ie ld modulation. Since the frequency

modulation depth of 30 kHz r.m.s. is very small compared to the l ine width of

about 9 MHz, the signal-to-noise ratio is smaller than in the spectra obtained

with f i e ld modulation, e.g. f i g . 4. After the f i r s t sweep through the Ho

resonance spectrum down to B«5 mT ( le f t hand arrow in the f igure), the f ie ld

was increased again at a rate of 72 mT/min up to B*300 mT (center arrow in

the f igure). After a subsequent sweep downwards, the f ie ld was again increased

at 36 mT/min. The 4 resonance spectra obtained in this way (labelled 1 to 4 in

the figure) ref lect the respective nuclear spin temperatures by the relative

intensity of the resonance l ines. This w i l l be discussed in section 6. Similar

experiments, in which the f ie ld was swept through zero, resulted in a much more

rapid loss of nuclear polarization. This is to be expected, since at very low

fields cross-relaxation between the different spin species in the compound,

e.g. the fluorine nuclear spins and the impurity electron spins,becomes

effect ive. In these experiments the ESR lines close to the zero f i e ld passage

were always present, from which we conclude, that the. Ho nuclear spin system

remained paramagnetic.

5.4. The NMR-speotra of 1SSCs and 19F

The 133Cs (1=7/2, YJ/2TT=5.585 MHZ/T, Q=-3xlO"3b) spectrum has been observed

at v=32 MHz, T*30 mK with the magnetic f ie ld B=5.7 T along the [001] crystal

axis. Under such conditions the la t t ice is tetragonally distorted. Nevertheless,

the spectrum consists of a single l ine , since both the degree of distortion
133

(see section 6) and the quadrupole moment of Cs are very small. The para-

magnetic frequency sh i f t Av was zero within the measuring accuracy, Av/v<2xl0 ,

in agreement with .the measurements of Bleaney et al.[22] on 133Cs in Cs2NaHoClg.

We have not been able to identify the 23Na (1=3/2, Yj/Zir-11.262 MHZ/T,

Q=0.15 b) spectrum. I t may have been obscured by the 3Cu (YJ/2TT=11.285 MHz/T)
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resonance originating from the Cu-NMR thermometer.
19 l

The F(I=j, Yj/2ir=40.05 MHz/T) spectrum has been observed at T*30 mK in
the frequency ranges 15 to 32, 88 to 108, and 138 to 195 MHz with the field
along the [001].. crystal axis. While the Cs+ and Na+ ions occupy sites with
cubic point,symmetry in the elpasolite la t t ice , so that the dipolar contribution
of the transferred hyperfine interaction vanishes, the point symmetry of the
fluorine s i te is C4v and the dipolar transferred hyperfine interaction makes
a large contribution to the paramagnetic shift. This shif t , Av.is shown in fig.
9 versus the magnetic field. The symbols Fj and FJJ denote the frequency shift
of fluorines on the [001]-axis and in the (001)-plane respectively. The results
will be discussed in section 6. . .

19Fig. 9. The paramagnetic frequency shift, Av, of the resonance of F in
CsJlaHoFg versus the magnetic field (0t03B). The symbols F- and FJJ- denote the
frequency shift of fluorines on the [001]-axis and in the (001)-plane
respectively.

5.5. Magnetisation measurements

Magnetization measurements have been performed at 4.2 K and 1.2 K with the
field along the [0,0,0], [0,1,0], [0,0,1], [1,1,0] and [1,-1,0] crystal axes.
The measurements confirmed the cubic crystal symmetry of Cs2NaHoFg at these
temperatures. The results are shown in fig. 10 <T=4.2 K) and fig. 11 (T=1.2 K).
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Fig. 10. The magnetization of CsJ}aEoF„ versus the magnetic field B at

T=4.2 K for field directions along the [100] and [210] crystal axes.

T . 1.2 K CsB NO HoF j

Fig. 11. The magnetization of CsJJaHoF„ versus the magnetia field B at
T=1.2 K.

The anisotropy in the magnetization shows a (slight) temperature dependence

[20], which confirms, that the non-magnetic ground state is the doublet r3 and

not the singlet T j . The purpose of the measurements was to obtain a more

accurate determination of the LLW-parameters x and W. However, no satisfactory

f i t could be obtained with any x, W combination. This may be attributed to the

possibi l i ty, that the measured magnetization is not isothermal through the

phonon-bottleneck effect (the spin-lattice relaxation time is l ike ly to be much

shorter than the characteristic time of the measurement, 10 ms).
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6. Discussion

6.1. Discussion of the specific heat data

From his susceptibility data, Urland [14] has deduced, that the CEF ground
3+state of Ho in Cs2NaHoFg is the doublet Ty This identification is supported

by our magnetization measurements. Therefore, we attribute the measured
specific heat anomaly (fig. 2) to the removal of the degeneracy of the r3

doublet. This interpretation is confirmed by the entropy change, associated
with the specific heat anomaly, which is approximately Rln2. The distinct peak
in the measured specific heat curve indicates a phase transition to long range
order. Therefore, the experimental results do not suggest the presence of a
single ion splitting of the r~ doublet, such as, for instance, a splitting
arising from a small deviation from cubic crystal field symmetry. Such a
deviation could have arisen e.g. through a structural phase transition at a
much higher temperature.

A magnetic ordering at T -393 mK can be ruled out on the basis of our
enhanced NMR measurements. In the following we attribute the specific heat
anomaly to a quadmpolar ordering.

As can be seen from the shape of the measured specific heat curve (fig. 2),
the phase transition cannot be satisfactorily described by the molecular field
approximation. In particular the entropy at the phase transition temperature,
S(T )=0.38 S(°°), is not in accordance with molecular field models, which would
predict S(T )«S(°°). Whereas in the case of magnetic ordering, a deviation fromc
the molecular field result is the rule rather than the exception, a quadrupolar
ordering may usually be described quite well by molecular field theory. This
holds in particular, when the dominant contribution to the quadrupolar inter-
action is due to long range coupling by strains or acoustic phonons, as is
often the case. Furthermore, even when the short range optic phonon coupling or
the electric quadrupole-quadrupole interaction is dominant, the deviation from
molecular field theory may be small in our case in view of the face centred
cubic crystal symmetry of Cs2NaHoFg with 12 nearest-neighbours for each Ho-ion.
Consequently* i t might be argued, that the large specific heat above the phase
transition temperature must be ascribed to local strain splitting of the r3

doublet. Pursuing this line of thought somewhat further we may obtain a prelim-
inary estimate of the quadrupolar interaction constant G from the molecular
field result, eq.(56).which gives G/k=Tc/q|=O.ll mK. Using this value, we
calculate the cubic anisotropy energy Ej"=dG2p2<dG2q2 and find: E*n/k<1.6 mK.
According to the discussion in section 2.8. , regions in the crystal, for which
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the local strain splitting 2E*n is much larger than E*n do not participate in
the phase transition. Since Ec is very small, local strains may cause a large
reduction in the height of the specific heat peak, which is not inconsistent
with the measurements. Nevertheless, we consider the above mentioned explanation
as insufficient on the basis of the following arguments:
i) If the specific heat above the phase transition is mainly due to local
strains, then the average local strain splitting 2<E®n> is given by:
2<E^n>*2[E(<»)-E(Tc)]«l K. This value should be compared to the splitting of
the doublet by the quadrupolar interaction, which is roughly 2ASS2 T ««0.8 K.
The fact, that <E*n>is not small compared to A is incompatible with the
presence of a distinct peak in the measured specific heat. This inconsistency
might be alleviated by assuming a distribution of local strain split t ings,
which is not random. We consider such an explanation as forced and implausible,
i i ) Comparison of the specific heat data for the single crystal with those for
the powder sample shows, that the energy above the phase transition temperature
is roughly the same in the two cases. Hence, the explanation mentioned above
implies, that the average local strain in the single crystal is not much smaller
than in the powder sample, which was obtained by crushing a single crystal. We
consider this to be unlikely.

On the basis of the discussion above, we attribute the specific heat above
the phase transition temperature mainly to short-range order. Using eq.(51) and
neglecting higher order terms, we determine the quadrupolar interaction constant 'f
G/k=2[E(«)-E(0)J/kqg=0.33 mK. In the following subsection, we will compare this
experimental value with estimates of the various contributions to G. ^

6.2. Discussion of the quachntpolcw interaction constant

The quadrupolar interaction constant G, given by eq.(41), reads:

G = KE +KQ + Bs + KpH (71) ;

The contribution of the biquadratic exchange interaction, K£, is probably
small, due to the long superexchange path. We will assume Kg to be zero. The
electric quadrupole-quadrupole interaction in cubic crystals has been treated
by Nagai and Nakamura [40]. A calculation yields the estimate: KQ/k*2 uK,
which may be too small by an order of magnitude. Anyway, i t is negligible
compared to the experimental value of G.

Proceeding with the third term of eq.(71), Bs may be calculated from eq.(17).
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Using the induced electric dipole model, we calculate for the electron-strain
interaction constant Ve the value V/k*50 K. Since there are four Ho-ions in

3the unit ce l l , we have n=a|74. Inserting the values for the elastic constants
C,j and C12, given in section 4 . 1 . , yields the result: Bs/k*7 mK. The relative
error in this value is substantial. The contribution to the error margin,
arising from the uncertainty in the Ho-F distance (4%) alone, is about 60%.

Recalling eqs.(20-22), the last term in eq.(71), KpH> is :

lg s (0 ) | 2
 2 | 2

K P H = K 0 ' K S E = 2 | h u s ( 0 ) " ÏÏ k ^ s h s ( )

We have omitted the superscripts of 5 for simplicity. The evaluation of this
expression has been discussed by Gehring and Gehring [26]. We will treat the
contribution of optic and acoustic phonons to KpH, KQ and KSE separately and
denote these with superscripts o and a, respectively.

i) Optic phonons
We assume, that the crystal field at the Ho -site is only sensitive to dis-
placements in the same primitive unit cell. Since the nearest neighbour ligands,
the fluorines, are only fourth nearest neighbours to the Ho-ions in the adjacent
primitive unit cells, this should be a good approximation for CSgNaHoFg. With
this assumption, and using the Einstein model for lattice excitations, there is
no dispersion in either £_ or u_, i.e. both are independent of k. Consequently,
K£ and K|E cancel and Kj,H is zero. As argued in section 4.1., the Einstein
model should work well for the r^ optic phonon branch. Furthermore, any deviation
of this model should have little effect, since the denominators in eq.(72), i.e.
the values of the energy hoj(r3), are very large (hü)(r3)/k

!*500 K).

Among the other optic branches, there are several branches, which have a
much lower energy. However, for all optic branches other than r3, the coupling
constant Ss(0)=0 by symmetry, so that their contribution to K^ is zero. Since
in the Einstein model 5s(k)=£s(0)=0 for any k for these branches, their contri-
bution to K £ E , due to a deviation from this model is presumably relatively
small.

On the basis of the considerations above, we expect, that KJJH is small and
negative.

Iii) Acoustic phonons I
The contribution of acoustic phonons to Kg is zero [25]: K^O. The contribution |
of acoustic phonons to K$E can be related to the strain induced quadrupoiar '
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interaction constant Bs [25] through KgE=aBs, where a is a numerical constant

smaller than unity. The value of a depends on and increases with the symmetry

of the system under consideration. In compounds with a crystal structure of low

symmetry, subject to a non-degene rate strain mode, one expects <x*l/3. In our

case, with cubic crystal symmetry and a doubly degenerate strain mode, the value

of a may be close to unity.

Summarizing the discussion above, we conclude that the

total quadrupolar interaction constant G, eq.(71), contains a very large

positive strain contribution Bc, an almost equally large negative acoustic

phonon contribution Kpy , and a,presumably small, negative contribution of low

energy optic phonons Kp... The other contributions to G, the biquadratic

exchange contribution K£ and the electr ic quadrupole-quadrupole contribution

KQ, are negligible. The estimated value Bs /k«7 mK is much larger than the

experimental value G/k=0.33 mK. The balance between the strain contribution Bc

a
 a

and the acoustic phonon contribution Kj5H is apparently rather close. The

relative importance of the optic phonon contribution in this balance cannot be
ascertained. Since the quadrupolar interaction in CSgNaHoFg appears to be predom-

inantly mediated by the l a t t i ce , the phase transition may be regarded as a

collective Jahn-Teller effect.

6.3. Discussion of the enhanced NMR data

6.3.1. The Ho speetxwn in the high- and low-tempevature limit

We w i l l compare the experimental values of y and P1 with the predictions of

section 2. The high temperature l im i t of y» calculated from eq.(69), with p=0,

and a and b taken from section 4.2, i s :

Y/2TT = [4a gjUBAj + gnun]/h = 1.162 GHz/T (73)

where we have used: Aj/h=812 MHz, gj=1.242 [22], gnvn/h=8.97 MHz/T [40]. This

result may be compared with the experimental value Y/2TT=1.155±0.010 GHZ/T. The

low temperature l im i t of y follows from eq.(61):

Y/2ir = [4{a+b)g0uBAj + gnUnJ/h =2.306 GHz/T (74)

This value is slightly smaller than the experimental value Y/2TT*2.325±O.OO8

GHz/T. Since the accuracy of our data exceeds the accuracy of the second order
perturbation theory employed in section 2, and probably also the absolute
accuracy of the powder susceptibility measurements by Urland [14], from which
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we have calculated the values of the constants a and b, the close agreement

between experimental and calculated values must be considered as somewhat

fortuitous. The measured low temperature value, y/2u=2.325 GHz/T, corresponds

to an enhancement factor K=258 and an enhanced nuclear magnetic moment

l i jn h*=gny(l+K)=0.581 yB.

According to eq.(69) the high temperature l im i t of the parameter P' should

be zero, in accordance with the experimental observation of a single l ine

spectrum. The accuracy of the data and the limited val id i ty of eq.(69) (we have

not specified the correlation time T in eq.(64)) does not warrant a discussion

of the observed linewidth.

The low temperature l im i t of P' follows from eq.(61):

P73 = Gnq3 + Bn (75)

Using eq.(43) with Bj/h=- 1755 MHz [22], we calculate:

Bn/h = +2.92 MHz (76)

This value is the net result of the contributions of the "true" electr ic

hyperfine interaction (-10.45 MHz) and the pseudo-quadrupole interaction

(+13.37 MHz).

In order to evaluate the remaining term in eq.(75), we recall eq.(42):

" KÏ»3<BS + K0 + KE + V

The reduction factor K, can be estimated from eq.(24a). Using QM=2.72 b [421,
-4ap^O.5 and y^^-100, we calculate: K * 6 X 1 0 . According to our discussion of

the quadrupolar interaction constant in the preceding subsection, KQ, K£ and

KQ are small compared to Bg. Since we consider the calculated value (76) for

BR to be much more accurate than our calculated B$ v a l u e ^ / k * 7 mK, we subtract

Bn from the measured value P'/3h=4.32+0.06 MHz and obtain, using eq.(77),

another estimate for B$:

B s /k*2 mK (78)

Although the discrepancy with our earl ier estimate is considerable, we note,

that our conclusion, that Bs is much larger than G, remains, val id.
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6.3.2. The temperature dependence of the enhanced gyromagnetic ratio

The temperature dependence of the apparent gyromagnetic ratio y ( f i g . 7)

shows some interesting features, namely the observed discontinuity and

hysteresis effect. From these observations and the absence of any special

feature at the phase transition temperature, determined from the zero-field

specific heat measurements, one might conclude, that the phase transit ion in a

magnetic f i e ld becomes f i r s t order and is shifted to a higher temperature. Both

these features are quite unexpected on the basis of the theoretical description

given in section 2. According to the discussion in section 2.8. , the application

of a magnetic f ie ld on the quadrupolar ordering introduces an additional

anisotropy energy E*n, given by eq.(58). In the temperature range under conside-

ration the second term of eq.(58) is negligible. Using B=0.13 T, the experi-

mental resonance f ie ld of the Ho-nuclei, we calculate E*n/k=10 mK. This

value is large compared to the cubic anisotropy energy E^n/k (section 6.1),

probably small compared to the average local strain sp l i t t ing 2 E*n / k , and

negligible compared to the phase transition temperature. According to the dis-

cussion in section 2.8, the introduction of the anisotropy energy E*n by the

magnetic f i e l d , would suppress the actual phase transi t ion, but, apart from

that, would have no appreciable influence on the value of the order parameter

p, eq.(68). Both these expectations are refuted by experiment , i f the discon-

tinuous change in the gyromagnetic rat io Y at T=0.68 K may be interpreted as

the result of a discontinuous change in the order parameter p, as suggested by

eq.(69). Assuming this interpretation to be val id, the sh i f t of the resonance

l ine is an indication, that the ordering is ferro-quadrupoiar, since p is

non-zero. An antiferro-quadrupolar ordering would not be visible, in the

resonance spectrum, as long as motional narrowing by fluctuations remains

effect ive. We mention some conceivable explanations for the observed discrepancy

between the specific heat- and enhanced NMR measurements.

i ) The discrepancy is not due to the magnetic f ie ld,but may be ascribed to the

fact, that different samples were used. Since a l l samples were cut from one

single crysta l , we consider this to be a rather remote possibi l i ty,

i i ) The magnetic f ie ld changes the most favourable structure from antiferro-

quadrupolar to ferro-quadrupolar. This would also revive the explanation of the

measured specific heat as due to local strains. However, we consider this

phenomenon unlikely to occur, since the energy E*n is very small compared to

the quadrupolar interaction energy,

i i i ) In the presence of a magnetic f ie ld the coupling of the Ho-ion to the
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la t t ice may contain interactions, other than those associated with the r3

normal mode of the F-octahedra, since the magnetic f ie ld admixes higher CEF-

states into the r,-doublet. For a f ie ld along the [001] crystal axis, only

interactions involving a rotation of the octahedra (symmetry type r4) are

allowed. The optical phonon associated with this mode has probably a rather low

energy (in RbgNaHoFg this mode becomes soft at T=172 K [43]). However, the

electron-latt ice interaction for this mode is weak, since a rotation of the

F-octahedron only couples to a fourth order Stevens operator. A rotation along

the f ie ld axis of the F-octahedra would noi; be observable in our F-NMR experi-

ments.

Finally, we remark, that NMR experiments are not very suitable for studying

the f ie ld dependence of the quadrupolar ordering, since the measuring procedure

involves a magnetic f ie ld variation. For instance a specific heat measurement

in a magnetic f i e ld may yie ld more direct information on the nature of the

quadrupolar ordering.

6.4. Discussion of the nuolear demagnetization experiments

In order to fac i l i t a te the analysis of the spectra shown in f i g . 8, we make

the following assumptions:

i ) The (de)magnetization process is adiabatic. As can be concluded from the

difference between the spectra 2 and 3 in f i g . 8, this is not quite true. For

our purpose, i t is suf f ic ient , that the process can be considered as adiabatic

in the time span between the detection of the Iz=7/2-*I2=5/2 transit ion and

the 5/2-)-3/2 transi t ion. Since this time span (40 s) is small compared with

the relaxation time of the Ho-spins (30 min. at 5=30 mT), thïs is a safe

assumption.

Even i f the process is adiabatic, the populations of the levels do change during

the f i e ld sweep, in particular in the level-crossing region ( f i g . 6) . We

circumvent this problem by assuming that:

i i ) Only the I2=7/2 and Iz=5/2 levels are populated. This implies that each

spectrum consists of only two lines with a signif icant intensi ty, the 7/2-*5/2

and 5/2->3/2 transi t ion. Fig. 8 shows, that this is a «jood approximation, at

least for the f i r s t three spectra.

With these assumptions, the rat io of the intensities of the two lines becomes

) < 7 9>
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where the temperature T is an average of the temperatures at the passage of
each Tine. In the ideal case, the intensities should be obtained by integrating
the line shape. In our case, this method is not feasible, since the lines are
very wide and asymmetric due to local strain broadening. Therefore, we assume
that:
iii) The ratio of the peak values of the derivative of the NMR absorption is
equal to the ratio of the intensities. This assumption requires that the two
lines have identical lineshapes. However, since the line shape is temperature
dependent, it is not possible to use ratios of peak values of lines from
different spectra. For the ratio of eq.(79), taken for lines in the same
spectrum, the error introduced in this way is relatively small.

Applying a suitable correction for the overlap of the lines we obtain the
following temperatures from the four spectra in fig. 8:

T ^ l . 8 mK, T2 = 2.9 mK, T 3 » 3.3 mK, T4 = 4.0 mK.

I t should be mentioned, that the quoted temperature Tj refers to the temperature
in the resonance field B «40 mT. The temperature in the minimum field B*5 mT
cannot be deduced from the spectra.

Converting the zero-field quadrupole splitting between the Iz= 7/2 and Iz=5/2
levels to an effective field B =6 P1,2-n/y =33 mT, we can calculate the loss of
B/T ratio during the demagnetization. Inserting the ini t ial conditions B=1.6 T,
T=20 mK, we obtain (B/T).j=80. The final B/T ratio becomes:

(B/T)f = j

The loss of B/T ratio is appreciable. However, the corresponding entropy
production is small. The nuclear entropy per mole, SN, may be calculated from:

SN/R = In(2 coshx) - xtanhx

where x = W 2kT,with hoi the splitting between the two lowest nuclear sublevels.
We obtain: S../R=0.001, Sf/R=0.08. The last value should be sufficiently low to
enter the magnetically ordered nuclear regime. Nevertheless, similar experiments
at lower NMR frequencies, hence lower resonance fields, did not indicate
magnetic order, which would have shown up in a shift or splitting of the
resonance line. We conclude, that at low magnetic fields the loss of nuclear
polarization becomes serious, and that a lower liquid temperature is required I
in order to observe nuclear magnetic order. '•*
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19
6.5. The F NMR spectrum

In the undistorted cubic phase the site-symmetry of the fluorine ions is

C4y. At low temperatures and in a magnetic f ie ld along the [001] crystal axis,

the crystal distorts tetragonally along the [001] axis. This reduces the si te

symmetry of the fluorines in the [001] plane. Using eqs.(14a), (15), (16a) and

(17), the tetragonal strain s , van be expressed as:

-Clz)]Kol> (80)

At low temperatures and at a low external f ie ld strength, we have

Using the estimates of B_, obtained in sections 6.2 and 6 . 3 . 1 . , we calculate
-3 -3

e,= -8xlO and £.,= -4x10 , respectively. Since both values are small, we
19neglect the distortion in this subsection. Then, the F nuclear spin-hamil-

tonian can be written [44]:

*F = " V n V z + As<Jz>Iz + V 3 C ° s 2 e " ^ z ^ z <81>

where Ao and A„ represent the isotropic and anisotropic transferred hyperfine
" 3+

interaction, J the angular momentum of the nearest neighbour Ho - ion , and 9
the angle between the f ie ld direction, [0,0,1], and the Ho-F bond axis. For
fluorines on the [001] axis 3 cos2e-l=2, for fluorines in the (001) plane

p
3 cos 6-1= - 1. For s impl ic i ty we have omitted the interaction with the other

3+Ho - ions, which i s re la t ive ly small (less than 3%). From eq.(91) the para-
19magnetic frequency s h i f t , Av, of the F resonance l ine can be derived:

Avj = - A
s

< J
z

> - 2 A p < : J z
> (82a)

2> (82b)

where the subscripts I and I I denote the fluorines on the [001]-axis and in the

[001]-plane respectively. Eliminating <J > from eqs.(80a) and (80b), we obtain:

A_ AvT+2AvTT

KpKfT (83)

By interpolation between the data points, shown in f i g . 9 , the rat io (83) can be

evaluated for various f ie ld values. The f i e ld dependence of the result turns i
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out to be negligible, i .e . within the accuracy of the data. The result of

averaging a l l data i s :

V A p = 0-092+0.003 (84)

The value of the ratio As/A (84) enables us to convert, by means of eqs.

(82a) and (82b), each data point in f ig.9 into an experimental value of the

magnetization:

M = -9jliB<Jz> » (85)

apart from the proportionality factor A . The magnetization can also be calcu-

lated from the crystal f ie ld hamiltonian (34), the Zeeman hamiltonian (35) and

the quadrupolar interaction hamiltonian (37). The result of a computer calcu-

la t ion* , using a l l 17 states in the J=8 manifold, is shown by the dashed curve

in f i g . 12. We have used for this calculation the temperature value T=30 mK
19(the temperature, at which the F NMR measurements were performed), the LLW-

parameters x=0.67, W/k=-1.47 K, obtained from the susceptibi l i ty measurements

of Urland [14], and the total quadrupolar interaction constant G/k=0.3 mK,

obtained from our specific heat measurements. The calculated magnetization is

found to be insensitive to variations in the value of G. With the same para-

meters, but including the magnetic hyperfine interaction A j I z J z , we obtain the

resul t , shown in f i g . 12 by the fu l l curve. The enhanced nuclear magnetization

makes an appreciable contribution to the total magnetization. Using the trans-

ferred hyperfine interaction constant A_ as a f i t t i n g parameter, a l l measured
19 "

F paramagnetic frequency sh i f ts , have been converted into magnetization data,

also plotted in f i g . 12. The best f i t was obtained with:

A /h = 5.11 MHz (86)

We consider the agreement between the calculated magnetization and the experi -
19mental data, obtained from the F frequency shifts, to be satisfactory in view

of the use of only one adaptable parameter. However, the satisfactory fit can
not be taken as a confirmation of the value of the LLW parameter x=0.67. For
other x,W combinations which are compatible with the measured susceptibility
and enhanced nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, equally good fits are possible in the
*We have employed the computer program <JT, written by G.J. Nieuwenhuys. •
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Fig. 12. The magnetization at T=30 mK of Ho in CsJiaHoF„ versus the magnetic

field (OaO3B). The full curve is calculated with the LLW-parameters x=0.67 and

T/k=-1.4? K3 obtained from susceptibility measurements [14], and the

quadrupolar interaction constant G/k= 0.3 mK, obtained from the specific heat

measurements (subsection 6.1 ). The enhanced nuclear magnetization has been

included in this calculation. The dashed curve shows the electronic magneti-
19zation. The data points in the figure are obtained from the F frequency shift

and scaled to the full curve with the transferred hyperfine parameter A /h =

5.11 MHz.

range 0.6<x<0.72. The variation in the optimum value of A is less than 1% in
this range.

A calculation of the dipole contribution to A , A^, using a Ho-F distance
ya =2.18 A, yields: Ad/h=4.5±0.5 MHz. The error margin is due to the uncer-
tainty in the Ho-F distance.
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Using the values (86) and (84), we calculate:

As/h =-0.47 MHz (87)

From the quoted values we conclude, that the magnetic interactions in
are predominantly dipolar.

7. Summary

The degeneracy of the r, doublet ground state of the Ho + ions in C
is removed at a phase transition temperature T =393 mK, determined from zero-

165field specific heat measurements. Enhanced NMR measurements on Ho show, that
the ordering is not magnetic, but quadrupolar. Calculations indicate, that the
main contribution to the quadrupolar interaction is mediated by the lattice.
The phase transition thus appears to be a collective Jahn-Teller effect. The
enhanced NMR measurements indicate, that the ordered structure is ferro-
quadrupolar.

165In an external magnetic field B^O.13 T a discontinuity in the Ho enhanced
NMR spectrum is observed at T=0.68 K, accompanied by strong hysteresis effects.
The origin of this phenomenon is not clear. Additional experiments, for instance
specific heat measurements in a magnetic field, would be desirable.

The enhanced gyromagnetic ratio y of Ho (1=7/2) has been determined. In
the cubic high temperature phase Y=1-155 GHZ/T. In the tetragonally distorted,
quadrupolar ordered phase, y=2.325 GHz/T. The last value corresponds to an
enhancement factor K=258. At low temperatures the nuclear magnetic sublevels
are split by the nuclear (pseudo)quadrupole interaction. For the axial qua-
drupole parameter P1 the value P'/h= + 12.7 MHz was found.

Demagnetization experiments on the enhanced Ho nuclear magnetic moments
have been performed. The experimental results do not show nuclear magnetic order
down to the lowest observed nuclear spin temperature of 1.8 mK.

19From NMR measurements on F, the isotropic transferred hyperfine parameter
A and the anisotropic transferred hyperfine parameter A have been determined:
As/h=-0.47 MHz, A /h= + 5.11 MHz. The magnetic interactions in CSgNaHoFg appear
to be predominantly dipolar.
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S A M E N V A T T I N G

In d i t proefschrift worden experimenten beschreven aan een tweetal lanthanide

verbindingen, die b i j lage temperaturen versterkt kernspinmagnetisme vertonen.

Dit verschijnsel treedt op, wanneer het magnetisch moment van het lanthanide

ion door het electrische veld van de omringende ionen in de vaste stof, het

kr ista lveld, volledig onderdrukt wordt. Men noemt de grondtoestand dan "niet-

magnetisch". De onderdrukking van het magnetische moment van de grondtoestand

kan echter gedeeltelijk ongedaan worden gemaakt door mogelijke aanwezigheid

van de magnetische hyperfi jn-interactie. Deze interactie induceert een elec-

tronisch magnetisch moment in de grondtoestand door bijmenging van hoger gelegen

kr ista l veldtoestanden. Aangezien de grootte van het geïnduceerde magnetische

moment evenredig is met het kern-magnetische moment en ook de richting ervan

door de kernspin bepaald wordt, kan d i t geïnduceerde magnetische moment

beschouwd worden als een versterkt kern-magnetisch moment.

In de meeste gevallen is de niet-magnetische grondtoestand niet-ontaard,

i .e . een singulet. In verbindingen met een kubische kristalstructuur is ook een

tweevoudig ontaarde niet-magnetische grondtoestand mogelijk. Omdat d i t doublet,

althans in afwezigheid van een hyperf i jn- interaktie, geen magnetisch moment

bezit, kan de ontaarding niet opgeheven worden door magnetische dipol ai re

interacties. Dit kan echter wel gebeuren door quadrupolaire interacties van

electrische oorsprong. Onderzoekingen aan lanthanide-verbindingen met een

magnetische grondtoestand hebben het belang van deze hogere-orde interacties

reeds aangetoond. De gel i jk t i jd ige aanwezigheid van dipolaire en quadrupolaire

interacties in deze verbindingen maakt de theoretische beschrijving van de

ordeningsverschijnselen echter zeer gecompliceerd. Omdat dipolaire interacties

tussen de electron-spins in verbindingen met een niet-magnetische doublet-

grondtoestand ontbreken, z i jn deze zeer geschikt voor een bestudering van

quadrupolaire interacties.

In hoofdstuk I wordt het bovenstaande nader toegelicht en de keuze van de

onderzochte verbindingen, RbgNaHoFg en Cs2NaHoFg, gemotiveerd.

Hoofdstuk I I is gewijd aan de beschrijving van de He- He-mengkoelmachine,
die voor d i t onderzoek gebouwd i s . In afwijking van het, meer gebruikelijke,
3 4
He-circulerende type, wordt in deze machine He gecirculeerd. Dit ontwerp is

gekozen op grond van enige voordelen, zoals een relat ief eenvoudige constructie

en een, naar rato van de geïnstalleerde pompcapaciteit, hoog koelvermogen.
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In hoofdstuk I I I worden de perspectieven van de verschillende types meng-

koelmachines vergeleken aan de hand van energiebalans-vergelijkingen.

In hoofdstuk IV worden de resultaten behandeld, die met de in hoofdstuk I I
4

beschreven He-circulerende mengkoelmachine verkregen z i j n . Bi j een temperatuur
van 100 mK is het maximale koel vermogen van deze machine 250 pW. De minimum-

temperatuur, gemeten op de wand van de mengkamer, is 9.8 mK. Deze waarden z i jn

niet in overeenstemming met verwachtingen, gebaseerd op de theoretische

beschrijving in hoofdstuk I I I . Dit wordt toegeschreven aan een onvoldoende
3 4 3 4

koppeling tussen de snelheden van He en He in de stroming van He- He mengsel
A

in de koelmachine. Geconcludeerd wordt, dat de perspectieven voor He-circu-

lerende mengkoelmachines sterk afhankelijk z i jn van de wederkerige wri jving
3 4

van He en He b i j zeer lage temperaturen.

In hoofdstuk VI worden kernspinresonantie- en magnetisatie-metingen aan de

verbinding Rb̂ NaHoF, beschreven. Het Ho +-ion in deze kubische verbinding heeft

een niet-magnetische grondtoestand. Echter, b i j een temperatuur van 170 K treedt

een structurele fase-overgang op naar een tetragonale kristalstructuur. Dooreen

combinatie van onze kernspinresonatie-metingen met röntgendiffractie-metingen

kon de aard van de structurele fase-overgang opgehelderd worden. Aangezien de

aantrekkelijkheid van de kubische kristalstructuur verloren gaat beneden de

overgangstemperatuur, is het lage-temperatuur gedrag van deze verbinding niet

verder onderzocht.

In hoofdstuk VII wordt een theoretische beschrijving gegeven van versterkt

kernspinmagnetisme in een niet-magnetische doublet-grondtoestand in aanwezig-

heid van quadrupolaire interacties. Voorts worden soortelijke-warmte- en mag-

netisatie-metingen besproken aan de verbinding CSgNaHoFg. In deze verbinding

treedt geen structurele fase-overgang op b i j lage temperaturen en de kubische

kristalstructuur b l i j f t behouden, totdat b i j een temperatuur Tc=393+5 mK een

quadrupolaire ordening optreedt, die de ontaarding van de niet-magnetische

doublet-grondtoestand van het Ho -ion opheft. Op grond van berekeningen wordt

verondersteld, dat de quadrupolaire interactie hoofdzakelijk tot stand komt

door middel van een koppeling van de Ho -quadrupool-momenten met het k r i s ta l -

rooster. In dat geval is de quadrupolaire fase-overgang in CSgNaHoFg een

col lect ief Jahn-Teller effect.

Het versterkte kernspinmagnetisme is bestudeerd door middel van kernspin-

resonantie-metingen aan Ho. Bi j zeer lage temperaturen bereikt het versterkte

magnetische moment-van deze kern een waarde van 0.58 Bohr-magneton, in u i t -

stekende overeenstemming met de theoretische voorspelling. De gemeten waarde
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van de nucleaire-quadrupool-interactie-parameter ondersteunt de opvatting, dat

CSoNaHoFg een col lect ief Jahn-Teller effect vertoont.

In demagnetisatie-experimenten werd een laagste kernspin-temperatuur van

1.8 mK bereikt. Deze temperatuur werd bepaald ui t het kernspinresonantie-
165spectrum van Ho.

19Uit kernspinresonantie-metingen aan F is de Ho-F interactie bepaald. Deze
interactie blijkt hoofdzakelijk dipolair te zijn.
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STELLINGEN

3 4

1. Het verdient aanbeveling de wederkerige wrijving in een verzadigd He- He

mengsel bij zeer lage temperaturen te onderzoeken.

Bit proefschrift, hoofdstuk III en IV.

2. Gezien de economische beperking, opgelegd aan het volume van de warmtewisse-
3

laar van een He-circulerende mengkoelmachine, is het gewenst de optimale
dimensionering van deze warmtewisselaar te bepalen door middel van numerieke

simulatie.

3. Het door Faulkner en Richardson gehanteerde kristal veld-model verwaarloost

ten onrecht de wisselwerking tussen de liganden. De bevredigende overeen-

stemming van hun berekeningen met experimentele resultaten berust dan ook

op toeval.

T.R. Faulkner en F.S. Richardson, Moleo. Phys. 39_ (1980) 75.

4. De bewering van Gehring en Gehring, dat in verbindingen, waarin het Jahn-

Teller ion zich in een inversiecentrum bevindt, de bijdrage van optische

fononen tot de collectieve Jahn-Teller interactie alleen antiferro-quadru-

polair kan zijn, is onjuist.

G.A. Gehring en K.A. Gehring, Rep. Progr. Phys. 38_ (1975) 5.

P.M. Levy, J. Phys. £_£ (1973) 3545.

5. Het effectieve volume voor fluxverankering van een holte in een type-II

supergeleider, zoals theoretisch afgeleid door Thuneberg et al., kan ook

op aanschouwelijke manier met behulp van het schaduweffect verklaard worden.

E. V. Thuneberg, J. Kurkijarvi en D. Rainer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 48_ (1982)

1853.

G.P. van der Mey en P.H. Kes, te verschijnen in Phys. Rev. B, Rapid

Communications.



6. De bewering van Guildner en Thomas, dat berekeningen op grond van de damp-

spanningsrelatie van Clapeyron niet van praktische betekenis zijn geweest

voor de thermometrie, is onjuist.

L.A. Guildner en W. Thomas, Temperature, Its Measurements and Control

in Science and Industry', J.F. Schooley ed., (Am. Inst. Phys., New York

1982) vol. 5, p. 9.

7. De interpretatie, die Visnawathan et al. geven van hun soortelijke-warmte-

metingen aan LaRu», is dubieus.

R. Visnawathan, A.C. Lawson en C.S. Pandê, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 37_

(1976) 341.

8. De frappante overeenkomst tussen de gemeten temperatuurafhankelijkheid van

de susceptibiliteit van TihL en die van TiFeg berust niet op toeval.

F. Ducastelle, R. Caudron en P. Costa, J. de Phys. 31_ (1970) 57.

M. Gupta, Solid State Comm. 29_ (1979) 47.

T. Nakamichi, J. Phys. Soc. Jap. 25_ (1968) 1189.

9. Het staken van de brede maatschappelijke discussie over het te voeren

energiebeleid zou veel energie besparen.

10. Voor een sollicitant kan de weigering, zichzelf de das om te doen, een

lelijke strop betekenen.

E.J. Veenendaal Leiden, 8 december 1982




